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Session8 in Duane G-030 are labeled with "C" (i.e. A-C).
Sessions in the JILA Auditorium are labeled with "JO (i.e. A-J).

g ILa indicates invited speaker.

= [iMoadw. July 1,
Nady Lf Page
Session A-C Above Threshold Ionization

9:00 a.m. (L. Armstron. Jr., Chair)

*The Role of Ponderomotive Potentials in Above-Threshold Ionization,"
R_ I- Freean (AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill) 1

"Electron Energy Spectra in High Intensity Multiphoton Ionization,"
aetits (CEO/Saclay) 2

"Quasi-Classical Approach to Multiphoton Ionization of Hydrogen Atoms,"
1.L.hZaans (Latvian SSR Academy of Sciences, Riga) 3

"Numerical Experiments on Above-Threshold Ionization," J. javanainen
(University of Rochester) 4

'Essential States Approach to Above Threshold Ionization in Application
to Hydrogen Atoms," K. Rzazewski and M. Trippenbach (Polish
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw), and R. Grobe (Universitat Essen) 7

aession A-J ultinhoton Processes in Molecules

11:00 a.m. - Chair)

"Multiresonant Spectroscopy and the Dynmics of Nonradiative Decay in
Molecular Rydberg States,* K. S. Haber, F. X. Campos,
J. V. Ztanuigsr, R. T. Vie dema and R.L1zrnt
(FuCdM University) 10

'High Resolution *altlphoton Spectroscopy of Rydberg States of NO,"
D. T. blernek, S. D. Colson and 9. 9. Eyler (Yale University) 13

abxperieo Investigations of Circular Dicbroism in Photoelectron
dAgla istrributons," J. R. Appling and K. C. White (Brookhaven
National LA.mtery) 16

2:00 p.m. (LUWM CMr)

"'Mgt~r 5stlftidas #f IoteLoctrons Ii.. Above-Thresbold
"N~" f R g M du Xenon At=@,'*L b

3. W , I. b2.,; X. uibber, a d K. . Velge
0 s tk 5elofeld) 18



Session 1-0 2,00 n-a - continued Page

"Limiting Cases of Excess-Photon Ionization,* H. B. van Linden
y2n don lauvell and H. G. Muller (PON Institute) 20

*Electron Wave Packets, ultiphoton Absorption and Diffusion in a
Continuous and Quasi-Continuous Atomic Spectrum,'
(USSR Academy of Sciences, General Physics Institute, Moscow) 23

'Model Theory of Pulse Shape Effects in Above Threshold Ionization,"
H. Huang, L. Roso-Franco and J. H. Eberly (University of Rochester) 24

"High Order Nultiphoton Ionization Without Tunneling,' H. R. Reiss
(The American University, Washington, DC) 27

'Consequences of a Final State Model of Above-Threshold Ionization,"
W. Becker (University of Now Mexico) R. R. Schlicher (Max-Planck
Institut fAr Quantenoptik, Garching), 3. 0. Scully (University of
New Mexico) and K. Vdkiewicz (Warsaw University, Poland) 30

Session 3-ji Mltinhoton Proeasses in Molecules

2:00 p.m. (V. C. Linebarter, Chair)

'Photoelectron Studies of ultiphoton Processes in Small Molecules,"
L. att, M. A. O'Halloran, F. S. Tookins, J. L. Deher, and
P. 3. Dehmer (Argonne National Laboratory) 33

'Theoretical Resonant ultiphoton Ionization Studies in Molecules,"
S. N. Dixit (University of California), R. L. Dubs, H. Rudolph,
and V. McKoy (California Institute of Technology) 35

"Multiphoton Molecular Spectroscopy," M. N. R. Ashfold (University of
Bristol) 38

"Intramolecular Couplings Studied by Doppler-Freo Two-Photon Processes,"

3. liedle and H. J. Neussor (Tochnische Universitit, Kinchen) 39
'Dephasing Effects on Time-Resolved Multiphoton Transitions of

Molecules," Y. Nomura, M. Hayashi, Y. Fujimura (Tohoku University,
Japan), and S. H. Lin (Arizona State University) 42

Session B-J2 A&mo Rivdro--- in Tnese Laser Fields

4:30 p.m. (L.L.NMaln, Chair)

"Dreasing and, Phto aisatisn of the H Atom in an Ultraintense Laser
Field, N. Janjusevi6 wid N.H. Nittlemen (City College, New York) 44

"Ihe Iwmtve of Atomie Hydtroen in Nigh-Intensity, High-Frequency
Laser rlelds of Ltnear Polarization,* M. Pont, N. Valet, j
N. G6ril (IME Institute) and C. V. McCurdy (Ohio State
Uiveity) 47

"Atwe *&i fp. in C~rmilerly Polarized, Hi&.lnltensity and High-
tweiumya Laser Wields,' N. Pont, M. j. Oftebaus sad M. Gavrila(M i~uit ¢)50
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it2nsan. July 14- 1187 kt ljDrvnCai SUWPage
Session C-C unie xenlyDr'G~Cat ytm

j8:30 aum. (Lj, - SLtaIA, Chair)

"Experimental Signatures of Atomic Manty-Photon Absorption in the
Classically-Chaotic Regim,"'J .LJg~lJ (University of
Pittsburgh) 53

xQuantu.-Macbanicel Aspects of Classically Chaotic Driven Systems,'
P.. UUMMLinJ (Los Aiamos National Laboratory) 56

'Exponential Photonic Localization and Chaos in the Hydrogen Atom in
a Monochromatic Field,' G.Cnt (Universita di Milano) 58

'Quantum Mechanical Approaches to Multiple-Photon Absorption:
Computing with Thousands of States," R . JxaL (University of

LTexa* at Austin) 60
'Vibrational Chaos In Infrared Multiphoton Ieitation of Polyatomic

Molecules," 1. A. tab (Institute of Spectroscopy, USSR Academy

of Sciences, Troitzk, USSR) 61
Session CJ Collision& an~d Half-Collisions, in Intene Fields

1-10:45 &a. (L....h=. Chair)

"Coupled EquatIons Approach to Half-Collisions in Intense Fields,'"
Amadtk (Univeraitd de Sherbrooke, Canada) 62

'Fentosecond Dynamics of Multielectron Dissociative Ionisation Using a
Picosecond Laser," L. J. Frasinski, K. Codling and P. Hatherly
(University of Reading) 63

'A New Class of Resonances In the e+W4+ Scattering in an Excimer Laser
Field," L. DImou end F. H. K. Faisal (Universitit Bielefeld) 66

- 'Laser-Assisted Potential Scattering. An Assessment of Recent Now
Results,' 3. Piram (Imperial College of Science & Tetchnology); F.
Trouetta, 0. Percente and G. Messina (Istituto di Fisica

*dall~ftiversli& Palermo, Italy) 69

session fl-C Ihe hehldlwito

2:00 p.m. chaft)

'Atomic Frocesses In Strong Laser Fields,' L ... Zujg (Univrsitlt
314el1feld) 71

OAT 116atit,~ ttiV s and Calculations tcor Xenon and Krypton,'
P. It. AW C. IeesbkW aud fl.V. S&%iacher (AT&T sell

- R~kwbE. - -billh , MWv Jersey) * .72

-~~t 00o =ut60 u ,'N. D. Perry1. fs~lay . m 3. mpbfl, 0. L. Lne
AW 46b-t lewml li~etaory) 78



"Rasi D-C 2!00 II.._ - cggmtnad Page

'Multiphoton Ion Production In Intense Fields: A 4matitative
Approach,' -C. A. Xyrala, D. I. Caspersou. P. H. Y. La., L. A.
Jones, A. J. Taylor and G. T. Scaafert (Los Almws National
Laboratory) *

Seas Ion D-3 MmanIahia xaaa nA

2:00 p.m. L.hla Chair)

"Gaussian and Pro-Gaussian Laser Noa in Uhaltphem Tcmitions, 0 K.
V6dkievicz (Varsaw University, Noland) 82

"Saturation of an Optical Transition by a Phase-Dif±ain Uaser Field,"
N. V. Hamilton, D. S. Elliott, K. Arnett and S. J_ Smth (JILA,
University of Colorado) 84

"Theory of Double Optical Resonence: Collisional 5iiagand
Doppler Effects o n ac Stark Splitting, ' A. ML F. Iam (Sandia
National L~aboratories, California) 87

'Multistep Resonance Excitation of Autoionizing States;.In the Rare-
Earth 31lemts,6 V. N. Yeoseyev (Institute of Sectmscopy, USSR
Academy of Sciences, Troitzk, USSR) 89

"Population Trapping and a Generalization of Fermi'sa Gi. Sl* for
the Strong Bound-Coutiniai Tzansitioms,e 1. zat 1. IL.
Kuklitski and J. Kestowski (Polish Academy of Scmms Varsaw) 90

uApplication of State-*Ralipol. Meiaberg Equations tw b1Z;photon
Excitation Dynamic,' B. W. Shore and 1. Sacks (Immw Livermore
National Laboratory) 92

"Abnormal Peak Structure In Doubly-&eemiant Thre-ftom 3mokat ion of
a Four-Lavel Systew with Two Near-sgenerated 1ilevels.,- m

U-Y hot, Y-3 Shi, B-H Feng and T-L Sheo (Acadsma Iuteim, Beijing-,
China),* Q- S Nan (Central Collage of nationalite, 3aIJIM, China,),,
Q-S Zhu (Acaiaa Sinica, Darlini, China) 93

4:30 PH Iastas Jaalm - Kittredgs *midenc* Nall Cmpb (se p. 1831)

Vedeadw 313 122

8: 30 &a. (., Chair)
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Session K-C 8:30 a.m. - contimd Page

.. "TVo-Ilectron Excitation in an Intene Laser Puls - The Outer Electron
Shell of Magnesium," K. Burnett (Imperial College, UK) 103

"Phase Space Approach to Two Electron Ionization," J. Mostovski
L. (Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw), N. Trippenbach (Warsaw

University) and C. L. Van (Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw) 104

Thurjda. Jaul 16. 1987

Session F-G Mltjihoton Processes in Molecules

.-8:30 a.m. (J.-P....Lk X, Chair)

"Unimolecular Decay of Rotational-Selected PolyatomLc Molecular Ions
Prepared by Resonance-Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization,"
L.-J. Nasa, H. Kahlewind, A. Kiormier, Z. W. Schlag
(Technische Univrsitit, Minchen, FRG) 107

"Structure and Dynamics of Isolated Molecules and Clusters," E.R.
isrnjaLg (Colorado State University, Fort Collins) 110

"Two-Photon Excitation of Don Sodium Vaor near the nd2D ,
(n-3,4,5,7) Levels: Na2bZE+ - X3 'Excter EmissioZ 3/2
S. J. bajic (University of Tennessee), R. N. Compton and
J. A. D. Stockdalo (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 111

"Linear Spectroscopy Using Non-Linear Optics," J. . H22,
D.J. Hart and I. M. Waller (University of Waterloo, Canada) 114

"Probing of Molecular Alig noent Effects Using 'Saturated' Pulsed Laser
Excitation," H. Mayer, R. Dressler, and S.R. Leone (JIIA,
University of Colorado) 117

"MPD/NPI of Organometallic Molecules - The Role of Non-Radiative
Processes in Determining Free Metal State Distributions,"
J. Cbmiken (Syrac se University) 119

"Resonant Multiphoton Laser-Surface Interaction,O J. Reif, H. B.
Nielson, P. Topper, 0. Semler, E. Matthias (Froe Universitit
Berlin), 3. Fridell, Z. Veatin and A. Rosen (Chalmers University
of Tcboleg end University of Goteborg, Sweden) 120

"Laser Excitation of Electronic States of Atom Near Surfaces," A. C.
Greenfield and K. Burnett (Imperial College); P. T. Greenland
(Nrwell) 123

Session 1. ITetfaw Cr,4a*.m ±eion, in Mu| tiohot Exiato

1:30 a~. ~Chair)

"Influmne of Iutarauily Gehoreed Sum-Frequency Fields on Odd-
Po hteltstou of D1polo-hllovi4 Transitions in Atomic
.m., LJ.. (Oe lto NAtioeml Laboratory) 124

WbalMom, OqtS6el blee, (Ill Thema" J. Wastson

Ina. Ia" ow ai7f by RSr-Smm Scattering and
tbw 4av wi in aft 'ft.~~, W P. NaLakiam (Armeni~an12

£sabq.t~sus... W)126



Sesasion F-J 2:30 am. -otiedPage

*Suppression of X-Photon Absorption by the Four-Wave Mixing Process,*
D. J. Gauthier, M. S. Malcuit and R. W. Boyd (University of
Rochester) 129

'Mutitphotom Ionization Induced by 3rd Harmonic Internally Generated
in Kr,' P. Lamropoulos and 1. Tang (University of Southern
California) 132

*Investigations of Electron Correlations Using Residual Ion
Fluorescence Detection,' L. D. Van Voerkom, J. G. Story and W. E.
Cooke (University of Southern California) 134

'Influenc, of Different Exit Channels on the Interference Effects in
the Autoionization of Two Strongly Coupled States,' S. Ravi and
G. S. Agarval (University of Hyderabad, India) 137

*Interference Between the Two-Level Dressed Atom and Three-Level Free
Induction Decay in Cesium,' H. W. H. Lee and J. Z. Vessel (The
Aerospace Corporation) 139

Session 0C Ifae uteoo rcse

2:00 p.m. (Laa~.Chair)

'Vibrational Relaxation of Highly Excited Molecules,' R. . GoJrdon,
K. M. Beck, and M. Koshi (University of Illinois at Chicago) 142

'Ion-Thersal Intremolecular Vibrational Energy Distribution in
Isolated infrared Multiphoton Excited CF2CI2 Molecules,' E.
Mazur, K-N Chen and J. Wang (Harvard University) 144

'Characterization and Exploitation of Vibrationally Excited
Populations Produced by IRMPA,' .. jmhz T. C. Brown,
3.-K. Zellweger, and K. Yerram (University of Michigan) 147

'Nultiphoton Absorption and Luminescence of Chromyl Chloride,'
M. Ivanco, D. K. Evens and R. D. McAlpine (Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, Canada) 150

'Multiple Photon Absorption and Self- Focusing in CDF3,' AL....L..h
(University-of Laval) 153

*11 Kutiphoton Absorption with a High Pressure C02 Laser: Role of
the Laser Linewidth,'m 9wAgaU&, R. Capitini, and P. Girard
(CE/Saclay, France) 154

"Rat"s, Recurrences and Population Trapping In Quasi -Continuum and
Structured Contiuum ftotoekcitation,' P. Radmore (University
Colle&e, London) P. Knight and.$. Tarzi (Imperial College) 155

Session 42-3 ho1:Aatain t xtao~ r se

2:00 p.m. LbL ,chair)

'Finte Nzuid Systems Method for the Kultipbeton Processes In Many-
Ilectrest Atom,*1kL.hZ (Voromesh State University, USSR) 157

'Theory of lftbipn.thu 01eIsaitoadef oAtemn by Strong. Short Pulsed
Lososm$ 4. l (Laenwe Uefters National Laboratory) 158

Vill



Session 0-J 2e00 g-m - agntinueA Pago

*Two- and Three-Photon Double Ionization and Excitation of Xenon,"
A.LHuillior (CER/Saclay, France) and G. Wendin (Chalmers

University of Technology, Sweden) 160
"Two-Photon Ionization of Rare Gas Atoms : A Relativistic Time-

dependent Hartree-Fock Approach." M. G. J. Fink and W. R. Johnson
(Unverit ofNore ome ad P Zllo (UivrsiitInnsbruck) 163

ffultiphoton Detachment in Negative Ions of Halogens,* M. Crance (CRNS,
Orsay, France) 166

lRydberg Electrons in Laser Fields: A Finite Range Interaction
Problem," A. Giusti (CMR, Orsay, France) and P. Zoller
(Universitit Innsbruck) 169

'Two and Three Photon Ionization of Helium with a Resonant Autoionizing
State,' H. Bachau (Universite do Bordeaux I) and P. Lambropoulos
(University of Southern California) 172

Friday. July 17. 1937

Session H-G Closing SessIo

9:30 am. (P LurcloChair)

"State-resolved Study of Collisional Energy Transfer Studied by Laser
RUIPI Spectroscopy,' C . Sha, D. Proch, and K...L~. .K=n
(Max-Planck Institut fir Quantenoptik, Garching). 175

"Laser Spectroscopy of Coro-Excited Levels of Neutral Rubidium,"
L...Ju~, 3. K. Spong, and J. F. Young (Stanford University) 176

"Nonclassical Radiation Generators,' LiiaL9=a (Max Planck Institut
ffir Quantenoptik, Garching) 177

ERn Route to One ?etavatt," L _jigMn (University of Rochester) 178
"Studies of Soft X-Ray Fluorescence from Excited States Produced by

Nultiphoton Processes,' C_..L-iOAd (University of Illinois at
Chicago) 179

'Highly Excited Hydrogen Atom in Strong External Fields," K.E *g
(Universitit Bielefeld) 180

P. L~romulsa(University of Southern California and The Research
Center of Crete) 181
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Invited Paper

THE ROLE OF PONDEROMOTIVE POTENTIALS IN ABOVE-THRESHOLD IONIZATION

R. R. Freeman

AT&T Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, NJ 07974

This talk will summarize the phenomenology of Above-Threshold

Ionization (ATI) with special emphasis on the role of final state

interactions: specifically the effects of the elastic and inelastic

scattering of the ionized electrons by the ponderomotive forces

arising from the intense laser fields. There are now several

important experimental results that show the diverse breadth of the

effects: the suppression of low energy ATI using circularly polarized

light, the dependence of the angular distributions upon light

intensity and electron energy, and the recent results showing how

electrons gain and lose energy from high intensity laser beams. These

experimental results will be reviewed, and comparisons with classical

computer trajectories will be presented. In addition, new,

unpublished results of ATI using sub-Ricosecond pulse lengths will be

presented that show how significantly the ponderomotive potentials can

determine the shifts of peaks, their widths and shapes.
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Invi ted Paper

ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA IN HIGH INTENSITY NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION

G. Petite

CEN/Sac lay

DPh.G/S.P.A.S.

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

France
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Invited Paper

QUASI-CLASSICAL APPROACH TO MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF HYDROGEN ATOMS

I. J. Bersons

Institute of Physics

Latvian SSR Academy of Sciences

229021 Riga, SALASPILS, USSR

Multiphoton ionization of hydrogen atoms both at small and large ratio

of the frequency of the external field to that of the Rydberg electron

is considered. For high field frequencies the high-order quasi-

classical perturbation theory is developed and comparison with quantum

mechanical calculations is presented. At low frequencies a one-

dimensional hydrogen atom is considered. The penetration through the

periodically varying potential barrier at energies near the top of the

barrier is discussed and some of the experimental results of ionization

of hydrogen atoms in a microwave field are explained.
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Invited Paper

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON ABOVE-THRESHOLD IONIZATION

Juha Javanainen
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14627

The objective of this work is to elucidate the mechanism of Above-Threshold

Ionization (ATI) by means of numerical model experiments.

I integrate the time dependent Schrtdinger equation of a one-dimensional atom using

the Crank-Nicholson space-time algorithm. The full Hamiltonian in the external field reads

H = xEsinct. (1)
2 2J~I+ +x~iw

The integration is started at time t - 0 from the ground state of the time independent

Hamiltonian, and at time t the photoelectron spectrum P(W;t) is formed by projecting the

state vector onto the energy eigenstates 1W>.

At the time scale of one cycle of the field, the photoelectron spectrum exhibits a

variation exactly analogous to the forced motion of a classical electron. The quivering

motion comes to astandstill at n + 1/4 and n + 3/4 cycles of the field. Accordingly, only for

such times do I obtain photoelectron spectra with peak separation equal to the photon

energy. I have not been able to ascertain any longer-term systematic variation of the

positions and areas of the photoelectron peaks once they are resolved after about two cycles

of the field, and thus I present the results for times responding to 4.25 cycles of the field.

The widely accepted explanation' for the vanishing of the lowest photoelectron peaks

in the ATI spectrum combines two notions. First it is assumed that the continuum threshold

shifts upward with intensity by an amount which (almost) equals the ponderomotive

potential Wp - E2/4 2. Second, the released electrons gain the kinetic energy Wp as they

leave the laser focus. The photoelectron energy peaks thus emerge at (nearly) the

unperturbed zero-field energies, except that the peaks corresponding to the channels which
are closed because of the dynamic raising of the continuum threshold, are absent

This description is not2 fully consistent with experiments, and, because I do not

incorporate spatial inhomogeneity of the field intensity responsible for the ponderomotive



JNF88-1278
JOINT INSTITUTE FOR LABORATORY ASTROPHYSICS

UNIVERITY 'F COLORADO
BOULDER. COLORADO 80309-0440

UNIVUIIUITY OF COLORADO NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

June 15, 1988

Dr. Ralph Kelly
USAF Office of Scientific Research
Building 410
Bolling Air Force Base
Washington, DC 20332

AFOSR-87-0221

Dear Ralph:

This is a brief report on the Fourth International Conference on Multiphoton
Processes (Boulder, Colorado, 13-17 July 1987) which was supported in part by
grant AFOSR-87-0221 entitled "Fourth International Conference on Multiphoton
Processes." Attachments to this report include:

(1) a list of participants in the conference;

(2) the Program and Abstracts, which includes in particular, the abstracts of
orally presented contributed papers as well as of the poster
presentations; and

(3) the printed proceedings of the conference entitled "Multiphoton
Processes," S. J. Smith and P. L. Knight, editors, Cambridge University
Press, 1988, which consists of papers by invited speakers.

There were about 200 registrants. Of the 200 registrants, 86 were from
fifteen countries other than the United States, including from: Australia
(1), Austria (4), Canada (5), England (18), France (12), Greece (4), Hungary
(2), Israel (3), Italy (11), Japan (2), the Netherlands (5), People's Republic
of China (2), Poland (5), Russia (6) and West Germany (14). In addition,
there were a number of foreign student participants from U.S. universities,
notably those from the People's Republic of China.

The conference program included thirty-six invited speakers, twenty from
foreign countries; forty-five orally presented contributed papers; and
approximately one hundred posters.

Travel support was provided, as needed, for invited speakers. All speakers
were asked to minimize their requests by obtaining support from their own
institutions. Travel support was provided only in response to specific

Cable Address: JILA Telex Number 755842 Telephone Number: 492-773



requests and only where speakers asserted that they could not otherwise
participate.

We were also able to respond to requests for support from a number of young
sctentists with records of accomplishment in multiphoton research, who
otherwise could not have come or who would have had to pay entirely out of
personal funds; and graduate students, mostly from U.S. universities, upon
requests endorsed by their thesis advisors. We were able to respond
significantly to all such requests, approximately fifteen in all. Travel
support from the AFOSR grant was provided only to applicants from U.S.
institutions. Air Force and other Government personnel were excluded from
consideration.

The conference was sponsored by JUPAP, the University of Colorado, NBS, NSF,
AFOSR, ONR and the DoE Office of Basic Energy Sciences. Contributions to the
non-scientific program were received from Coherent, Inc.; Lambda Physik;
Lumonics, Inc; Quantel International; Questek, Inc; and Spectra Physics.

The meeting seemed to be regarded by participants as an outstanding success.
The Fifth International Conference on Multiphoton Processes will be held in
France in 1990, with G. Mainfray serving as chairman of the international
committee. This three year cycle was felt to be appropriate to this field.
More frequent meetings would contribute unnecessarily to the problem of
conference proliferation.

Sincerely,

Principal Investigator

SJS:jm

Enc.
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forces, I cannot test it completely in the simulations either. However, with increasing

intensity the photoelectron peaks move down in energy as if the continuum threshold

moved up by an amount which for large multiphoton orders is close to Wp. Figure 1

illustrates the peak motion, as well as dynamic closing of an ionization channel.

0

I

0

2

0 2 4

W/Co

Fig. 1 Mw pbotoelectro spiecta with to - 0.14 (5-p1owo ionization), for the fied strengths
E = 0.05. 0.07071 mId 0.085 (from lp m bonomn). The numbers label peaks which transorm

mao eh odmo. ForE - 0.05 the peak0 f ilea below de coawnumn limit W= 0.

Two basic non-perturbative mechanisms of AT! have been advocated. Some authors 3

regard ATM as transitions between continuum states analogous to dipole transitions between

bound levels. Others 4 attribute AT! to a dressing of the continuum states by the external

field, associated with those dipole moment matrix elements which by a suitable choice of

the continuum states can be rendered diagonal. As the former mechanism is absent with free

electrons, a free-electron scaling of AT! suggests the continuum dressing mechanism.
To study the scaling I first define in terms of the photoelectron spectrum and the

position of the lowest peak W0 a quantity roughly representing the nunber of AT! peaks,

N a-t W P(Wt) dW- . (2)
(0
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In Fig 2. 1 plot N for several field intensities and frequencies as a function of the free-

electron parameter q = E2/09, essentially the ratio of the ponderomotive potential to the

photon energy. For all three frequencies the onset of ATL N - 1, takes place at 1 - 1, and a

rough scaling of ATl with the parameter q is recognized.

5

N 
xx

o o

o db
0 asQ 04 , ,

0.1 1 2 5 10

Fig. 2. The qumity N. essentially a mem=ne of the nuber of ATI peas, ploted u a function
of the piunew 12/c0 ftr the ore field frequencies m - 0.07 (crosses). 0.14 (squares) and
0.27 (circles). These fequencies crrespond to 10, 5 snd 3-phooon ionzation.

My simulations support the interplay of the threshold shift and ponderomotive

acceleration as the explanation for the vanishing of the lowest ATI peaks with increasing

intensity, and suggest that diagonal continuum dressing is the dominant mechanism of ATI.

To gain further insight, simulations of the scatteed radiation we presently under way.
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ESSENTIAL STATES APPROACH TO

THE ABOVE THRESHOLD IONIZATION

IN APPLICATION TO HYDROGEN ATOM

Kazimierz Rzgewski, Institute for Theoretical Physics, Polish

Academy of Sciences, 02-668 Warsaw, al. Lotnik6w 32/46,

Poland.

Marek Trippenbach, Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw

University, 00-681 Warsaw, ul. RoZa 69, Poland.

Rainer Grobe, Fachbereich Physik, Universitat Essen, 43 Essen

West Germany.

Over the past several years, the experimental study of nonresonant
multiphoton ionization of neutral atoes has let to a discovery of above-

threshold ionizationl (ATI). The phenomenon of ATI is an absorption of
additional photons over a minimal number required for ionization It
manifests itself in an energy spectrum of the outgoing photoelectrons.
This spectrum consists of a series of maxims displaced by the single

photon energy te of the light used for ionization. The relative sizes of the
peaks or the populations of the consecutive maims depend on the

intensity of the laser light and in the region of 1012-1013 W/cm 2 become
inverted. It means that higher than the first peak is most populated.

Our line of thought follows that represented by a series of papers

pointing to the saturation of free-free dipole transitions2.3.The important
ingredient of these papers is an identification of the subepace of essential
states of the aom. Eenta stats are those which get populated during
the evolution. The total hamiltonian is then restricted to the subspace of
relevant states. A number of qualitative results where obtained using this
framework which are in a rough agreement with the observed peak
switching in the photoelectron spectra. Staying within the framevork of
essential saes, ye have made the first calculations without adjustable
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parameters4 5 . They are performed for the simplest possible system: the

hydrogen atom. We stress that all the existing calculations of the AT1

performed for the hydrogen atom were done with the help of the

perturbative methods.

As emission and absorption of photons can only occur in a presence of

accelerations, only relatively small number of partial waves should be

present in the angular momentum decomposition of the ATI peaks. The

first results on this problem has recently been published 6 and they

indeed show that only roughly a half of angular moments permitted by

the dipole selection rule are present.

In our model, the relevant states are the initial bound state and a matrix

of narrov bands in the continuum corresponding to the definite orbital

momentum components of the consecutive peaks of ATI. The scheme is for

the 12 photon ionization by the powerful linearly polarized pulse of the

nd:YAG laser. The 12-photon bound-free transition is assumed to be

entirely nonresonant and a perturbative matrix element is used here. The

standard analytically available7 free-free matrix dipole elements for the

hydrogen atom are used to link the narrow bands in the continuum. The

major simplification of such a multichannel dynamics has been made in

Ref.8. As a result the dynamical equations of the model take a form of

kinetic equations. It follows from them that. to a good approximation the

relative sizes of peaks do not depend on the duration of the pulse.

The earlier results are nov extended to laser intensities of the order of

1012-10 13W/cm 2. The description of the final scattering states as the

Coulomb field continua is no longer adequate. The motion of the electron

in the laser field, described by the, so called, Volkov solution is more

appropriate. Technically this corrections appear as diagonal, singular

parts of the free-free matrix element. The method of dealing with this

terms is described in Ref. 10.

The corrections coming from the diagonal parts of the coupling modify

the weak field linear dependence of the single photon couplings of the

model. They also introduce new direct multiphoton couplings between

distant continua. They tend to increase somewhat a probability of higher

angular momenta in the ATi peaks.



As in all the other calculations of single atom AT! in hydrogen, it seems
to be very difficult to achieve the peak switching.

In our talk ye plan to comment also about the AT! phenomenon vith
circularly polarized light and about the AT! starting from a Rydberg level.
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Mulresonant Spectroscopy and the Dynamics of Nonradlative Decay

in Molecular Rydberg States
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Ralph T. Wiedmann and Edward R. Grant
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Nonradiative processes are well known to affect the course of molecular

multiphoton processes. 1-s Intermediate nonradiative decay diverts the direct ionization

of excited molecules, and can thus reduce the yield of parent ions as well as affect

vibronic overlaps for subsequent neutral-neutral and neutral-ion transitions. Products

of nonradiative decay can consist of vibrationally excited levels built on lower

electronic states of parent molecules, 4,5 as well as photodissociation fragments.6 .s

Such effects are observed for both valence and Rydberg intermediate levels, with

characteristic timescales, as inferred from line shapes, 9 power dependencies, s and a few

direct measurements, 10 ranging from nanoseconds to femtoseconds. For polyatomic

Rydberg states in particular, where fast to ultrafast nonradiative relaxation is regarded

as axiomatic, information on specific decay paths is sparse. This situation persists

despite the attractive opportunities for photophysics presented by Rydberg systems in

general as series of systematically related electronic states. Moreover, Rydberg states

offer a possible simplification through the close connection between electron-ion

scattering and Rydberg-core interaction, as made evident by descriptions that

conceptually divide Rydberg molecules into Rydberg-electronic and core-ionic

subsystems coupled by interaction terms.11

With the above factors in mind we have undertaken a systematic study of the

observable properties of Rydberg states in triatomic and swall polyatomic molecules.

Our observations thus far have been confined to determinations of global lifetimes and

specific interactions in the frequency domain. Experiments under development will

probe relaxation directly by time-resolved pump-probe methods. In all cases, systems

under study are seeded in a pulsed free-jet expansion. Rydberg states are then

accessed either by conventional one-color two-photon or three-color multiresonant
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three-photon excitation. Absorption is detected by subsequent photoionization, or, in

some cases, by autoionization. Ions are collected and filtered by a quadrupole mass

spectrometer. Under jet-cooled conditions, and particularly for multiresonant stepwise

excitation, inhomogeneous contributions to linewidths from rotational and low-frequency

vibrational congestion is greatly reduced so that observed band profiles give

information on the lifetime of the optically bright (ionizable) state with respect to

decay into a manifold of dark states. Above adiabatic ionization thresholds, resonance

profiles additionally contain information on autoionization linewidths.

We find that decay rates obtained in this fashion vary enormously from one

molecule to another, and, for any given molecule, among Rydberg states in a series.

We will summarize results already published on benzene 9 toluene, 12 triazine13 and

cyclohexane, 14 in combination with more recent data on cyclopropane.1 6 Against this

background, the discussion will emphasize new results on the rovibrational state

selected multiresonant spectroscopy and dynamics of high-Rydberg states near and

above the adiabatic ionization threshold of NO 2.

These latter states are accessed by the three-color multiresonant excitation

method mentioned above. As presently configured, this technique uses two lasers, one

of which is set, by use of an appropriate doubling crystal, to a fundamental frequency

combined with its first harmonic. This bichromatic output is tuned to double-resonance

with a selected rotational level (at w1) in the dense optical absorption spectrum of

NO 2, and a rotational level to which it connects by subsequent UV absorption (2w1) in

a chosen vibrational member of the 3pO Rydberg State. 16  The first laser thus

nominally selects a molecular Rydberg level of well defined rotational and vibrational

quantum numbers. From such gateway states the Franck-Condon allowed spectrum of

higher Rydberg states is acquired via resonant ionization by scanning the output of a

second dye laser. For vibrationally excited gateway states, the spectrum extends above

the adiabatic ionization threshold to exhibit structure converging to corresponding

vertical thresholds. Below the adiabatic IP, homogeneous widths reflect neutral decay

pathways. Higher up, autoionization becomes an additional possibility, and we see

distinct changes in lifetimes that appear to be correlated with thresholds for mode-

specific vibrational-autoionization channels.
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High Resolution Multiphoton Spectroscopy of Rydberg States of NO.#

D.T. Biernacki and S.D. Colson
Chemistry Department

Yale University
New Haven, CT 06511

E.E. Eyler
Physics Department

Yale University
New Haven, CT 06511

Two experiments on the Rydberg states of nitric oxide (NO) have been per-

formed using very high resolution laser spectroscopy. In the first, the A.OX transi-

tion has been measured to an accuracy of 0.01 cm " 1 using both 2-photon resonant

4-photon ionization and 1-photon resonant 2-photon ionization. In the second,

autoionizing Rydberg states are studied using stepwise excitation; states with L>2

can be accurately described using a simple long-range interaction model. The

autoionization rates vary dramatically with L and with N, the total angular mom-

entum exclusive of spin.

The A(3so) 'Z*.X 2 lI(1,0) transition near 214.8 nm is excited using a pulse-

amplified continuous wave dye laser system with a resolution of .002 cm " '. For

the measurements using 2-photon ionization the laser is frequency doubled by a

0-BaB2O, crystal. The A state is resonant at the one photon energy, and an addi-

tional photon from the same laser induces ionization. The experiment is performed

in a pulsed supersonic molecular beam formed by the expansion of a 5% mixture of

NO in argon. The free jet expansion yields a collision-free beam with a rotational

temperature of about 2K. The beam is collimated by a 1-2 mm skimmer to reduce

the Doppler broadening of the line width. An electric field of 350 V/cm created

by the voltage applied to the electron multiplier tube collects the photoions. A

typical spectrum is shown in Figure 1. Using the absorption spectrum of Te2 as a

reference, the energies of several branches of the A4-X(1-0) transition have been

measured to an accuracy of about 0.01 cm-'. Together with the spectra of the

Rydberg nf states, these transition energies yield accurate values for the quadru-

pole moment and polarizability of NO, and the ionization potential of NO.

The higher Rydberg states can be studied by stepwise excitation using the

same levels of the A state as Intermediate states. For these experiments a pulsed
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Figure 1. Scan over the R1 (O.5) branch of the A-X(1,0) transition.

dye laser of about .1 cm-1 resolution populates the v= levels of the A state by a

two photon absorption. The high resolution pulse-amplified cw dye laser then pop-

ulates autoionizing v= Rydberg states. The gas sample is prepared as a 5% mix-

ture of NO in helium. The ions produced by autoionization are collected by pulsed

ion optics to reduce stray electric fields which may perturb the energies and

widths of the Rydberg states studied. Natural linewidths are resolved for most of

the lines of the Rydberg states studied, allowing a direct determination of the

decay rates. The Rydber8 ns, np and nf states can all be observed. The transition

energies of the lines and their corresponding widths are determined by a least

squares fit to a Lorentzian line shape function. Figure 2 shows a typical fit. For

Rydberg states with >2, the energy levels can be reproduced accurately using a

long range interaction model.' Since there is little core penetration by these

states, they can be described as a molecular ion core orbited by a single electron.

This model incorporates corrections to the hydrogen atom wave function for the

dipole moment, quadrupole moment, and polarizabilities of the molecular core.

'E.E. Eyler, Phys. Rev. A 34, 2881 (1986), and references therein.

OSupported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research, grant number AFOSR-
85-0054.
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Figure 2. The 12f4-A(1,1) transition from N'=3 is shown with P,Q,R
branches to levels with core rotation R=3. The solid line is a least
squares fit to a sum of three Lorentzians.
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Experimental Investigations of Circular Dlchrolm

:in lotoelectron Angular Distributlons*

Jeffrey R. Appling and Michael G. White

Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

The first observationsl,2 of dichroic effects in photoelectron

angular distributions are reported for photoionization from aligned

molecular excitd states. Optically aligned excited states, prepared with

linearly polarized photons in two-color multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of

NO, are probed through ionization by circularly polarized light.

Resultant photoelectron angular distributions exhibit significant

left-right asymmetry indicative of the excited state alignment. These

experimental circularly dichroic angular distributions (CDAD) are found

to be well described by the general theoretical framework recently

developed by Dubs, Dixit and McKoy,3 and are in good qualitative

agreement with their calculated REMPI-CD distributions.

Two cases of CDAD measurements are presented for the (n + 1) VEMPI

of rotationally cooled nitric oxide. Initial observation1 of circular

dichroism resulted from study of two-color (2 + 1) REMPI via A2E*,

v - O,J - 3/2, 5/2 excited states corresponding to the R2 1 + S 11(1/2) and

S2 1(1/2) rotational branch transitions. The experimental CDAD signal for

these transitions approaches 202 of the circularly polarized differential

cross section. A more extensive investigation2 of CDAD from optically

prepared levels of the A state was performed using a two-color (1 + 1)

REMPI scheme. For the Q21 + R11 (1/2, 3/2) and R 2 1(1/2, 3/2) rotational

transitions, the CDAD intensities were found to be relatively small

(typically, 5-102 of the circularly polarized cross section) in general

accord with the smaller alignments expected for one-photon excitation.

The P11 branch lines exhibit even smaller CDAD intensities (the P 1 1(3/2)

line shows no experimentally observable left-right asymmetry as expected
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for an isotropic J - 1/2 upper state) but more interestingly, the

extracted alignment parameters have the opposite sign. This result

suggests that excited state alignments produced via the P1 1 branch have

Mj sublevel populations skewed to higher IMjI. Such distributions

are not expected from simple one-photon excitation cross sections and the

origin of this alignment is presently being sought.

The DAD study of NO with (1 +1) IEHPI was initiated as a preamble

to the ongoing investigations of NO fragments released in the

photodissociation of NO2:

NO2 + hv (X < 400 m) + NO( 2 ) + O(3p,iD).

Current work on NO2 will be followed by future studies of NO-containing

molecules by the photoelectron angular distribution measurement

techniques described herein. Our goal is the elucidation of ground state

alignment of NO fragments induced by the unimolecular photodissociation

process.

1 J. R. Appling, M. G. White, T. M. Orlando and S. L. Anderson,

J. Chem. Phys. 85, 6803 (1986).
2 J. R. Appling and M. G. White, in preparation.

3 R. L. Dubs, S. N. Dixit and V. McKoy, J. Chem. Phys. 85, 656 (1986).

* This research was performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory under

contract LE-ACO2-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy and

supported by its Division of Chemimcal Sciences, Office of Basic

Energy Sciences.
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Angular Distributions of Photoelectrons from Above-Threshold

Ionization of Hydrogen and Xenon Atoms

D. Feldmann, B. Wolff, H. Rottke, M. Wemhoner, and K.H. Welge

Fakultat fUr Physik, UniversitAt Bielefeld, FRG

1. Hydrogen:

Above-threshold ionization (ATI) of atomic Hydrogen is of fundamental

interest as a test case for theoretical calculations. Up to now only

one experimental observation of ATI in Hydrogen has been reported in

which either a three-photon-resonant process or the more complicated

situation of two frequencies has been studied. (1)

We have measured angular distributions of the first few above-threshold

-electron peaks at the off-resonant wavelengths 532 nm and 355 nm.

532 nm:

At estimated effective intensities of some 1012 Wcm -2 the electron

energy spectrum shows peaks corresponding to the absorption of up to

ten photons. A minimum of six photons is necessary for ionization at

this wavelength. For the first three peaks angular distributions have

been determined, using linearly polarized light.

A fit of the experimental values to a sum of spherical harmonics shows

that partial waves of relatively low angular momentum contribute. The

relative contributions of partial waves with different angular momentum

are intensity dependent.

355 nm:
At this wavelength we have applied estimated effective intensities of

the order of 1012 Wcm "2 .

The angular distributions of the electrons from four- and five-photon

ionization contain strong d- and f-wave contributions respectively.

At the moment, the results for higher order processes suffer from low

signal levels.

We hope that these results will stimulate theoretical calculations of

angular distributions at these wavelengths.
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2. Xenon:

The angular distributions of electrons from high order ATI-processes

at 1064 nm at intensities above 1013 Wcm "2 show significant modificat-

ions when the total energy absorbed from the radiation field lies in

the region of the autoionizing states of the atom which begins at an

energy corresponding to seven photons above the ionization limit. This

indicates that higher order ATI-processes in such a multi-electron

atom cannot be described properly in a one-electron picture.

References:

1) H.G. MUller, H.B. van Linden van den Henvell, and M.. van der Wiel,

Phys. Rev. A 34, 236 (1986)

This research is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft -

Sonderforschungsbereich 216
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LIMITING CASES OF EXCESS-PHOTON IONIZATION

H.B. van Linden van den Heuvell and H.G. Muller

FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics

Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, the Netherlands

In the last couple of years, much york has been done on the field of

'atoms in strong laser fields', both experimentally and theoretically.

Two main streams of experiments can be distinguished: the observation

of the energy distribution of the ionized electrons, and the

observation of the charge state of the remaining ions. Here, we vant

to concentrate on experiments of the first type.

The first restricting on the topic is that it is assumed that the

ions, formed by multiphoton ionization (MPI), are always singly

ionized. As is very yell known by nov, the number of absorbed photons

is not necessarily the minimum number one vould expect based on an

energy argument. For this phenomenon the names excess-photon

ionization (EPI) and above threshold ionization (ATI) are in use.

The interpretation of EPI experiments is usually difficult, because

a large number of effects cooperate to produce the observed behaviour.

Disentangling this complex often leads to ambiguous results and

confusion. In order to increase our understanding it is therefore

desirable to study the various effects separately, in systems where

they manifest themselves in their purest form, i.e. to study

judiciously chosen limiting cases.

The most obvious reasons that comparison between theory and

experiment is difficult are the following: Firstly, most target atoms

are too complicated to tackle their multiphoton processes

theoretically. Obviously, this can be overcome by going to a

simplifying limiting cases through choice of the target atom. By

using atomic hydrogen, a comparison is made much easier.1 ,2 Secondly,

it is hard, and up to now in fact impossible to irradiate the atom

with a strong field of constant amplitude. Both over space and in

time the amplitude of the light field is varying, so the observations

are averaged over a distribution of laser-field intensities. Since

the observed processes are highly non-linear, this is an unwanted

situation.

I
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Another simplification is the disentangling of the ionization

process and the absorption of excess photons, by using separate lasers

for each of these processes.3 This shovs the effects due to coupling

betveen the EPI continua undisturbed by the often complicated

ionization effects. The effect of the photoelectron being subject to

the influence of both the laser and atomic field during the initial

period of its voyage to infinity, is most pronounced in the situation

vhere the energy of an excess-photonionized electron is as small as

possible.4 This energy is roughly the energy of one photon. It is

demonstrated that excess-photon ionization can be seen as a

continuation of resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI).

Alternatively one could look to the multiphoton 'ionization', or

more precisely multiphoton detachment, of negative ions. It is an

interesting question through vhich mechanism the absorption of

excess-photons can take place in this case, especially in connection

vith the above mentioned transition of EPI to REHPI. Such a

transition is not possible in the case of negative ions since the lack

of excited states preclude the occurrence of REMPI. Finally, a

classical example of a limiting case, is the classical limit of the

process, vhere the photon energy becomes so small that the quantized

nature of the radiation field can be ignored.

Out of this list of five limiting cases, tvo vill be discussed in a

little more detail, namely the minimum-energy limit and the classical

limit. The minimum-energy limit of EPI is strongly connected to the

photoionization of Rydberg atoms. This last one is a phenomenon vith

many aspects. One of these is that the 'timing of a state', i.e. the

inverse of energy separation betveen tvo adjacent n-states can be made

comparable vith the pulse duration of the laser pulse. In this way it

is possible to measure the time dependence of photoionization. In

order to increase this effect, ve have performed measurements in a

magnetic field. The elegance of the measurements is that they can be

explained both in classical and in quantummechanical terms. Both

treatments lead to the conclusion that:

* the absorption of photons by a Rydberg or continuum electron is

taking place in a localized area close to the nucleus.

* a magnetic field is a convenient vay to deform the time-evolution of

vavefunctions on a time scale of the laser pulse duration.
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As mentioned, in the situation treated above several classical

aspects can be recognized. Bovever the behaviour of the radiation

field is still completely 'photon-like'. This indicates that the

interaction betveen radiation field and electron is lasting long, at

least during an oscillation period of the radiation field and

therefore the interaction can be called veak. The classical

interpretation is useful vhen the opposite is the case; i.e. vhen the

interaction time is so short that the electric field is essentially

constant during the process. This is the case if the distance over

vhich the electron moves during one light oscillation is much more

than the amplitude of the quiver motion.
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M. V. Fedorov
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Field induzed transitions between highly excited atomic levels and in

the continuum are considered. Conditions under which the transition

probabilities linearly depend on time are found. These are the

conditions under which diffusion over energy can occur. Applicability

of the diffusion equation is shown to depend on the initial width of

the electron wave packet. The Fokker-Planck equation for stimulated

bremsstrahlung is proposed.
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MODEL THEORY OF PULSE SHAPE EFFECTS IN ABOVE THRESHOLD IONIZATION

H.Huang, L.Roso-Franco and J.H.Eberly

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Rochester,

Rochester,NY 14627, USA

In the intensity range where Above Threshold Ionization becomes

important, the ATI spectrum has a well-defined peak structure. I The peaks

are centered at N+S times photon energy above the atomic ground state

(S-1,2,...). The fact that off-resonant levels have very little population

suggests that for a given continuum level, we can practically ignore the

majority of C-C couplings with it. Thus the resonant C-C couplings deserve

special consideration, and a resonant ladder can serve as a crude model for

such processes.

A single level coupled to a ladder of "quasi-continuum" levels has been

treated in rate equation2 and Schrodinger's equation approaches3 in

polyatomic molecular excitation studies, where the levels are truly

discrete. To model a system with (non-degenerate) continuum levels, we must

generalize these approaches to include a continuous ensemble of ladders.

Our model consists of a single discrete level 10> and an infinite set

of ladders of levels 1A, S>. Each continuum level is only connected to

levels Sm above and below it, so that a ladder of levels extended upwards

is not coupled with other ladders. Such ladders are denoted by the detuning

of their lowest step from the N-photon resonance from the ground state 10>.

The equations describing the system read:

ia0- V0(t) fdA p(A)al(A) (1.a)

i.i(A)- Aal(A)+ Vo(t)a0 + V(t)a2(A) (1.b)

ii s(A) - Ass(A)+ Vltl[a s- (A)+ a S+I(A)] . 11.c)

A general solution for arbitrary laser pulse shape was found by

assuming V, V0 real, and the continuum smooth. This solution is:

a0(t) - exp(-J tr(t')dt'] (2.a)
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aS(A,t) - (-i) ftdt'Vo(t') axp[-ftF(t")dt']exp[-i(t-t')

K {Ji 2ft,dtwV(t")] + 3 [i2ft,dt-V(t)]} (2.b)

Here r(t)- Vo 2 (t)P.0
It is evident from the convolution form in (2.b) that the population

reaches the S'th level by a two-step process. The first step, the

depletion of the ground state, is unaffected by the presence of C-C

couplings as shown by (2.a). So if the first continuum is connected with

the ground state through an N-photon process, the power law r - IN holds

for all intensity ranges.

In the second step, the electron will pick up photon energy at the

rate 2V(t), since the ladder is exactly resonant. This process will

continue all the time while the ground state is being depleted. After

ground state depletion is complete, we will see the depletion of the first

and subsequent "ionized* or ATI" peaks. The number of peaks that have

disappeared is proportional to the pulse length after ground state

depletion.

In the case of non-constant pulse envelope, we define two new

parameters of the pulse:

AO- f.r(t)dt, (3.a)

A - f.a 2V(t)dt. (3.b)

The number of photons absorbed will depend on the "area" A after depletion,

but the number of peaks that eventually emerge is determined by the ratio

between V and V0 before the ground state depletion. For a low intensity

pulse, A0 (( 1, the rising edge doesn't pump much population into the first

continuum, thus part of the area A is *wasted*. In contrast, at the falling

edge although the Ig>-Il, A> channel has been closed, the C-C channels are

still open, so population in lower levels is pumped up without compensation

from the ground state. If the tail of pulse is long enough, to be more

definite if

21tailV(t)dt > 1,

a shift of peak packet from the lowest continua will be significant. We

note that this effect of pulse shape provides another explanation of the

disappearance of the first peaks, even well below the depletion region.
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In the figures we show the results obtained In the integration of

eqs.(2) with U-n6 for three representative, pulse shapes: (a) square; (b)

Gaussian; (c) random. The random pulse woo generated by a simple pseudo

random routine: V(t) - constxsin 2((t+10) 2). Here the time unit equals 1/2V,

V in the square pulse amplitude. With step size At'..05, this formula

simulates a near-uncorrelated amplitude fluctuation. Although the

parameters A and A 0wore the same for the three (20 and .2 respectively),

we see in Fig.2 the first few peaks almost disappear.

The experimental data in the references cited appear to belong to the

latter case, below the depletion limit. When intensity Is increased, the

number of peaks suppressed and the number of remaining peaks both grow

larger.
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HIGH ORDER NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION WITHOUT TUNNELING

H. R. Reiss

Department of Physics

The American University

Washington, DC 20016

It is well known that for low frequency electromagnetic fields of

very high intensity, the concept of ionization achieved by tunneling

through a potential barrier is appropriate.1 The observations by

Yergeau, Chin, and Lavigne2 of ionization of rare gases by a CO2 laser

are clearly in a tunneling region. Experiments3 "5 with lasers of

shorter wavelength than CO2 give less extreme examples of high order

photoionization in which the tunneling model may not be justified. An

extended form6 of the Keldysh theory exists which gives good

qualitative agreement7 "9 with the experiments, gives criteria for

distinguishing tunneling and non-tunneling domains in high order

intense field processes, and provides explicit asymptotic forms for

both domains. These results are used here to explore the limits,

expressed in photon order and field intensity, of the region in which

an ionization can be of high order and yet not be tunneling.

The extended theory6 involves two intensity parameters, a

fundamental one, z - e2E2/4mw 3 , and a tunneling parameter

zl - 2zw/EB, where units with A - c - I are used, E is the magnitude of

the electric field of angular frequency w, and EB is the initial

binding energy of the ionized electron. The quantity z1 is the inverse

square of the Keldysh parameter 7. Both z and z1 must be large for

tunneling to occur. Asymptotic results have been given for the intense

field case z >> 1, which do not require that z1 be large as well. What

is explored here is the degree to which these asymptotic forms will

predict observable high order ionization subject to the limitation that

zl s 1, i.e., that tunneling does not take place. Basic to this

investigation is an asymptotic form for a generalized Bessel function

of two variables, which can be simplified from a general expression

given in Ref. 6 to the result
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n 2
[Jn(uv) t2n ir(n2.z2 )1/2  1/)

where z is the basic intensity parameter just defined, n is the

multiphoton order, and X is a complicated quantity whose definition is

unimportant for the assessment of the magnitude of Eq. (1). The

quantity n is bounded from below by no - (z + EB/w), where the brace

indicates the smallest integer containing the quantity within the

brace, and Eq. (1) is valid when n - no . For explicitness, Eq. (1) can

be incorporated into a transition rate expression based upon a hydrogen

ground state as the initial state of the system, but the essential

results flow from the use of Eq. (1) rather than any particular choice

of initial state. The transition rate so generated is

4 ( EB 15/2 S e )n (nzEB/w)1/2

W 2 1w- 2n I / 5/2' (2)
W n-n (n+z) /2(n-z)

o

where the sum converges very rapidly after the first few terms. The

number of independent physical quantities in Eq. (2) can be confined to

two by demanding that zI - 1, which allows the greatest possible

latitude while still excluding the tunneling regime. One notices in

Eq. (2) factors equivalent to (z/2)n/nI, which sharply limits the

degree to which n can exceed z. The limitation on zI is indeed

confining, but important possibilities for very high order processes do

exist, as will be discussed.
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Consequences of a Final State Model of Above-Threshold Ionization
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Calculating the rates and spectra of above-threshold multiphoton

ionization (ATI) [1] from first principles is a next to impossible

task. Even the simplest one-body problem - ionization of one bound

electron in a monochromatic laser field - is very difficult due to

the fact that no satisfactory wave function for the bound electron in

the presence of the laser field is available. In addition, for the

ionization of many-electron atoms collective effects such as the

excitation of collective atomic modes or the simultaneous ejection of

several electrons are likely to play a role. Finally, it is certain

that the detailed structure of the laser pulse (which is poorly known to

the experimenter) has to be taken into account before any quantitative

comparison with the experimental data can be carried out. Given this

situation it is very useful if some aspects of the entire problem can be

separated off and studied more or less independently of the others.

Such an aspect is the behavior of the electron in the laser field after

it has been "created" by ionization. It will turn out that this final

state interaction is responsible for most of the features observed in

the ATI electron spectra.

With this motivation in mind we have modeled thi ATI process in a

very simple way [2,3). We assume some effective interaction that just

lifts the electron into the continuum via absorption of the minimum

number N of photons. We further assume that as soon as the electron has

been created it is only subject to the laser field and does no longer
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feel the ionic potential. We thus decompose the entire ATI process into

two subprocesses which add up incoherently. We leave the first part

largely unspecified; the second part is then fully described by the

so-called Volkov wave function, which is an exact solution for an

electron in an external plane wave field. Thereby, we will be able to

conclude that all features which we will derive for the ATI electron

spectrum originate solely from the Volkov solution, and have little to

do with the d&tails of how exactly the electrons were created.

Conversely, whatever features of the experimental ATI spectrum we do not

recover in our model calculation, are then due to the details of the

process of ionization.

The electron spectra derived from this model qualitatively exhibit

most of the universal features of ATI, notably peak switching and peak

suppression [2,3]. The latter is due to the presence of the

ponderomotive potential when the electron leaves the pulse on one side.

The reduced order of nonlinearity of the first peak of the spectrum is

well reproduced [3]. The model makes definite predictions for the

angular distributions in a monochromatic laser field. These will be

distorted by the action of the ponderomotive force which depends on the

pulse shape and the path along which the electron leaves the pulse.

However, gross features of the angular distributions are immediately

evident from the model, such as the predominant emission in the

direction of the electric field which has been observed for linear

polarization [4]. If the effective interaction is such that the

electron is in the first step lifted up high into the continuum at a

certain energy, the model predicts an electron energy distribution which

is symmetric about this energy with a pronounced peak on either side.

This is related to the classical limit discussed in [5] where t- 0 in

as much as the Volkov solution is concerned. This situation could be
achieved by a superposition of a high-intensity high-frequency laser

which brings the electron in the continuum and a low frequency laser

(possibly microwave) that induces continuum-continuum transitions (cp.

L ... _
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[6]). If we assume an effective interaction which contributes an

intensity dependence IN (with N the minimum number of photons), the

model predicts a total ionization rate proportional to IN as given by

perturbation theory. In contrast, the electron energy spectrum is

determined by the Volkov solution and beyond the reach of perturbation

theory. To put it differently, ATI realizes a situation where

perturbation theory is applicable for the total ionization rate while it

is not for the differential rate with respect to the electron energy.

The Volkov solution primarily effects a redistribution of electron

energies which does not affect the total rate. This is a very general

feature of the laser-particle interaction. It has, for example, been

discussed in the context of nuclear beta-decay in a laser field [5,7]

and has been clearly established experimentally in ATI (8].
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In the past few years we have used resonantly enhanced multiphoton

ionization-photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES) to examine the photo-

ionization dynamics of a number of atoms and small molecules in excited

states.1 REMPI-PES has been used to study photoionization processes in

atoms produced by the photofragmentation of molecular species and to

study photoionization and predissociation of excited states of rare gas

dimers. In addition, we have used direct, nonresonant multiphoton

excitation into the ionization continuum to probe autoionizing levels of

the rare gas atoms and the nitric oxide molecule. The photoelectron

branching ratios and angular distributions so obtained provide new

information on the dynamics of autoionization in these systems.

One example that will be discussed in some detail involves the three

photon resonant, four photon ionization of molecular hydrogen via the

C IAu electronic state. Experimental data for this system has been ob-

tained for ionization via a number of individual rotational and vibra-

tional levels of the C Iu state. The data include photoelectron angular

distributlons2 and angle-resolved 2 and angle-integrated3 vibrational branch-

ing ratios. Data obtained using a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer3

also provide information on the rotational branching ratios within indi-

vidual vibrational bands of the photoelectron spectrum. In addition,

photoelectron angular distributions and vibrational branching ratios have

recently been recorded for the analogous bands in D2. The data will be

compared with the detailed theoretical calculations of Dixit et al. 4 The

qualitative agreement between experiment and theory is quite good. Possible

explanations for the quantitative discrepancies will be discussed.
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THEORETICAL RESONANT MUTLIPHOTON IONIZATION STUDIES IN MOLECULES
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In an (n+m) resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), a

molecule in its initial state absorbs n photons to make a transition

to an excited rovibronic state and is subsequently ionized out of this

state by the absorption of additional m photons. The high intensity,

narrow bandwidth and the tunability of modern dye lasers, together

with high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) make REMPI-PES

an extremely powerful probe of excited states and ionization dynamics.

This technique offers several possibilities and advantages, including:

1) high precision spectroscopy of highly excited states, ii) photoion-

ization dynamics of fully quantum mechanically specific rovibronic

states. iii) production of ions in well-defined rovibronic states,

iv) study of the effects of collisions by varying the delay between

pump and probe lasers and v) ultrasensitive detection. Several groupsI

have exploited one or more of these advantages to demonstrate ionic

state selectivity, 2 non-Franck-Condon effects in ionic vibrational

branching ratios,3 identification of new states,4 Rydberg valence

mixing and autoionization.6  REMPI is also being used to proe

rotational state population and alignment in molecules desorbed or

scattered from surfaces.7

In spite of this considerable experimental activity, there has

been limited theoretical analysis of molecular REMPI processes. The

neL- for such an analysis is quite obvious as REMPI spectra are influ-

enced not only by dynamical effects such as saturation, a.c. Stark

shifts, and the spatio-temporal profiles of the laser pulses but also

i
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by strictly molecular aspects such as the multi-center nature of the

molecular field and the interaction among the rotational, vibrational

and electronic states.

In the last two years, we have begun a theoretical analysis of

REMPI processes in diatomic molecules.8  Our emphasis is on ab initio

calculation of the molecular parameters and their subsequent incorpor-

ation into REMPI dynamics. Applications of the framework to analyze

the observed rovibrational branching ratios in several REMPI experi-

ments in H? (via the B'+ , cln and E,F 'I states)9 and rotat-
2  u u 2 + 2 2 +

ional branching ratios in NO [via the A2 I(3sa) and the D I (3pa)

states) l 
'1 have been fairly successful in explaining observed anomal-

ies. For example, the experimental ionic rotational branching ratios

in the (2+1) REMPI via the D2 I state 12 point to the production of

photoelectrons in the 1=l partial wave after ionization out of the pre-

dominantly 3p (>99%) Rydberg orbital! Studies taking into account the

non-spherical nature of the molecular potential reproduce this anomaly

and yield rotational branching ratios in good agreement with experi-
11 1

ment. This analysis has also lead to a rotational selection rule 1 3

which offers possibilities for creating ions in specific rovibronic

states by clever choices of REMPI schemes. We have recently shown14

that the alignment created by absorption of photons imparts a circular

dichroic character to the photoelectron angular distributions (CDAD)

resulting from the photoionization of these resonant intermediate

states. This effect is present in non-chiral molecules and persists

in the electric dipole approximation. The (n+1) CDAD spectra can be

simply related to the state alignment and, as such, hold promise as

a useful tool in investigating product state alignment. We will high-

light these and other REMPI aspects in the presentation.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by

Lawrence Livermore Nat'l. Lab. under contract #W-7405-Eng-48.

**Work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.

CHE-8521391 and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under
Grant No. 87-0039.
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Intrauolecular Couplings Studied by Doppler-Free Two-Photon Processes
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One of the virtues of multi-photon processes is the capability to yield Dopp-

ler-free excitation. In particular we could show, that Doppler-free two-photon

spectroscopy allows the resolution of the rotational structure of vibronic

bands of the prototype organic molecule benzene (C6H6) /l/ and permits the

precise investigation of intramolecular coupling /2/. Intramolecular couplings

are well studied in the electronic spectra of small molecules. In large mole-

cules such couplings are of particular interest, as they lead to dynamical

processes due to the large number of coupling states. Often even coupling to

a quasi-continuum of states within the bound level structure of the molecule

is observed. However, in these large molecules, the observation of single

rovibronic transitions was not possible hitherto, since the rovibronic lines

are separated by less than the Doppler-width in the gas phase.

For the Doppler-free experiments a cw frequency-stabilized single mode dye

laser is used as a light source for the excitation of the molecules. To in-

crease the probability of the two-photon absorption by up to three orders of

magnitude, the absorption cell is placed inside an external concentric resona-

tor /3/. The UV-fluorescence is observed to monitor the excitation of the

molecules. An example of the spectrum observed in this way is shown in the

lower part of Fig. 1. It shows the blue edge of the 141 0-band of 1,3,5-C6H3D3
at the molecular frequency of 39758 cm-1 , corresponding to a laser wavelength

of about 5030 A. The spectrum is a pure line spectrum, with each of the lines

corresponding to a single rovibronic transition. The Doppler-width of 1.7

GHz would not allow the resolution of any of tJese lines. The assignment of

the lines according to a symmetric rotor model yields values of the rotatio-

nal constants with an accuracy higher by two orders of magnitude than ob-

tained from Doppler-limited spectroscopy. Even the exact determination of

the centrifugal distortion constants is now possible. The spectrum calculated

with these constants is shown for comparison in the upper part of Fig. 1.

The deviations of less than 10 MHz in the line positions correspond to the

present accuracy in the calibration of the spectrum.

In some parts of the band deviations from the calculated spectrum appear.

This has been recently demonstrated for C6H6 /2/. A systematic aralysis of
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Fig. 1: Doppler-free two-photon spectrum of C6 H3 D3 . The upper trace shows

the calculated spectrum, the lower one the experimental

these perturbations shows, that they are caused by rotational selective Corio-

lis-coupling of the light zero order states to a dark background state. From

the deviations of the positions of the two resulting eigenstates from the

expected position of the light state, the value of the coupling matrix ele-

ment, the position of the unperturbed dark zero order state and the degree

of mixing can be determined.

To investigate the dynamic behavior of the excited rovibronic states, pulsed

laser light of extremely narrow band width is used /4/. This light is pro-

duced by pulsed amplification of the cw light in a three stage amplifier

chain pumped by the light of an excimer laser. The resulting light pulses of

up to 10 ns length have a Fourier limited bandwidth of only 50 MHz. For the

observation of very fast decays the pulses can be shortened to a length of

2.5 ns with a corresponding increase in band width /5/. Investigation of the

decay of a large number of rovibronic states with a wide range of the values

of the rotational quantum numbers J and K shows, that the decay of unper-

turbed states does not depend on the rotation of the molecule /4/. On the

contrary, for perturbed states there is a strong dependence of the decay on
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the degree of the mixing. In this way the decay rate of the dark states can

be determined.

While all results mentioned so far were obtained at low vibrational excess

energy (about 1570 cm- 1 ), at higher vibrational energy (about 3400 cm-) a

strong decrease of the number of rotational lines in the vibrational bands

is observed. This is due to the rotational selective fast decay of most of

the excited states, which only makes long lived states observable in our

fluorescence excitation spectra. We were able to show, that this selective

decay is due to Coriolis coupling of the light states to dark states which

decay very rapidly due to the strong ISC and IC coupling /5/. The resolution

of better than 10 MHz in the ow experiments made it possible to measure the

homogeneous line width of some of the lines in this regime /3/. With the

pulsed set up the decay time of the same states could be measured /5/. It is

found to agree very well with the observed line widths.

Comparison of the observed decay rates with previously reported decay rates

of single vibronic states of benzene is made difficult by the fact, that

most experiments were performed on vibronic states which can be reached by

one-photon transitions. Due to the high symmetry of the benzene molecule (D6h)

these states are different from the ones reached in our two-photon experi-

ments. To obtain rotationally resolved spectra of such one-photon-bands, we

recently frequency-doubled the light of our extremely narrow band pulsed

light source and recorded spectra in a well collimated molecular beam appara-

tus. Instead of the detection of the molecular fluorescence, the resonance

enhanced two-photon ionization signal was observed. A resolution of 150 MHz

was obtained in the spectra. This proved to be sufficient for the resolution

of most rotational transitions. For higher vibrational excess energy, pertur-

bations were also identified in these one-photon bands.

The results reported show, that both one-photon and two-photon bands of the

large molecule benzene can be observed with rotational resolution by Doppler-

free two-photon methods. This leads to a dramatic increase in possible accu-

racy of the observation of intramolecular coupling and state-specific decay.
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Recently nonexponential time-dependent behaviors such

as biexponential and oscillatory decays have been reported

in time-resolved multiphoton ionization1 and coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectra of molecules.
2

These time-dependent behaviors originate from the coherent

excitation of molecular eigenstates (molecular coherence)

by pumping laser and the subsequent dephasing of the
molecular coherence in the resonant state. By analyzing

the time-resolved spectra, one can determine the rovibronic

structure and characterize the molecule-perturber

interactions. So far effects of the dephasing were

neglected in most of the theoretical treatments on time-

resolved multiphoton processes of molecules in vapor or

solids.

The purpose of this paper is to theoretically
investigate the dephasing effects on the multiphoton

transitions in the time domain. Dephasing effects in the

frequency domain have already been reported.3 For this

purpose we consider time-resolved resonant three-photon

ionization and CARS processes.

Expressions for the probability of the ionization and
the intensity of the CARS as a function of time are

1
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derived by using the density matrix method. A different

role of the dephasing constant between the multiphoton

ionization and CARS processes is explained. Model

& calculations of the time-resolved three-photon ionization

spectra of pyrazine via S1(0-0) state in supersonic jet

and CARS spectra of hydrogen bonded crystals including

amino acids and peptides are performed to clarify the

mechanism of the dephasing of the molecular coherence.
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Convent Avenue & 138th Street

New York, NY 10031

We used a projection operator formalism, described in (1) 
to

analyze a state of a hydrogen atom in a very intense laser field. 
A

starting Hamiltonian in dipole approximation is

H- 2m +V+A(

the laser field being given in the phase representation (2).

This formalism leads to the Schrbdinger equation

P[W + i - h -. v ) - 0 (2)

where

2
h -- +U +V +6h (3)

Up being a ponderomotive potential, v is the effective potential

defined by the equation

PVPW - P6h B + W-T-V-U -QhQ 6hP* (4)

p

where in a high intensity limit V could be neglected with respect 
to

Q6hQ. P and Q are projection operators P-l-Q, P projecting onto the

state with initial number of photons.

This gauge gives a continuum edge shifted upward by the

ponderomotive potential, UP.

A variational principle is used to construct a ground state wave

function 0(k)

...... ......
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E -<T> + <V> (5)
<N> <q>

where

<T> - fd3k 2(k)e k, <N> -fd3k 92(k)

and

<V> - fd3kd3k'9(k)J0 (ak±)V(k-k')J0(ok±)(k') (6)

is obtained from (4). A trial function has been given in the form

O(k) - J0 (akj)u(k) (7)

with

1
u(k) - 22 2 (8)kc±2+ 2 ) (kz2+1)

We found that for a circularly polarized field the H atom does not form

a bound state.

For a linearly polarized field there exists a near stable bound

state with its binding energy

c (i 2 E
E (- (A2 A - - (9)

A 2

The width of a state is small in comparison to binding energy

r_
- " Im (O(k), 6hkPcos(G(k10;k',)')coso'P6hk,O(k'))

where the Green's function G could be expanded as

G - G (+ ) + G(+)VG (+ ) + G VG (+)VG + ... ()

G (+ ) being defined as

(-iek - + 1 + iq + akQcos#Q) G(+)(, ' ) - Q6(0-0') (12)

A first nonvanishing term is a second order in Coulomb potential.
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THE STRUCTURE OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN HIGH-INTENSITY, HIGH-FREQUENCY LASER

FIELDS OF1JNEAR POLARIZATION

M. Pont*, C.W. McCurdy*, N. Walet*, and M. Gavrila,

FOM.lunstitute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
"Chemistry Department, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA

Substantial effort is now being invested in the development of high-frequency lasers
operated at high intensities. Intensities as high as 1017 W/cm2 (several times the atomic unit

= 3.51. 1016 W/cm2 ) have been achieved at wave lengths as short as 193 nm, and more

progress is expected1. Under these circumstances, atomic interactions are drastically

modified. A nonperturbative theory was recently developed to deal with atoms placed in such
radiation fieldsZ 3.

We present here the first highly accurate calculation of the structure of atomic hydrogen

in a monochromatic, high-frequency (o) laser field, of linear polarization (polarization vector

e ) and arbitiray intensity. It was shown that the semiclassical, time dependent Schr6dinger
equation reduces in first approximation to a time independent Schr6dinger equation, HTI =

E', containing the "dressed potential":

1 +1 du (1)
Vo~o;-r# =- I VG'r+aoe u)

It -1 (1-u2 )1 2 "

Here V(r) = -Z/r is the original Coulomb potential and 1 = Il/2-2 au. Since the equation

HT = EI has real eigenvalues, this shos that in, first approximation, the atom is stable in

this regime, i.e. does not decay by multiphoton or excess-photon ionization. (These become

possible only in the next approximatioi.) This agrees with a theory presented earlier in

Ref.4.

Vo of Eq.(1) is the electrostatic potential due to a linear charge distribution, extending

from -o to +ao along the direction of C, of density o(4) = (xao)'[1-(Xo)2 -1 /2. It is
axially symmetric around e' and has even parity with respect to the center of the line of

charges. The axial symmetry causes considerable difficulty in the solution of the

eigenvalue problem, since only the mgetic quantum number m and the parity (g or u)
remain good quantum numbers. Hence, a classification scheme can be introduced for the

states, similar to that for homonuclear dimnic molecules.

We have computed the eigenvalues md eigenfunctions of the lower lying states of the

type (Yg and ou.This was done by diagemalizing the Hamiltonian containing the dressed
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potential Eq.(1) in a multicenter (cartesian) Gaussian basis. The location of the centers, their

number, as well as the exponents of the Gaussians, were optimized for each value of o

separately over a large range (0< ao< 100). In Figs. 1 and 2 we present the values of the

wave function of the ground state (lS)Ug for a. =20, in a plane passing through the sym-

metry axis e*(denoted Z in the Figures). They show how the hydrogen atom is stretched out

along the line of charges (extending from -20 to +20 along the Z axis) and how the wave

function tends to concentrate at its end points. The eigenvalue for ao=20 is E = -0.1596 Ry.

Note the dramatic decrease of the binding energy of the atom at this value of o. At still

higher a o values, the field practically splits the atom into two distinct parts separated by a

distance of the order of 2 a o .
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Z +40
Figure 1. Values of the (normalized) ground state (ls)ag wave function of

hydrogen in a plane passing through the polarization vector e for ao = 20,
Z = 1. The maximum height is 0.022.
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Figure 2. Contour plot of the wave function in Fig.1. The equidistance of the level lines

is 0.002.
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ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN CIRCULARLY POLARIZED, HIGH-INTENSITY AND HIGH-FREQUENCY
LASER FIELDS

M. Pont, MJ. Offerhaus and M. Gavrila
FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The study of atoms in intense infrared and visible laser fields has been carried out

extensively over the years. More recently, following impressive advances in the development

of high-intensity lasers (yielding several atomic units of intensity) at high frequencies (VUV
and beyond)1 attention has been focused on atomic physics in this radiation regime. A
nonperturbative theory was devised to describe atomic behaviour under such extreme

conditions ,3. We here present its application to the calculation of the structure (energy levels

and average sizes) of a hydrogen atom placed in a circularly polarized field. The case of
circular polarization has attracted considerable interest lately because of the different

experimental features found with respect to the linearly polarized case. (Atomic hydrogen in a
linearly polarized field is discussed, from a different point of view, in a separate abstract 4.)

In the radiation regime we are considering, the semiclassical, time dependent Schr6dinger

equation describing the interaction with the field reduces in first approximation to a

time independent Schrdinger equation HV = EW, containing the "dressed potential" 2,3:

1 27c
Vo(%;r)=- I V(r + aoelcoso+%e 2 sin )db . (1)

2x o

• 0 .0

Here V(r) = -Z/r, eI and e2 are unit vectors orthogonal to each other and to the direction of

propagation of the radiation, and ao = I1/2o, "2, with I the intensity and co the frequency in
atomic units. As in the linear case4 , the fact that the equation HV = EV has real eigenvalues

means that in first approximation the atom is stable towards decay by multiphoton ionization.

This agrees with the theory presented earlier in Ref. 5.

Vo(ao;r) of Eq.(1) represents the electrostatic potential generated by a homogeneously

charged ring of radius Co , perpendicular to the direction of propagation. It is axially
symmetric around the axis of the ring, and has even parity with respect to its center. Thus, as

in the linear case4 , the magnetic quantum number m and the parity (g or u) remain good
quantum numbers, whereas the azimuthal quantum number 9- ceases to be so. We

therefore have adopted a classification scheme for the states similar to that for

homonuclear diatomic molecules (although the potential has a quite different form in the
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latter case), e.g. (n.0.)cg will designate the state with Iml = 0, even parity, developing

continuously from the unperturbed state n, 9L.
The calculation of the energy levels was carried out by analyzing the Schr6dinger

equation for the dressed potential in a spherical harmonics basis, and by adopting the

"decoupled 9.-channels approximation" (nondiagonal, k * k', matrix elements of Vo
neglected). We have computed the levels corresponding to principal quantum number n < 4

over an extended range of ao values (0 < oto < 100). Further, in order to characterize the

size of the atom in its various states, we have computed the average values r, and their

root-mean-squares Ar, over the saire range of a.o . In Fig. I we present eigenvalues for the
lower-lying cg states, and in Fig, 2 the c rresponding r.

Fig. I shows a dramatic decre- -e with ao of some of the binding energies, in particular

that of the ground state, at values now attainable in experiment (e.g. ao _ 10). This is of

considerable consequence for the energy spectrum of the ionized electrons. A new peak
pattern is predicted differing from that currently seen in multiphoton ionization experiments:

no peak suppression occurs now, and substantial shifts of the peaks with respect to the weak

field case may appear. Fig. 2 displays a quasi-linear increase of the averages r with ao
Apparently, at large ao the atom in its lower states (e.g. the ground state) attains a size

typical of Rydberg atoms. We have also made a comparison with the case of linear

polarization.
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Experimental Signatures of Atomic Many-Photon

Absorption in the Classically-Chaotic Regime

Jamps F_ Bavfield
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260 USA

Hydrogenic atoms and ions in excited states with large

quantum numbers can be exposed to low frequency

electromagnetic waves where one hundred photons must be

absorbed for ionization. At sufficiently high external

field intensities, classical treatments of the absorption

of electromagnetic energy predict electron motion that

exhibits deterministic chaos (1,2). The quantum dynamics of

such classically chaotic systems involves a strong

radiative coupling of all pairs of quantum states with

nearly-resonant energy differences, starting from the

initial state and extending all the way into the continuum.

The radiative broadenings of these states must be

comparable to or larger than their energy differences. All

the two-state Rabi-flopping probability amplitudes for

one-photon absorption are nearly equal to one (3).

Classically, the time evolution of the increasing

energy of the chaotically-moving electron is that of a

diffusion process in action space, with the square of the

increase in action proportional to the elapsed time (4).

Simple mathematical models that characterize a broad class

of deterministic nonlinear systems qualitatively can

explain the classical diffusive behavior (5,6).

Mathematically, the onset of diftusion with increasing

strength of the applied electromagnetic field is analogous

to a phase transition (6). The quantum-mechanical time

evolution mimics the classical diffusion with an increase

in mean atom quantum nummber, with the square of the

increase again proportional to time (4). This "quantum

diffusion" persists only for a finite time interval. The
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quantum dynamics is associated with an electron

wavefunction delocalization that, after a time that can be

of the order of one hundred external field oscillations,

can produce exponential final bound state distributions

and, tor "quantum diffusion" into the continuum, nonzero

ionization probabilities. When the number of absorbed

photons needed for ionization becomes small, the quantum

dynamics does not appear to closely wimic the classical

behavior (4).

Exponential final bound state distributions have been

observed for n=63 hydrogen atoms in partially-ionizing

7 GHz microwave electric fields (7), see Figure 1. Also,

measured ionization probabilities agree with both quantum

and classical numerical calculations, when the number of

absorbed photons is large (8,9). These two observed

signatures of classically-chaotic quantum dynamics can be

supplemented with at least a third, the special time

evolution of the system.

The results of the microwave experiments are expected

to scale to the case of excited multiply-charged hydrogenic

ions in intense short-pulse infrared laser fields (10).

Also, one may conjecture that classically chaotic

many-photon absorption within excited atomic states may

play some role in the multiple ionization of initially

unexcited atoms in such infrared fields (11).
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Final Stat Quontum Number n

(a) (b) (C)

Figure 1. Part (a) shows an experimental final state quantum

number distribution created by temporarily placing n=63,
ns=m=0 hydrogen atoms in a strong linearly polarized

microwave field. Parts (b) and (c) are typical numerical

quantum predictions for the atom initially below (b) and

above (c) the quantum number threshold for classically

chaotic behavior, respectively. The experimental curve

reflects a superposition of regular and chaotic classcal
behavior. From references 3 and 7.
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Ouantum-Nechanical Ammects 9f Classically Chaotic Driven Systems

P.W. Milonni

Theoretical Division (T-12)

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545

The onset of chaos in the interaction of laser radiation with

atomic and molecular systems can lead to effectively statistical

behavior even though the equations of motion are fully deterministic.

Such behavior has been identified in lasers and other dissipative

systems by the observation of well-characterized, universal routes to

chaos. At the level of a single atom or molecule in a field, things

are not as clear, mainiy because of the difficulty in performing

fully quantum-mechanical calculations.

After a brief, partly historical overview of the relevant ideas

from classical and quantum chaos. I will discuss quantum-mechanical

aspects of driven systems that are chaotic in the classical limit.

These include models of multiple-photon excitation of molecular

vibrations, the microwave ionization of Rydberg hydrogen atoms. and

the artificial but instructive example of the kicked pendulum.

Classical trajectory analyses indicate that overlapping resonance and

the onset of "widespread chaos" can produce, among other things,

statistical behavior in intramolecular energy transfer; the

incoherent, fluence-dependent character of multiple-photon excitation

of polyatomic molecules; and the similarly diffusive energy growth

leading to microwave ionization of hydrogen.

Quantum effects like tunneling and Anderson-like localization

can greatly weaken the degree of irregularity predicted classically.

However. even though driven quantum systems appear to enjoy a greater
degree of dynmical stability than their classical counterparts, they
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can nevertheless exhibit effects - like decaying correlations and

diffusive energy growth - that are typical consequences of classical

chaos.

This work was performed in close collaboration with J.R.

Ackerhalt. Support from the National Science Foundation under grant

PHY-8306048 is also gratefully acknowledged.
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EXPONENTIAL PHOTONIC LOCALIZATION AND CHAOS IN THE HYDROGEN ATOM

IN A MONOCHROMATIC FIELD

Giulio Casati

Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universiti di Milano

Via Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italy

Self-generated stochasticity is a very common occurrence in

classical systems subject to time-periodic perturbations. In

macroscopic systems of this type, chaos is directly responsible for

easily observable (and often undesirable) effects.

The problem, whether any such effects survive also in quantum

mechanics is an important one, especially in connection with studies on

microwave ionization of Rydberg atoms. Previous works 1 "11 have shown

that strong ionization and excitation can take place even for

frequencies well below the one-photon ionization threshold. There are

strong indications that this quantum phenomenon is connected with the

appearance of chaotic motion in the corresponding classical system;

indeed, in the classical model of a hydrogen atom under an external

periodic field, a stochastic transition takes place, leading to

unlimited diffusion in phase space and eventually to ionization.

On account of such results, one is led to suspect some quantum

process simulating classical chaotic diffusion. On the other hand,

previous studies12 "15 on different models have shown that quantization

places severe limitations on classical chaos, that may lead to a

complete suppression of chaotic diffusion, even in the semiclassical

region. We are then faced with the problem of understanding why in

hydrogen atoms this quantum limitation fails to produce its full

paralyzing effect, leaving room for "diffusive" excitation and

ionization.

Here we present theoretical and numerical results showing that the

final state distribution of highly excited hydrogen atoms produced by a

monochromatic field is exponentially localized in the number of

absorbed photons. These results allow for a theoretical interpretation
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of under-threshold ionization and of the characteristic peak structure

produced by multiphoton transitions.1" They also confirm our previous

quantum delocalization picture4 ,11 and allow for an estimate of the

ionization rate.

In particular we show the existence of a large ionization peak at

frequencies much below those required for the conventional one-photon

photoelectric effect.5 This peak can, for suitable parameter values,

be much higher than that of the usual photoelectric effect and its

frequency width is Jointly determined by two independent effects: the

classical chaotic threshold and the quantum delocalization border.
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The intramolecular vibrational motion for polyatomic molecules

subjected to IR multiphoton excitation was studied. It was found that

when a molecule is pumped through one of the vibrational modes, during

the very process of IR MP excitation (time scale S10 "8 s), the absorbed

energy is statistically redistributed over all other vibrational modes.

This redistribution is the result of stochastization of vibrational

motion at a sufficient level of vibrational excitation. The existence

of a well-pronounced stochastization onset was experimentally found for

the investigated molecules. The measured value of this onset for SF6 ,

CF31, CF2HCR, CF3Br, CF2C12 molecules is in the region of 5000 - 7000

cm"1 . Possible mechanisms of stochastization of vibrational motion are

discussed.

L
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Bound-bound multiphoton transitions followed by photodissociation can

be termed half-collisions. These are generally coherent for small

molecules in intense fields. Using techniques of modern quantum

scattering theory and the dressed molecule representation, it is

possible to deduce half-collision amplitudes from numerical coupled

equations approaches. Semiclassical techniques can be used to explain

stabilities or instabilities of laser induced resonances. Finally, it

will be shown that nonadiabatic interactions between highly excited

molecular electronic states compete usually with radiative transitions,

thus modifying the power laws usually anticipated at high intensities.
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DISSOCIATIVE KOASATION UING A iiICO= LASER

L. J. Frosinali. K. Codling and P. Hatherty
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The question as to whether the mode of multiphoton multiple onisation

of Xe Is step-wise or collective has been discussed at length In the

literature 1 . 2 . We recently suggested that experiments should be performed

on the diatomic molecule Iiniactrnn1i with Xe (i.e.H ) In an attempt to

shed further light on the situation.

The basic Idea Is straightforward. A diatomic molecule is subjected to

a large electric field from a focussed picosecond laser. As the molecule

Is lonised beyond the single ion stage. the fragment ions mutually repel In

the Coulomb field and the energetic ions are detected by a time-of-flight

mass spectrometer. If additional electrons are stripped away as the

molecule dissociates, the Ions are now subjected to an even larger

Coulomb repulsion and this will be reflected In the TOF spectrum. Thus

the detailed dynamics can be Investigated on a time-scale of fomtoseconds

(the dissociation time-scale) oven though the laser pulse Is of picosecond

duration .

The experimental set-up Is shown in fig. 1. Ught from a 0. Sps laser

Is focussed by a f/3 doublet Ions L) to achieve a peak power density of

about 3x101 W/cm 2 In the focal spot.

Gas is Introduced at a pressure of

10- 6 Torr and the resulting photo- C I

ions subjected to a field of -1OkVm -1 .  P

The Ions traverse a drift tube (DT)

and are detected by microchannel OT

plates. The Ion signal is fed to a

transient digltiser and spectra such LASER

as those shown here are accumulated IN

In less than 10 minutes. L L

The TOF spectra obtained when
air was Introduced into the laser focus Fig. 1 IP

region are shown In figs. 2 (a) and
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cb) taken with Sov and 100v. respectively, across the 12mm interaction

region. The atomic ions can be grouped Into two categories. Those that

are initially ejected towards the detector have TOF's that decrease almost

linearly with initial velocity but those ejected Away from the detector. and

with the same velocity range. arrive almost simultaneously at the detector

producing the sharp peaks N*. N + and N*. The scales alongside are

kinetic energy releases. in eV.

Analysis of the kinetic energy releases of the various N ions leads us

to suggest the following sequence of events3 .

N2  N2 -N 2  N + N + 7eV

[N31 -N2* + N* + 14eV
2
4+]10 +~ ?0* +~ 25eV

(NS41 -N* + N3 + 38eV

Taking a simple model of two positively charged Ions mutually repelling

with a pure Coulomb force. and where the electrons are removed

instantaneously, the time-scale of the N2+ -N I_ process can be estimated.

if all 4 1w, electrons were to be removed from the N2+ metastable Ion

(Internuclear separation 1. 1) at the same time. the resulting N3 ions

would share a kinetic energy of 118eV. far in excess of the measured value

of 38eV. A truly collective model

cannot. therefore. apply. However. Fig.2J

If a step-wise process Is envisaged N7.

where the N0.1 Ion sheds an ele- N" !

tron and then the (N31 ion disso-

ciated before a second electron is

ejected from the N2+ Ion and a t f

further 2 electrons from the N' ion. H" * I~p

the final N3* Ions would share 26eV.

the dissociation energy of the original 0

(015 Ion. (in fact 26eV Is an

overestimate because of the simpli- b

city of the model).

The observed energy release of ""

the N* ion of 38eV Indicates that the

Ion Time-f-Flight (ps)
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real situation lies somewhere between these extremes and it may be that

the relatively large widths of the peaks In the kinetic energy distributions of

the ions reflect the finite time of removal of the electrons. This complex

process of multelectron dissociative ionisation (MEDI) takes about 20fs.

only 10 periods of the laser field. This is 5 times faste than the

equivalent process Xe2*-Xes observed using a 0.5ps 193nm laser4 . A ratio

(/v) has been suggested as a measure of the importance of sequentlai

(U/Y)) or direct (U/71) processes In terms of experimental conditions2 .

The shorter the laser pulse rise time. the smaller is this ratio but in these

experiments the relevant time is the MEDI time-scale of 20fs. This leads to

a (Alv) ratio of less than 1(0.4). which has not been achieved

previously. We believe that this Increase in lonisation rate and consequent

reduction in /v is to be associated with the rapid increase In potential

difference across the molecule (caused by dissociation) rather than any

time development of the envelope of the laser field.

The phenomenon depicted in fig. 3 is consistent with this classical

field lonisation model. The figure shows the TOF spectrum with the

E-vector of the laser light (a) perpendicular to and (b) parallel with the

axis of the drift tube. The molecules are more easily lonised when their

axes lie close to the direction of the E-vector. which Is to be expected.

since the potential difference created by the laser field is larger along the

molecular axis than at right angles to It and thus the potential barrier is

not so high.

The TOF spectrum of HI is now being analysed but it appears that a

step-wise process is adequate to explain

the observations

1. P. Lambropoulos Phy.Rev.Lett. Fig.3
JA 2141 (1985)

2. U. Johann at al Phys. Rev. --.

A34 1084 (1986) N2

3. L.J. Fraslnski et al Phys. Rev.
Lett. (submitted) b

r

4. A. L. Robinson Science 232 - '

1193 (1986) C Ike

LO t5 2,0 25

Ion Time-of-Flight (ps)
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A NEW CLASS OF RESONANCES IN THE e + H* SCATTERING

IN AN EXCIMER LASER FIELD

L. Dimou and F. H. M. Faisal

Fakultat fur Physik

Universitit Bielefeld

4800 Bielefeld 1

Federal Republic of Germany

In this paper we report on the numerical discovery of a new class of

low energy e + H+ scattering resonances which dominate the field modi-

fied elastic (Rutherford) and the Inelastic (e.g. inverse Bremsstrah-

lung) scattering cross sections in the presence of a strong excimer

laser. Cross sections of these processes are obtained as a function of

the incident electron energy at 4 w = 6.419 eV. The results are dis-

cussed and interpreted physically.

In view of the lack of an exact analytical solution of the fundamental

problem of e + H+  scattering in a laser field we are led to attack

the problem by exact numerical means. To this end we have extended the

powerful close-coupling method of solution of the ordinary electron

scattering problems and incorporated the interaction of the radiation

field via the Floquet representation of the scattering equations. Our

numerical solution of the extended close-coupling equations for the

radiative scattering problem reieals a new class of resonances which do-

minate the cross sections of the elastic (Rutherford) as well as the

Inelastic (inverse Bremsstrahlung) processes in the presence of the

field. These resonances will be refered to below as "capture-escape

Rydberg resonances" due to their physical origin which is explained

subsequently.

Fig. 1 provides the first numerical evidence of such resonances corres-

ponding to n = 2 to 5 principal quantum numbers of the intermediate

neutral H-atom. They are due to the "reactions" which can be schemati-

zed as

w+ e + H++ H() + 2 w - w +e+ H+ .

i I
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The most prominent features of this result are (a) the existence

of a series of very clear resonance structure and (b) away from the

resonances the field modified elastic cross sections are rather closely

givenDy the unmodified Rutherford cross section. The resonance struc-

tures are indications for the fact that the scattering electrons be-

come captured by the proton in the bound states of the H-atom and then

reemitted in the same incident energy channel. This is a resonant in-

duced phenomenon. Thus at a given laser frequency which matches the

energy difference between the incident electron energy (positive) and a

Rydberg level energy (negative) the laser field can force the electron

to emit a photon and cause it to be captured temporarily in the Rydberg-

state till the subsequent adsorption of a photon permits the electron

to escape from this state into the continuum again. The delay introduced

by this capture-escape episode, shows up as a resonance in the scatte-

ring signal.

In Fig. 2 we present the corresponding inelastic cross section for

the absorption of a photon. This process can be thought of as an in-

verse Bremsstrahlung process in a strong field at low electron energies.

In the absence of the field no such channel is possible and hence the

background to this signal is intrinsically zero. Here too we obtain nu-

merical evidence of a very prominent sequence of the "capture-escape-

Rydberg resonances".

In Fig. 3 we show the n=2 resonance in magnification. It has a

width of - 5 meV. We note that with increasing field strength this and

the other resonances for higher n tend tD broaden. In particular the

higher Rydberg resonances (which are weak at a given intensity).begin

to appear significally with increasing field strength. We also remark

that the width of such a resorance with a given n can be thought of as

a measure of the strong field photoionization rate of that particular

Rydberg state of the neutral atom.

Finally we note that these resonances can be "tuned" either by

varying the photon frequency at a fixed electron energy or by varying

the electron energy at a given photon frequency. This flexibility in

tuning the resonances combined with the fact that their widths can be

manipulated by changing the field intensity may prove to be useful in

observing them experimentally.
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LASER - ASSISTED POTENTIAL SCATTERING. AN ASSESSMENT
OF RECENT NEW RESULTS

B. Piraux+, F. Trombetta+ , G. Ferrante" and G. Messina"

+ Imperial College of Science and Technology, Optics Section,

Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BZ, England

++Istituto di Fisica dell'Universith, via Archirafi 36,
90123 Palermo, Italy

A number of new theoretical results has been recently reported on
laser-assisted potential scattering [1,2], whose distinctive feature
is that the assisting field is strong enough to impart to the
electrons an oscillatory velocity vo equal or even larger than the
initial velocity v i. In particular, for scattering potentials of
relatively long range and parallel geometries (the field
polarization parallel to the initial velocity), when the amplitude vo
of the oscillatory velocity is approximately equal to v i, strong
enhancement of the total cross sections for different number photon
channels is found, together with the violation of a known sum rule.
The above results and other as well may be given a clear physical
interpretation; accordingly, they are believed to be largely
independent of the specific approximation used (at least as far as
the arising physical picture is concerned). Nevertheless, as the
used approximation was the first Born, it is legitimate to ask to
which extent both the physical picture and the quantitative results
hold beyond that approximation. It is the aim of this communication
to try to provide an answer to a number of questions concerning
relatively energetic laser-assisted potential scattering, when

1~0
In particular: a) we calculate and compare the same quantities

(multiphoton total cross sections and sum rule) within three
approximations (first Born, eikonal and second Born), and b) we
analyze whether or not the inclusion of the laser field modifies the
criteria of validity of the first Born approximation, as compared
with the field-free case.

A part of our findings are shown in Fig. 1, where we report the
ratio of the "eikonal" total cross sections (summed over all the
multiphoton channels) to the field-free one vs the ratio vo/v i . The
numbers on the curves denote the Yukawa potential range used in the
calculations.

A complete account will be reported at the Conference.
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ATI POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATIONS FOR XENON AND KRYPTON

P. H. Bucksbaum, M. Bashkansky and D. W. Schumacher

AT&T Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, NJ 07974

We have completed a comprehensive study of the polarization dependence

of above-threshold ionization (ATI) in xenon and krypton by 1064 nm focused

laser light. The elliptical polarization results show dramatic effects that can be
traced directly to the coherent oscillating laser field acting on the photoemitted

electrons. Both photoionization rates and angular distributions are affected. We
present a calculation based on non-perturbative techniques that predicts most

of these effects.

Energy spectra and angular distributions are the principal means of
investigating ATI. Previous studies have shown that ATI azimuthal angular

distributions for 1064 nm linear polarization are sharply peaked along the
polarization direction,1 whereas circular polarization distributions must be

isotropic in the azimuthal plane. Low energy electrons are suppressed in both
cases, but the suppression is considerably stronger for circular polarization.2

Our new study shows that the suppression of low energy peaks is both a

function of polarization and emission angle (figure 1). For elliptical polarization.
the angular distributions develop complicated symmetries with several nodes.

Different ATI peaks in the same spectrum often display markedly different

angular distribution patterns, with maximum emission along 0", 90, or
intermediate angles. Figure 2 shows the angular distributions for ATI in
krypton for nearly circularly polarized light (ILCp/I1RlC=1%), for peaks
corresponding to absorption of 17 to 31 photons (5.9 to 22.2 eV final ener-y).

Some qualitative features of these results, such as'the fit of the angular

distributions to a series in cos(2n6), can be understood from perturbation theory

for multiphoton absorption to high angular momentum states. However. A

much more complete understanding of the data is obtained by considering the

radiation field as a classical time-dependent potential.' Such theories are

sometimes called "non-perturbative. " since they do not em.nioy time-.1ependent

perturbation theory, nor require quantization of the radiation fle!l.. Many
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theorists have discussed the close connection between the predictions of these

theories, and ATI experimental results.4 For example. the resoiution of the final

state enery spectrum into a series of discrete peaks separated by hu is a

natural result of the non-perturbative theories.

We have extended these theories for the first time to consider light of

arbitrary polarization with spatial and temporal imhomogeneity. We consider

the evolution of a ground state atom in the presence of a strong laser field to

final Volkov states.5 Several similar treatments exist in the literature for

circular or linearly polarized plane wave radiation.' but ours represents the first

attempt to incorporate all of the controlling factors in a pulsed laser experiment

into a single calculation, for arbitrary polarization. The results are in

qualitative agreement with the experiments. The complex experimental angular

distributions and energy spectra appear in the calculations. In addition, the
widths of the electron peaks are generally consistent with ponderomotive surfing

of the final state electrons.6 Problems persist in matching the intensity scales of

the calculations to real experiments.

These new results help to illuminate the most fundamental questions

about ATI, concerning the origin and nature of the multiple peaks. In addition,

these techniques may be used to explore the effects of the temporal structure of

the light field on the electron energy distributions.
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Theory of Atoms in Strong Electromagnetic Fields

Abraham Szoke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

A strong field perturbation theory of atomic multiphoton excitation

and ionization has been developed from first principles. It unifies the

spirit of the works of Reiss and of Keldysh on the one hand, and of Chu

and Reinhardt on the other, but it has a wider range of validity. In the

weak field limit it reduces to the known theories of photolonization,

electron-atom collisions and the Auger effect - i.e., time dependent

perturbation theory. For a one electron atom all the known systematics

of multiphoton ionization are obtained correctly: the appropriate

power-law dependence at low laser intensity; above threshold ionization,

as well as the "ciosure" of the low energy electron channels at high laser

intensity.
The results can be summarized qualitatively in the following

statements. There are three different ways an atom can be photoionized.

First, the atomic bound states are changed into decaying states

(resonances) by the ncident electromagnetic field. This is the decay

described by Floquet theory. Second, as the amplitude or the frequency

of the field varies in time, passages through non-linear resonances occur.

These passages, depending on the rate of rise of the field and on the value

of the field at which they occur, can cause transitions to excited states

and a change in the rate of ionization. Third, the time dependence of the

field amplitude and frequency causes direct transitions to unbound states.

Each one of these pathways to ionization is described as a transition

between "modified" Floquet states. Even high order multiphoton

transitions can be treated as first order perturbation; therefore they can

be calculated more easily. A clear, qualitative predict;. of the theory is

that in the "low frequency" regime, ionization is dominated by the

dressing of the outgoing electron, while in the presence of atomic
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non-linear resonances, or at high laser frequency, ionization proceeds via

excited atomic states. Some semi-quantitative calculations will be

presented.

The theory uses "modified" Floquet states as basis sets and develops a

time dependent perturbation theory using the multiple scale expansion

technique. This is always possible for a laser pulse with a narrow

spectrum, or in other words, for a single color laser whose pulse contains

many optical cycles. The derivation of the equations comes in two

versions: in the "naive" one, a time dependent perturbation theory is

developed based on the "adiabatic" floquet states of Chu and Relnhardt.

A more accurate derivation is based on collision theory. It starts with the

recognition that the ionization states of an atom constitute arrangement

channels; further, in the presence of an electromagnetic field of constant

amplitude and frequency, the modified Floquet states are the stationary

states within these arrangement channels. In particular, If an electron is

detected with its energy corresponding to the absorption of N photons, the

wave function of that electron In the vicinity of the atom can be

"dressed" by a large number of photons; this corresponds to

continuum-continuum "transitions" in the language of perturbation

theory. It is important to realize that the phases within these dressed

states are significant, and considering them as real transitions may give

wrong results.

The most difficult, unanswered questions In this field are connected

with multiple ionization of atoms with many electrons in their valence

shell. The following are a representative sample of these questions. Are

there any many-electron, coherent excitations - which resemble giant
dipole resonances in nuclei - present in these atoms? Is autolonization of

these states sppressed by the strong laser field: i.e. do these
many-electron excitations decay into states with incoherent electron

motions - which may be called a compound atom, in analogy to similar

phenomena in nuclei? As the theory presented here can be extended to
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many electron atoms, we hope to start answering these questions in the

near future.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy

by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number

W-7405-ENG-48.
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Multiphoton Ionization of Xenon from 570rm to 600nm

M. D. Perry
Department of Nuclear Engineering

University of California
Berkeley, CA 94704

E.M. Campbell, O.L. Landen, A. Szdke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

We have observed up to quadruply charged ions produced by the

Interaction of intense picosecond laser radiation with xenon under

colisionless conditions. The experiments consisted of determining the

ionization rate of Xe, Xe 1 , Xe 2 and Xe 3 as a function of both laser

Intensity in the range 1 x 1012 < I < 5 x 1014 W/cm 2 and laser frequency

from 570nm < 'K < 600rin. We present the multiphoton Ionization

cross-sections for xenon in this range. A comparison with MPI

cross-sections obtained at 532nm and 50psec pulsewldths shows some

interesting differences.

The laser is an amplified synchronously mode-locked dye system. It

starts with a Cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser synchronously pumping a

cavity tuned dye oscillator. The output of the dye oscillator is tunable

from 510nm to 620rmi and contains typically 2nJ In a 1 psec pulse. This is

then amplified up to a maximum of 3mJ in a four stage dye amplifier

pumped by the second harmonic output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser.

The amplified system is capable of working at a maximum repetition rate

of 10Hz but is operated at only 2Hz due to rate limitations of our data

acquisition system. Spatial filtering and relay imaging is used throughout

the dye amplifier both as a means to suppress amplified spontaneous

emission and to maintain good beam quality. Saturable absorber Jets

(DQOCI in ethylene glycol) are also used for additional ASE suppression

and to limit pulsewldth broadening. The amplified output is 3mJ in a

transform limited pulse whose width is variable between 1 and 10

picoseconds. Attenuation of the laser Intensity on target is obtained by

I
I
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rotating one of a pair of V10 Glen Thompson polarizers placed In the

beam line.

The gaseous target species flls the chamber uniformly via a high

precision leak value. The target density and composition Is monitored

continuously with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The ions resulting

from the absorption of up to 50 photons are extracted from the focal

volume by an electric field of - 5000 V/cm and are analysed by a

time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. The ions are detected with

microchannel plates which produce a gain of - 106 electrons/Ion. We

have clearly demonstrated single ion detection capability with this

system. The entire TOF spectrum is recorded by a transient digitizer on

each laser shot (see Fig. 1). Also, the laser energy and the time

Integrated second harmonic Intensity, are recorded on each laser shot.
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We have measured ion production as a fumction of laser Intensity and

frequency. At low intensities we confirm the 16 power law dependence.

At higher Intensities we observe saturation for neutral xenon. Saturation

intensities are on the order of 1013W/cm2 throughout the range 570nrm <
\ < 600rm which Is in apparent contrast to that measured at longer

pulsewidthsl and 'k - 532nm. These differences may in fact be due to the

details of the intermediate states participating in the excitation. We are

in the process of doing some calculations in collaboration with others to
address these questions.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy

try the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory utder contract number

W-7405-ENG-48.

IL'HuUlier, et al., "Aultiply Charged Ions Induced by Multiphoton
Absorption In Rare Gases at 0.53u*m," Phys. Rev A, Vol. 27, No. 5 (1983)
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MULTIPHOTON ION PRODUCTION IN INTENSE FIELDS:

A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

G.A. Kyrala, D.E. Casperson, P.H.Y. Lee,
L.A. Jones, A.J. Taylor and G.T. Schappert

Physics Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, N.M. 87545

In studying the phenomenon of ion production in

intense electromagnetic fields, we are interested in

measuring the absolute rates for ion production in order

to compare with the various models. We are also

interested in the effect of the neighboring atoms on the

ionization process. The intense fields are produced by

focusing the 1.5ps long, 248nm laser light from a KrF

laser with an f/2 on-axis reflecting paraboloid. The

focal volume has been mapped out at full laser intensity.

The ions are collected in a conventional time-of-flight

spectrometer, where the field of view of the spectrometer

is limited to 65 microns to maximize the contribution

from the Rayleigh focal volume relative to that from

outside that volume. The effect of neighboring atoms is

studied by varying the pressure, and looking at the

modified ion time-of-flight spectra. The effect of

charge changing collisions will be presented as well.

I
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GAUSSIAN AND PRE-GAUSSIAN LASER NOISE IN

MULT IPHOTON TRANSITIONS

K. Wbdkiewicz

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University,

Warsaw 00-681, Poland

We present a general theoretical description of Gaussian

and Pre-Gaussian laser fluctuations in multiphoton

transitions. We review several simple Gaussian models of

laser phase and frequency fluctuations based on the

Ornstein Uhlenbeck Brownian analogy. We extend our approach

to a jumplike and a shotlike description of laser

fluctuations E1]. Most simply, the frequency or the phase

can be described by a two-state jump process or by

independent step-function-like pulses. This allows us to

discuss multiphoton transitions without the Gaussian

assumption. We establish for each noise a regime when the

laser line-shape profile has a Lorentzian power spectrum.

This means that just by looking at one-photon processes

induced by such a laser, it is impossible to distinguish

among these various noise sources. Despite this fact,

pronounced differences do appear when such sources of light

are used to drive N-photon transitions. All the diffusive

and jumplike frequency-fluctuation models predict that the

N-photon absorption has a Lorentzian profile with a width

that increases as N' E2]. From this point of view, there is

no difference between diffusive or jumplike fluctuations.

The situation is quite different when phase fluctuations

are considered. The jumplike- phase fluctuations or a

shot-noise frequency noise will lead to a N-photon

absorption completely different from the diffusive case.

We present next a theory of the multimode laser noise

based on a special Markov-chain description of external

fluctuations. This chain, composed of n independent
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two-state jump processes, forms a Pre-Gaussian stochastic

process E33 from which a detailed and exact discussion of

the off-resonant N-photon ionization rate can be given E43.

We show that that for three jump processes the normalized

second-order Intesity coherence function is equal to 5/3

i.e., a value which is very close to the chaotic case of 2!

This justify the Pre-Gaussian character of this Markov

chain in the description of chaotic light sources. The

Pro-Gaussian noise provides a poverful tool for studying

the impact of multimode laser on multiphoton trisitions.
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Saturation of an optical transition by a
phase-diffusing laser field

M W. Haniiton, * D. S. Elliott, t K. Arnett and S. J. Smith

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University of Colorado

and National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado 80909-0440 USA

The dependence of the optical Autler-Townes spectrum on phase fluctua-

tions of the laser field is a dramatic demonstration of the effect of laser

bandwidth on laser-atom interactions. 1-3 Through this experiment we have stu-

died the ac Stark splitting of the 3p2P 3/ 2 state of atomic sodium when strongly

coupled to the atomic ground state by an intense phase-fluctuating laser field.

The absorption spectrum of a second (probe) laser, which weakly coupled the

3P level to the 4d 2Ds/ 2 level has two peaks, each corresponding to one of the ac

Stark split components of the 3P level. We have analyzed the relative intensity

of these two peaks and the spectral widths of the peaks to determine the

influence of the phase fluctuations. 2 ,3

The probe laser and saturating laser were collinear in the interaction

region, and perpendicular to the atomic sodium beam. In order to ensure that

the field amplitude of the saturating laser was homogeneous over the probed

region, the beam diameter of the probe laser was limited to approximately one
fifth that of the saturating beam. The intensity of the saturating beam was

varied in the range 0.4-4 Wcm - 2 . The atomic sodium was optically pumped

into the F=2, mF7 2 ground state before entering the interaction region. Both

laser beams were circularly polarized using a linear polarizer and Fresnel

rhomb, so that only AmF=+l transitions were induced. Since only transitions

to the F=3, mF=3 state of the 3p 2P 3 / 2 level and the F=4, mF= 4 state of the

4d 2D5 / 2 level are allowed, the three state model for this system is quite valid.

The primary data consisted of absorption spectra produced by scanning the

probe laser through the 3P--4D transition for each of a series of fixed detunings

of the saturating laser from resonance with the 3S-3P transition. The absorp-

tion spectra were measured by monitoring the 330 nm radiation resulting from

the decay of the 4D level through the 4P---3S transition. The scan of the probe

laser was calibrated by directing a portion of the probe laser through a spheri-

cal mirror Fabry-Perot interferometer in a near-confocal geometry.

The phase diffusion field was generated by randomly modulating the fre-

quency (and phase) of a ew laser beam using acousto-optic and electro-optic
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modulators. This technique has been described elsewhere in detail.4 The Gaus-
sian fluctuations were derived from a voltage noise diode, with a voltage con-
trolled oscillator transforming the voltage fluctuations into a constant ampli-
tude, fluctuating frequency r.f. field. The fluctuating frequency was transferred
to the optical field in the acousto-optic modulator. The bandwidth of an
acousto-optic modulator is limited, however, so that this device was restricted
to modulation frequencies of less than 6 MHz. Travelling wave electro-optic
modulators were used to modulate the laser beam at frequencies in the range 6
MHz - 1 GHz. The optical field generated in this way is described by

E(t) = E0 ei[W°t + 0(t)] + c.c.,
2

where E0 and b are the constant amplitude of the field and the mean angular
frequency, respectively, and 0(t) is the stochastically varying phase. The corre-
lation function of the frequency fluctuations <O(t)(t9> = b/exp-flt-tI com-
pletely determines the statistical properties of the optical field. The parameters
of this exponentially decreasing function are the correlation time of the fluctua-
tions, 1/0, and the spectral density of the fluctuations, b. Control of # and b
was attained through the use of active linear shaping networks, and attenua-
tors, respectively, applied to the voltage noise source output. The laser
bandshape (ranging from nearly Lorentzian to nearly Gaussian) and the
bandwidth (up to 25 MHz full width at half maximum) were completely
specified by these two parameters.

The peak height asymmetry of the Autler Townes spectrum, defined as
A = (hp -hu)/(h-+h,), where h9 (h) is the height of the lower (upper) probe fre-
quency absorption peak, is a sensitive function of the laser fluctuations. When
the saturating laser is tuned to resonance with the 3S-3P transition, the Stark
components are symmetrically displaced from the unperturbed transition fre-
quency and are of equal amplitude. As the saturating laser is detuned from
resonance, however, the relative peak height changes. In the case of a mono-
chromatic laser, the asymmetry parameter is a monotonic function of the
saturating laser detuning, increasing from -1 below resonance to +1 above reso-
nance. In the limit when the saturating laser frequency is far from resonance
with the atomic frequency, the two peaks of the probe laser spectrum can be
identified with a two-photon process and a two-step process. The former is the
direct (albeit nonlinear) excitation of the 4D level, with no excitation of the
intermediate 3P level. The latter process involves the off-resonant excitation of
the 3P state, and the subsequent promotion to the 4]) when the probe is tuned
near the unperturbed 3P-4D transition frequency. For a monochromatic
saturating laser, the off-resonant excitation of the 3P state is extremely weak,
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and the two-photon process dominates the two step process at all frequencies of

the saturating laser. We have measured the reversal of this peak height asym-

metry under conditions of a broad bandwidth saturating laser whose bandshape
is nearly Lorentzian and whose intensity is sufficiently weak. The peak height
asymmetry reverts to normal when the laser bandwidth is less than the atomic
linewidth, the band shape is nearly Gaussian, the saturating laser is far from
resonance with the atomic transition, or the Rabi frequency of the interaction is
greater than the inverse of the correlation time of the fluctuations, /.

The frequency widths of the probe laser absorption peaks also show an
interesting behavior. The width of the two-photon peak is seen to increase with
increasing bandwidth of the saturating laser, as expected. The width of two-
step peak, on the other hand, is seen to be independent of the width of the
saturating laser, i.e., the excitation to the intermediate 3P state is decoupled
from the absorption of the probe laser which induces the 3P-4D transition.

The behavior of the peak height asymmetry and peak widths have been
studied theoretically by Zoller and Dziemballa 3 following the technique of Dixit,
Zoller, and Lambropoulos. 1 Agreement between the experimental observations
and the calculations are excellent.

The research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences. M.W.H. wishes to acknowledge the support of the Sci-
ence and Engineering Research Council, and D.S.E. the support from the
National Science Foundation through a Presidential Young Investigator Award.

*Present address: Department of Physics and Applied Physics, University of
Strathclyde, 107 Rottenrow, Glasgow G4 ONG Scotland.
t Present address: School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West

Lafayette, Indiana 47907.
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Theory of Double Optical Resonance: Collisional Broadening and Doppler Effects

on ac Stark Splitting*

Albert M. F. Lau

Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California 94550, USA

In an earlier note,1 it has been shown that application of a theory of ac Stark splitting

succeeded in explaining the doublet structure observed 2 in the multiphoton excitation

spectra of hydrogen atoms produced in H2 /air diffusion flames. It was noted that large

collisional broadening gave rise to abnormal peak asymmetry in the ac Stark doublet. A
theoretical prediction3 of reflection symmetry in the spectra for opposite detunings in the

strong pump laser has been confirmed by another experiment.4
This paper presents the general results of this theory of a three-level system

interacting with two laser fields. Each field may induce single-photon or multiphoton

(near-)resonant transition between two levels. The theory includes collisional relaxation

and laser bandwidth effects. Under the steady-state and the weak-probe approximations,

analytic solutions for the level populations arre obtained. Expressions for the resolution of

the doublet, resonance peak positions and heights are given in terms of the atomic and laser
parameters such as collisional relaxations, laser bandwidths, detunings and intensities.

In the above scheme of H detection in flames, the hydrogen 3p level was excited by

absorption of two 243-nm photons and a 656-nm photon via the 2s resonant intermediate

level. For a given detuning of the 656-nm laser, the 3p-42s fluorescence was collected as

a function of the 243-nm laser detuning from the ls-2s resonance. Additional calculations

using the above theory show that ( i ) by counter-propagating two 243-nm laser beams so

that the Doppler contribution of the ls--2s two-photon transition is eliminated, the

Doppler-averaged ±ephno ls--3p excitation spectra are indistinguishable from the

corresponding D spectra, thus greatly improving the resolution of the ac Stark

doublet, ( ii ) increase in pressure reduces the ratio of the prinay peak to the secondary

peak, and (iii ) at high enough pressure ( > several atm ), the ac Stark doublet becomes

one broad resonance.

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy

Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division.
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MULTISTEP RESONANCE EXCITATION OF AUTOIONIZING

STATES IN THE RARE-EARTH ELEMENTS

V. N. Fedoseyev

Institute of Spectroscopy

USSR Academy of Sciences

142092, Troitzk, Moscow region, USSR

The laser three-step resonant excitation technique is used to study

autoionizing states of the rare-earth elements Eu, Gd, and Tm. Spectra

of laser photoionization from a vast collection of two-step excited

high-lying states of the atoms have been obtained. A study of

intermediate excited states was performed too. Data acquisition was

intended to extract optimal ways for photoionization of the atoms by a

laser radiation in the spectral range 540-680 nm. The experimentally

observed thulium autoionizing Rydberg series has been identified by

means of the theoretical calculations based on the relativistic

perturbation theory with a zero model potential method.
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POPULATION TRAPPING AND A GENERALIZATION OF FERMI'S GOLDEN

RULE FOR THE STRONG BOUND-CONTINUUM TRANSITIONS

Kazimierz Rzqewski, Rafal Kuklijlski, Institute for Theoretical
Physics,

Jan Mostowski, Institute of Physics,
Polish Academy of Sciences, 02-668 Warsaw, al. Lotnik6w

32/46, Poland.

Most of quantum mechanical decay processes can be described by

models in vhicb a bound state is coupled directly to a continuum. If the

decay is caused by the external influence, such as laser light, the

interaction hamiltonian is a periodic function of time. In the, so called.

rotating vve approximation the time dependence of the interaction

hamiltonian can be eliminated, leading to a time independent coupling of

the bound state to a continuum. Of course decay processes caused by

internal static atomic interactions are in a form studied in our talk from

the very beginning.

The ionization to the Lorentzian continuum by a monochromatic field

in the rotating vave approximation serves as the "canonical" example.

Saturation effects, Rabi oscillations and the Autler-Tovnes type splitting

of the long time photoelectron spectrum are the main features of the

solution

An important case of the asymmetric Fano resonance has been

intensively studied in early eightiest. The asymmetric Autler-Tovnes

splitting, the confluence of coherences and the population trapping are

the main points. They all ocure for a specific value of the laser intensity.

This value depends on the parameters of the autoionization resonance. We

are perhaps approaching in experimental verification of this predictions.

A novel method of solving the bound-free dynamics vill be introduced.

It is based on the notion of quantum dynamical maps. The standard

harmonic perturbation is replaced by the train of delta-function kicks,

Such approach alloys for a study of the corrections coming from the

counter-rotating part of the interaction hamiltonian.
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A drastic dependence of the strong field evolution on the behavior of

the vings of the saturated resonance has been discovered this wsy 2. For

all the resonances that fall off faster than the Lorentzian, the strong field

ionization rate tends to zero as the field strength grows. The system

exhibits a very weakly damped Rabi oscillations. As a result the long time

photoelectron spectrum consists of tvo very narrow maims, orders of

magnitude narrower than the saturated resonance.

We propose and then verify an estimate of this residual width. The

formula is a strong field generalization of the Fermi's Golden Rule 3 :

r- 2x1D(wL+o)1 2

It relates the residual decay rate r to the strength of the bound-free

coupling at the point which is shifted from the point determined by the

energy conservation of the single photon absorption (usual Fermi's

Golden Rule) by the amount proportional to the imr field amplitude

known as Rabi frequency (Do).

I. K Rza.ewski. 1. Eberly: Confluence of bound-free coherences in

laser induced autoionization. Phys. Rev. Lett. 47,408, (1981).

2. K. Rzo.evski. J. Mostowski: Soluble quantum map with continuous

spectrum. Phys. Rev. A (in press).

3 J. Kuk~liski. K. Rz4tewski: Generalization of Fermi's Golden Rule for

the strong field bound-free transitions (submitted).
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Application of State-Multipole Heisenberg Equations to Multiphoton Excitation

Dynamics *

B. W. Shore and R. Sacks, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Coherent atomic or molecular excitation, such as is produced by idealised laser rad-

iation, is essentially a multiphoton process -- one must account for the simultaneous

presence of a large number of identical photons. The population histories and tempo-

rally varying induced dipole moments produced by such excitation contrast with the

behavior predicted for incoherent excitation on the basis of rate equations. These

differences remain when the individual transition steps are two-photon (or n-photon)

interactions. Whereas incoherent descriptions of such n-photon excitation requires evalu-

ation of rate coefficients by means of generalized golden rule procedures, the descrip-

tion of coherent excitation requires an appropriate time-dependent Schradinger equation.

When the atom undergoing laser-induced excitation is also affected by incoherent

processes, such as collisions, this equation no longer suffices. The Heisenberg equations,

or equivalent density-matrix equations, permit treatment in which coherence and in-

coherence play comparable roles in the excitation dynamics. Unlike rate equations, such

equations must incorporate complexities that originate in the orientation degeneracy

expressed by magnetic quantum numbers. In simple cases of coherent excitation, both

for single-photon and multiphoton excitation, the sublevels merely require an average

of 2J+l independent SchrOdinger equations. Relaxation couples the independent equa-

tions. It has been known for some time that appropriate state-multipole operators can

simplify the description of many phenomena connected with optical pumping. This

talk will discuss application of these multipole operators to the description of multipho-

ton coherent excitation. In some limiting cases the equations simplify, but in general

one has a heirarchy of coupled multipole polarizations and coherences in place of the

populations and coherences that occur as variables in nondegenerate systems.

* This work was performed under the auspices of the United States Dep-

artment of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under

contract W-7403-Eng-48.

. . ........ ..
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ABNORMAL PEAK STRUCTURE IN DOUBLY-RESONANT THUEE-PHOTON IONIZATION

OF A FOUR-LEVEL SYSTEM WITH TWO NEAR-DEGENERATED INTERMEDIATE LEVELS

Mei-Ying Hou, Yong-Bo Shi, Bao-Hua Feng and Yong-Liang Shao
Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica

Beijing, China

Quan-Shen Han
Department of Physics, Central College of Nationalities

Beijing, China

Qing-Shi Zhu
Institute of Chemical Physics, Academia Sinica

Darlian, China

Abnormal peak asymmetry of aestark splitting in resonant excitation

of multilevel systems due to laser bandwidth( 1)(2 ), laser spatial

and temporal distribution(3 ), and collisional effect(4 ) has been

experimentally observed. Theoretical

investigation of these effects has
(5)(6)/. j ...... also been reported recently

In this paper we report another

S4> possible cause for abnormal peak

Aiw. structure in multiphoton excitation

(ionization) due to the presence of
1> near-degenerate levels. Here we call

level M1> and IJ> are near-oegene-

rate if the level difference between

level /1> and /J> is comparable with

Rabi frequency WR in transitions from

Fig. 1 or to level /1> or /j> . Using semi-

classical density matrix formalism (7 ). we present a numerical calcu-

lation on resonant excitation of a four-level system with a pair of

near-degerate Intermediate states. As is shown In Fig. 1, level /2>

and /3> are radiatively coupled with levels /J> and /4 by near-

resonant fields E, (iw) and E2 (1w2 ). In our numerical calculation,
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we have neglected the ionization rate because of the much smaller

Ionization cross-sections. The bandwidth of the laser has been con-

sidered by using the phase diffusion model (5). As is shown in

Fig. 2, scanning the weaker beam1w 2, we obtain an abnormal two-peak

structure of the ionization

profile at the presence of the

near-degenerate level. And by

scanning the intense beam1'wj,

only one broadened peak will be

seen (as is shown in Fig. 3 (a)).

The shape of this broadened

A peak will become asymmetric with

Fig. 2 the second beam detuned away
from on-resonance (shown In

Fig. 3 (b)).

A preliminary experimental ob-

servation of doubly-resonant

three-photon ionization In the

Na 35 3 P3/2,3 P112
->4 D . Na + + e process

.has been obtained. Comparison

A ..between experimental observation

and the theoretical predictions

are given.

F

Fag. 3
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InvIted Paper

THE FORMATION AND DECAY OF TRIPLY EXCITED STATES

IN e-He SCATTERING

H.G.M. Heideman

Fysisch Laboratorium, Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht, Princetonplein 5,

3584 CC Utrecht, The Netherlands.

The decay of a doubly excited autolonizing state, which has been

excited near its threshold by electron impact, may have a considerable

effect on the excitation of the singly excited states. This so-called

post-collision interaction (PCI) effect manifests itself as prominent

interference structures on the excitation functions of (higher lying)

singly excited states. In fact the observation of these PCI structures

provides the only possibility to study the electron impact excitation

of autoionizing states very close to their thresholds. An extensive

experimental study, on e-He scattering, of this kind in our laboratory

has revealed the existence of hitherto unknown structures which are

interpreted as being caused by a new type of shape resonances lying

very close to the thresholds of a particular class of autoionizing

states. From the fact that these shape resonances are only observed in

the excitation functions of states which can possibly be affected by

the PCI effect it is concluded that they almost exclusively decay to

their respective parent (autoionizing) states, thereby considerably

enhancing the threshold excitation cross sections of these autoioniz-

ing states. Using the recently introduced supermultiplet classifica-

tion for doubly excited states a selection rule for the near-threshold

excitation of doubly excited states by electron impact can be deduced

from the measurements. Only states with large probabilities in the

Wannier region of configuration space (where both electrons in the

doubly excited helium atom are at nearly equal distances and on

opposite sides of the nucleus) are strongly excited. It is pointed out

that these states are precisely the states that can support the above
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mentioned shape resonances at their thresholds. From these facts it is

concluded that the shape resonances in fact are a new type of triply

excited He- states of the intershell type, in which the three excited

electrons move in a highly correlated state with one electron at rela-

tively large distance being weakly bound in the polarization potential

of a doubly excited state. The properties of these intershell reso-

nances appear to differ appreciably from those of the triply excited

He- states of the intrashell type, in which all three excited elec-

trons move in the same shell and thus are at nearly equal distances

from the nucleus.

I

I
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Invited Paper

HYPERSPHERICAL DESCRIPTION OF MULTIPLY-EXCITED STATES

TRIPLY-EXCITED STATES OF He-

S. Watanabe

Equipe de Recherche 261 du CNRS

Observatoire de Paris-Meudon

92190 Meudon, France

Theoretical investigations of two-electron atoms have revealed

systematic features in energy levels and lifetimes controlled by

correlations. In the recent past, we have seen a unificationI of the

hyperspherical analysis of radial correlations2 and the rovibrational

description of angular correlations.3 The two-electron correlation

patterns are now understood to be isomorphic to the collective modes of

a floppy linear triatomic molecule, albeit some subtle differences.

Strong correlations are naturally expected in triply- and

multiply-excited states as well. Experimental observations and

theoretical studies of these states are scarce so far, but several

isolated resonances have been ascribed to temporary formation of

triply-excited states.4 Recently, it has been recognized that

multiply-excited states are produced by multiple charge transfer in the

collision of highly charged ions with atoms. This paper extends

previous analyses of doubly-excited states to manifolds of triply-

excited resonances, thus paving the way for a general treatment of

multiply-excited states.

The radial motion of triply-excited electrons is unstable.

However, it becomes quasiperiodic when the electrons maintain a certain

phase relationship among them. It then becomes meaningful to consider

the collective oscillation of the electrons near the equilibrium

configuration. There are three fundamental radial modes. One is the

symmetric stretching mode (Al') and the other two are doubly-degenerate

radial oscillations (E'). The following coordinates replace the usual

independent radial variables,

2 2 2) 1/2
1 -r+r 2 + 3j
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a - tan(V 2 2 )

r3 1 2

Roughly speaking, R represents the symmetric stretch and al and 02

represent the doubly-degenerate radial oscillations. The expectation

value of the Hamiltonian evaluated at fixed R yields a set of adiabatic

potential curves pertaining to the quasi-stable electronic motion in a1

and a2 . Figure 1 shows an example of curves for He-( 2P°). The well-

known triply-excited state at 57.22 eV is marked by a horizontal broken

line.

Fig. 1. Hyperspherical adiabatic
potential curves for He(19Po). The -1

lowest curve converges to the ground-
state energy level of He at R-. -2

The group of curves in the inter- -3
mediate energy range converge to the
singly excited states of He; these -

curves represent doubly excited channels
of He'. Curves in the highest group -$ l-tPO)

represent triply-excited channels and
converge to the doubly-excited states -6__
of He. 0 10 is

a (U.S.)

There are numerous curves corresponding to triply-excited resonant

channels. It is imperative to classify them in accordance with the

three-electron collective modes. As a preliminary step, a simple model

calculation has been undertaken to analyze the angular correlations.

Fig. 2 shows the resultant rotational manifolds of intrashell triply-

excited states of He(N-3). Fig. 3 shows, in a very schematic fashion,

the three-electron notion corresponding to the first three manifolds.

There is an obvious correspondence between the triply-excited states

and the rovibrational states of a D3h triatomic molecule such as NH3 ,

except for some marginal differences. Further details discussed at the

conference.

I
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Fig. 2 Rotational manifolds of (He') (N-3) by a simple model

calculation.
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(a) Mb MC

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of electronic motion: (a) corresponds

to the first manifold (Al') of Fig. 2, (b) to the second

manifold (A2"), and (c) to the third one (E').
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Two-Electron Excitation in an Intense Laser Pulse - the

Outer Electron Shell of Magnesium

K Burnett
Blackett Laboratory
Imperial College
London SW7 2BZ

We shall describe how an intense laser pulse (lOfs,

10 1 2 W/cm peak-power) may be used to drive a coherent

oscillation of the pair of electrons in the outer shell
1of magnesium I . The oscillation is composed of a coherent

superposition of the ground, first excited and doubly

excited states2  This oscillation can be established in

spite of the damping due to photoionisation and auto-

ionisation3 . We shall discuss to what extent this type

of coherent oscillation may be termed collective.
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PHASE SPACE APPROACH TO TWO ELECTRON IONIZATION

Jan Mostowski

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland

Marek Trippenbach

Warsaw University. Warszawa, Poland

Cao Long Van

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland

Multiple ionization of atoms in ultrastrong laser fields is a complicated process

which lacks theoretical explanation. First reports of double ionization were published

some years ago. Recently Rhodes applied extremely powerful excimer laser, yielding

intensities of the order of l01 7W/cm2 and wavelengths of about 200 nm to a sys-

tematic study of multielectron ionization in various atoms. In should be stressed that

the laser intensities used in these experiments are much larger than in any previous

experiment in atomic physics. In fact intensity 101 7 W/cm2 corresponds to field

strength comparable to the electrostatic field of the nucleus. Therefore experience

gained from other theories of atomic radiative processes is of not much help here.

No perturbation-like theory nor even *essential states" type of theories can describe

processes in such a strong field. In fact no adequate theory of multielectron ioniza-

tion has been formulated thus far.

In this paper we will study ionization of the two electron (helium) atom in very

strong laser field with the help of the so-called phase space averaging method. The

method is based on the classical description of the electrons and is particularly well

suited for processes in ultrastrong fields. In fact the stronger the field the more

accurate the method becomes.

Before discussing the excitations we will present a description of the ground

state. The electrons are bounded by the Coulomb potential of the nucleus with

charge 2e. Electrons interact between themselves by electrostatic repulsive forces. No

exact wavefunction of this system can be found, good approximations are known.

The phase space averaging method requires the knowledge of the probability

distribution in the phase space corresponding to the initial state. The link between

the ground state wave function and the probability distribution in the phase space is

provided by the coarse grained Wigner function W(r I ,r2 ,p1 ,P2). Quantum expecta-

tion values can be expressed as moments of the probability distribution. The calcula-
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tion of these moments is, however, a nontrivial task due to the high dimensionality

of the phase Spac. Standard Monte-Carlo technique was used to calculate multiple

integrals over the phase space.

The validity of the phase space averaging method will be discussed. It will be

shown that the errors originating from such a treatment of the electrons may be

quite large, of the order of 10%. However, since no adequate quantum theory of

multiple ionization exists our approach has the advantage of not being restricted to

weak fields. On the contrary, the stronger the external field the better the theory

works. This makes our approach an attractive alternative to approximate quantum

models.

We have solved numerically the evolution of the probability distribution for the

two electron atom in a strong electric field by solving Newtons equations of motion.

A set of trajectories with different initial conditions was found, the set of initial

conditions was chosen in such a way that they formed a representative sample of the

initial probability distribution W. The values of the external electric field E0 were

chosen to be 0.5. 1 and 2 in atomic units, the frequencies w of the laser field were

taken to be 0.5, 1 and 2 atomic units. These values of the parameters were chosen

for computational reasons but they do not differ much from the experimental values,

where intensities were of the order of 1017 W/cmz and the frequency wL corresponds

to 200 nm, or 0.25 atomic unit.

In order to calculate single and double ionization probabilities we have to deter-

mine how many trajectories from the representative sample of the initial probability

distribution correspond to two ionized electrons, and how many to one bound and

one ionized electron. This is a simple task once the trajectories are found.

Discussion of the results will be presented. The most important results are out-

lined below. We found that the process of ionization is a very fast one. In fact it

takes not more than a couple of optical periods for an atom to (partially) ionize.

What is, however, not obvious is that the ionization is not complete in the whole

range of times studied. In fact the possibility of finding a neutral atom remains non

zero for all times in all the cases. An even more supprizing result is that the ioniza-

tion probability reaches a "steady state". It means that come of the elements of the

initial ensamble representing the ground state get ionized very rapidly while other

remain bounded. This does not exclude the possibility that the trajectories, which are

bounded for the time range studied will not get ionized at later times by some slow

mechanism of the energy uptake.



FIGURE CAPTION 16

Fig. I - 3. Probabilities of finding neutral (0), singly ionized (1) and doubly ion-
ized (2) atom as functions of time for various field strengths and frequencies.
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Invited Paper

Unimolecular Decay of Rotational-Selected Polyatomic Molecular

Ions Prepared by Resonance-Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization

H.J.Neusser, H.Kihlewind, A.Kiermeier, E.W.Schlag

Institut fUr Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Technische Universit~t

MUnchen, LichtenbergstraBe 4, D-8046 Garching, West-Germany

During the last decade it has been demonstrated that multiphoton ioniza-

tion (MPI) can be used as the basis of a novel type of ion sources for

mass spectrometry /1/. Since the intermediate spectrum is sharp in many

polyatomic molecules resonance-enhanced MPI is extremely selective. In

this paper it will be shown that resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization

not only leads to the production of vibrational state-selected but also

to J rotational quantum number -selected benzene cations. State- and

energy-selected ions are of particular interest for the precise investi-

gation of dissociation kinetics. We present the first example of decay

time measurements for the unimolecular decay of J-selected molecular ions.

In a one laser two-photon ionization experiment there is generally a

certain amount of excess energy above the ionization potential as the

laser frequency Is determined by the first resonant absorption step to

the intermediate state. Excess energy can distribute either to kinetic

energy of the electrons or internal energy of the ions. In order to check,

whether vibrational state-selected ions are produced, an analysis of

photoelectron energy was performed with a home-built time-of-fllght photo-

electron energy analyzer. Photoelectron spectra of three benzene isotopes

C6H6 , C6D 5H , and C6D6 have been measured. In agreement with recent

work /2/ it was shown that for the chosen intermediate states 60 and

60161 more than 90 $ of the isotopic benzene ions are produced in a single

vibrational state, i.e. the vibrationless ground Etate or the v16 state

of the ion, respectively. In another experiment state-selected Ions are

produced in a two-laser experiment via the 610 cold band transition, the

second laser frequency tuned close to the ionization potential (Fig.1).

J-selection in the ion is achieved by exciting the appropriate J-levels

In the Intermediate state of the molecule.
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Fig. 1: Three-laser excitation scheme for production of internal energy-
selected molecular ions above dissociation threshold

The state-selected benzene ions are produced either in an effusive or in

a cooled molecular beam which Is located within the acceleration field

of a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer /3/. 200 ns later, when

the ion cloud has left the molecular beam region , another laser pulse

of variable photon energy (4.6 - 5.52 eV) further excites the ions to an

energy level slightly above the thresholds for different dissociation

channels of low threshold energy (see Fig.1). This leads to the produc-

tion of C6H 5
+, C6H4+, C4H4+, and C3H3

+ ionic frapents and their deutera-

ted analogues, respectively. The energy of the ions is sufficient to

induce a metastable decay on a ps timescale, i.e., a decay of the ions

on the way from the ion source to the reflecting field. As the reflecting

field acts as an energy analyzer, the unimolecular decay rate constants

for all isotopic channels could be measured according to the procedure

described previously /4/. Since all decay channels of low energy , Inde-

pendent of their H-loss or C-loss character, are competing and originate

from one electronic state /4/, the directly measured rate constant is

-- =mm m mm ro l I I • E + .mmi m m )
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given by the sum of the individual constants of all competing decay chan-

nels. It is found to be governed solely by the total amount of energy

deposited in the molecular ion.

No vibrational specifity is found for the three excitation pathways

discussed above.This result points to a dissociation which proceeds accor-

ding to a statistical model of unimolecular dissociation. In addition,

we were able to investigate for the first time the influence of J on

the decay rate constants for a unimolecular dissociation process. For

sharply defined internal energies down to 4.6 eV we found that the decay

rate does not change when the rotational quantum number J is varied from

2 to values as large as 60.

To explain our results we performed statistical RRKM calculations of

all four competing decay channels. For differently labelled isotopes a

good simulation of the experimental results is obtained with one set of

vibrational frequencies of the activated complexes correlated by the

Redlich-Teller product rule. The measured intramolecular and intermo-

lecular isotope effects yield a microscopic probe of the looseness or

tightness of C-H bonds in the activated complexes and provide a direct

insight into the character of the reaction coordinate.

In conclusion we have shown that resonantly enhanced two-photon ioniza-

tion is a versatile method for the production of state-selected polyatomic

molecular ions. In a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer the

decay rate constants of competing decay channels of internal energy selec-

ted ions have been measured for various defined energies and for selected

rotational J levels. From our experiment detailed information about the

dissociation mechanism and the structure of the activated complexes is

obtained.

/1/ E.W.Schlag and H.J.Neusser, Acc. Chem. Res. 16, 355 (1983)
/2/ S.R.Long, J.T.Meek, J.P.Reilly, J. Chem. hys. 79, 3206 (1983)

/3/ U.Boesl, H.J.Neusser, R.Weinkauf, E.W.Schlag, J. Phys. Chem. 86,
4857 (1982)

// H.K~hlewind, A.Kiermeier, H.J.Neusser, J. Chem. Phys. 85, 4427
(1986)
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Invited Paper

STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF ISOLATED MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS

E. R. Bernstein

Condensed Matter Sciences Laboratory

Chemistry Department

Colorado State University

Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

Multiphoton ionization techniques are employed to determine properties

of organic solute/solvent clusters. Discussion will focus on pyridazine,

isoquinoline, hydroxyquinolines, allyl- and methyoxybenzenes, and

cyanoanilines as "solutes" solvated by H20, HN3 and CnH2n+2. Structure,

intramolecular (cluster) vibrational redistribution, vibrational

predissociation, and "chemical reactions" will be discussed for these

cluster systems.

I
I
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TWO-PROTON EZCITATION OF DENSE SODIUM VAPOR NEAR TEE nd2D/2,3/2 (n-3,4,S7)

LEVELS: Na b3l+-1 3
rZ ECIER EMISSION

2 a u

S. 1. sajic

Department of Chemistry, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916, U.S.A.

I. N. Comptone and I.A.D. Stookdale

Oak Ridge National Laboratory,** P.O. Box 1.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6125, U.S.A.

Laser excitation and ionization processes in dense (1-10 Torr)

sodium vapor have been studied for laser wavelengths wear the two-

photon-allowed nd2D states (nU-3.4,S). In particular, the recently

reported (Diner et al. 1 ) excimer emission between the lowest triplet

states of Na2 has been studied in greater detail. Significant excimer

laser emission is seen only when two-photon pumping occurs AL the

4d2DS/2,3/2 states. Multiphoton ionization via the nd2D states was also

studied and the ionization was seen to disappear as the pressure was

increased from less than 3.5 Torr to 7 Torr, where molecular features

began to dominate the spectra. These results, together with the fact

that excimer emission actually exhibited a "dip" at the exact position

of the two-photon-excited 4d2DS/2,$/2 state, suggests a cancellation due

to the different pathways to the 4d2D states. Such an interference

effect was reported earlier by Malcuit et al.2 and more recently by

Krasnlkov et al. 3 The possible suppression of two-photon absorption was

first suggested theoretically by Manykin and Afanasev4 and treated more

zecently by Agarwal.5

Figure I shows the forward-directed emissions when a Nd:TAG pumped

dye laser is tuned to mJA two-photon resonance with the 4d2DS/2,3/2

states in sodium. In the region of 790 to 800 am, directly pumped

bound-bound lasing between the two lowest singlet states was observed.

sAlso Department of Chemistry, The University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37916. U.S.A.

eOperated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc. under contract

DR-ACOSS4OR-21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Fig. I. Forvard-stiaulated emission in sodium vapor (-1 Tort)

produced by two-photon pumping near the 4d2DS1z,3/2 level.

The large feature at 818 mm Is due to 3d2DSI2.3/2 -4 3p2pl/2 and Sp2p3/2

stimulated emission (stimulated emission between -4d-4p and 4p-3d

completes the cascade stimulated emission).

The breadth and to some extent the position of the excimer emission

at -830 an is dependent upon the laser Intensity, the laser pump

frequenoy. and alkali density (maximum intensity at -10 rorr). The

intensity can be made larger than any other feature in the spectrum and

can be sade much broader (up to 100 A) depending upon pump laser

frequency and power. and sodium atom density. Figure 2 shows the

eoimer emission at specific wavelengths versus the laser pumping

wavelength. We act* a pronounced ndipo at the Ss2Biia 1±.4d2DS/2.3/2
resonance position. If we assume that the ezeimer emission is somehow

related to the population of 4d2D atoms, this result would imply an

interference or cancellation effect as discussed earlier.

We have also strongly pumped W9d2/22~ atoms via a hybrid

resonance Involving Sp atoms. Although Intense* inization and

stimulated atomic emission was observed& no exoimer emission was

detected. Possible mechaisms for the two-photon pumping of the ezcimer
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Fig. 2. Exciner emission at various wavelengths versus the laser

two-photon pumping wavelength. Note the pronounced "dip" at the 4d2 D

transi ti on.

laser will be presented. Zzciner emission in other alkalies (e.g..
6

lithium at -1.3 pm and potassium -1.1 pm) will be searched for and the

results will be presented at the conference.

1. 8. 0. Diner, I. 6. Kopriakov,. end 1. L. Stefanov. Opt. Coms. 52,

199 (1984).

2. X. 8. lalcuit, D. 1. Gautbier. and 1. Y. Boyd. Phys. Rev. Lett. 5,

1086 (1985).

3. V. V. grasnikov, M. 8. Pshenichnikov, and V. S. 8olomatia, I.R.T.P.

Lott. U1. 148 (1986).

4. E. A. anykin and A. I. Afanasev, Zh. bksp. Tkeor. Fix. M2, 1246

(1967) [low. Phys. I.B.T.P. 25, 828 (1967)).

5. S. 8. ASarwal, Phys. Bev. Lett. U, 127 (1986).

6. 0. D. lonowalow and P. 8. lalleane 1. Chem. Phys. 1U, 5815 (1980).
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Znvlted Paper

LINEAR SPECTROSCOPY USING NON-UNEAR OPTICS

J.W. tUrn, D.J. Hart and I.M. Waller

Centre for Molecular Beams and Laser Chemistry

University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G1 CANADA

Laser spectroscopy of highly excited states of atoms and small molecules is a rapidly

growing field with a great deal of current interest. Up until now essentially all of the

experiments in this field have relied on multiphoton excitation to reach these high energy

states. While multiphoton excitation has definite advantages, particularly when multiple

resonance excitation is used, for a large number of studies it would be far better to excite

these high energy states through single photon excitation with a relatively low-powered laser.

In order to make this possible, extremely short wavelength lasers must be used. As no broadly

tunable, narrowband lasers exist for wavelengths shorter than about 3000A, non-linear

optical methods must be employed to generate tunable coherent light at shorter wavelengths.

In the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region of the spectrum, below 2000A, four wave mixing in

atomic vapours is currently the best way of generating broadly tunable coherent radiation. In

this talk, the use of four wave sum mixing techniques in metal vapours will be illustrated by

reference to some recent work from our laboratory in which the dynamics of highly excited

molecules was probed with coherent VUV In the 1120A to 1700A spectral range.

In recent work in our laboratory, we have used coherent VUV to probe radiative

lifetimes of excited states of NO in the 60000 to 70000 cm°1 range under molecular beam

conditions I , and to study the photofragment spectroscopy of various small molecules2 . In

this talk recent results will be presented In which coherent VUV was used to study

photofragmentation of triatomic molecules and spin-orbit autoionization in HI. We hope to

demonstrate by these two examples that coherent VUV Is an exceedingly powerful technique,

suitable for a wide variety of experiments in atomic and molecular physics.

In the first study, tunable VUV generated by four wave sum mixing in Mg vapour was

used to do Doppler spectroscopy on the S atom products resulting from 1933,

photofragmentation of CS 2 molecules in a supersonic molecular beam. Sample Doppler

lineshapes are shown in figure 1. By analyzing these lineshapes, it was possible to obtain

Information on the energy release and recoil velocity special anisotropy In the different CS 2

photofragmentation channels.
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Figure 1: Doppler profiles for the S(3P 2) product from 1933A photolysis Of CSwith the

1933,A laser polarized parallel and perpendicular to the VUV probe laser.

In the second set of experiments, coherent VUV generated by four wave sum mixing in Hg
vapour was used to study autoionizing states of HI between the HI+ 2113/2 and 2111/2

Ionization limits. These autoionizing states have received recent theoretical attention because
of the question of differences in autoionization behaviour between Xe and 1-13 . In a recent

multichannel quantum defect theory calculation, sharp resonances were predicted, both in the
total cross section and in the anisotropy parameter3 . In our experiments, we are taking

advantage of the high resolution and high power of our VUV source to study the photoionization

of jet-cooled HI, using a low energy electron detector to monitor the photoionization process.

These experiments are currently in progress, but some preliminary results are shown in fig.

2, along With the theoretical predictions, for the total photoonization cross-section in the

10.615 to 10.735 eV spectral range. It would appear that there are no sharp resonances in

the cross section, as our photon resolution of about 0.1 meV would easily reveal any such

resonances. This work, and the possibilities for future work in photoionization spectroscopy

using the same experimental setup, will be discussed In this talk.
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Figure 2: Theoretical and experimental photoionization cross sections for HI. Calculation is

from reference 3. data is from our experiment.

REFERENCES
1 . D.J. Hart and J.W. Hepburn, J. Chem. Phys. f, 1733 (1987).
2. I.M. Waller, H.F. Davis and J.W. Hepburn, J. Phys. Chem. ii.,506 (1987).

l.M. Waller, H.F. Davis and J.W. Hepburn, "Short Wavelength Coherent Radiation:

Generation and Applications", D.T. Atwood and J. Bokor eds. (AlP Conference Proc.

#147, New York, 1986), pp. 430-441.

3. H. Lefebvre-Brion, A. Giusti-Suzor, and G. Raseev, J. Chem. Phys. 3,1557 (1985).
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PROBING OF MOLECULAR ALIGNMENT EFFECTS USING

'SATURATED' PULSED LASER EXCITATION

H. Meyer, R. Dressier, and S. R. Leone

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440

The use of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to probe rotational

alignment of molecules in photodissociation and collision dynamics ex-

periments has attracted great interest recently. Since pulsed lasers

are used in many of these experiments, time dependent detection is pos-

sible. On the other hand, the poor duty cycle of pulsed lasers may

require an LIF probe under 'saturated' rather than linear absorption

conditions to obtain more signal. The formulation of the latter process

has been investigated extensively. 1 Many measurements, however, may

have already embarked on the 'saturated' regime. In this paper we treat

theoretically the LIF probing of molecular alignment including 'satura-

tion' effects in the excitation step. Neglecting relaxation, the exci-

tation with a short rectangular pulse of linearly polarized laser light

can be described in terms of the optical Bloch equations for an open

two level system. Within the rotating wave approximation an analytical

solution for the density matrix of the excited state as a function of

the laser polarization is found. Using the results of Fano and Macek
2

the degree of polarization of the fluorescence is calculated from the

components of the quadrupole moment of the excited state. Although many

different Rabi frequencies are present due to the degeneracy of the an-

gular momentum states involved, in the case of resonant, narrow band ex-

citation the calculated degree of polarization as a function of laser

power exhibits strong oscillations. The influence of variations in

5Staff Member, Quantum Physics Division, National Bureau of Standards.
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pulse energy and pulse duration is investigated. Since in most experi-

ments the spectral width of the laser pulse is large compared to the

natural linewidth, nonresonant interactions lead to strong damping of

the Rabi oscillations found for resonant excitation. Additional damping

might be caused by variations of the pulse envelope in the case of non-

resonant interactions and by phase variations within individual pulses.

We show theoretically, and confirm experimentally, that molecular align-

ment may be measured accurately within the nonlinear absorption regimes.

References

1. C. H. Greene and R. N. Zare, J. Chem. Phys. 78, 6741 (1983).

2. U. Fano and J. H. Macek, Rev. Mod. Phys. 45, 553 (1973).
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MPD/MPI OF ORGANOMETALLIC MOLECULES - THE ROLE OF NON-RADIATIVE
PROCESSES IN DETERMINING FREE METAL STATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Joseph Chaiken
Department of Chemistry

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-1200

ABSTRACT

We have obtained new MPD/MPI data on a variety of organometallic

molecules. We have shown for the first time the correlation between

structure of the organometallic and the state distribution of the metal

atoms formed by MPD. MPD/MPI spectra of deuterated samples taken at

various pressures, laser powers, and electric field (ion collection

plates) strengths unequivocally demonstrate that IVR processes are

involved in determining the metal atom state distribution. We have also

shown that a quantitative correlation exists between IVR rates for

uncomplexed ligands and the branching ratios measured for the

corresponding complexed ligands. Finally, we have evidence which

suggests the effect of electronic relaxation on the MPD product state

yields. As an important by-product of these studies, we have observed

for the first time, the 7S3 Rydberg series for all the group VI

metals.
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nESOANr MULTIPHMW LASER-SRFACE DrIERACTION

J. R~if, H.B. Nielsen, P. Tepper. 0. Semmler, and E. Matthias
Inst. f. Atom- u. Festkorperphysik, Freie Universitut Berlin,

D-1000 Berlin 33. F.R.G.
and

E. Fridell, E. Westin and A. Rosen
Dept. of Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, and

University of Cbteborg. S-412 96 Gbteborg. Sweden

We present proof that resonant multiphoton processes such as multi-

photon-photoemission and surface second harmonic generation (SS1G) can

be used to probe the electronic structure of crystalline surfaces.

For BaF2 (111) we find from cluster calculations on the basis of a

10-atom (BaIBa6F3 ) planar cluster (cf. Fig. 1) that there exist occupied

and excited surface states in the bandgap (Fig. 2). These surface states

are mainly due to dangling electrons of the metal ions.

Sale

ENERGY(OV)

Fi.ISchematic representation of the Fi. Density of states at the
BaF2  (111) surface, also showing the BaF2  (111) surface, resulting

cluster used In the calculations. from the cluster calculations.

Experimentally. we followed two approaches to probe the existence

of these states: For clean surfaces under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condi-

tions we observed the laser-induced emission of electrons and positive

tons; for surfaces In realistic environment. i.e. In air we looked for

the second harmonic of the Incident laser light. generated at the sur-

face. For all experiments, we used a Nd 3+ -yAG pumped dye laser In the

green spectral range (couar.n 152; SW m ( A < 560 run).
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In the UH experiments clean surfaces were prepared by cleaving the

crystal inside the vacuum chamber. We observed a pronounced spectral

WAILLEN -... dependence for the emission of charged particles

.. which is practically identical for both electrons

and positive Ions (see Fig. 3). These spectra also

depend on the direction of the In-surface compo-

*nent of the linear light polarization. e... with

respect to the crystallographic directions (cf.

Figs. 1 and 3). Since the single photon energy of

less than 2.5 eV is far too small to ionize the

surface, even if the occupied states in the middle

of the bandgap are taken into account, the emis-

Sbi d) sion of charged particles is a multiphoton pro-

cess. This conclusion is supported by Fig. 4 where

in a log-log-plot the electron and ion yields are

shown as a function of incident laser intensity.
23 24

PHOTON ENERGY (ev) The slopes indicate, that photoemission should be

Z Yields for a two-photon process for weak laser intensity.
electrons and posi-
tive ions as a starting from the occupied surface state in the

function of laser middle of the bandgap (solid arrows in Fig. 2).
wavelength; laser
polarization paral- For higher intensities, a fivephoton process takes
lel to (112> (a,b) over'. which could originate in the 2p valence
resp. <110> (c.d). band. From the apparent correspondence between ion

and electron spectra we deduce that both processes

must be highly related. Hence, we conclude from

the slope of ten for the ion yield, that two elec-

Itrons must be emitted to create one positive ion,

2W - more likely than a direct 10-photon process. In

analogy to a recent model by Itoh and Nakayama2

two adjacent holes created by ionization could
50.iO

-S .concentrate on a fluorine atom. thus resulting in

20a electrostatic instability and Coulomb explosion.

1Resonant optical second harmonic generation at

1 2 i,1O the surface of centrosymnetric media, in princi-
INTENSITY IWlCM)

Fiz. Electron and pie. should be an ideal method for probing empty

ion yield at 518 m surface states, since firstly it leaves the sur-
as a function of face unaltered during the interaction and
laser intensity.
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secondly it is highly surface sensitive because in dipole approximation

the second order polarization vanishes for the centrosymmetric bulk.

However, for dielectrics the conversion efficiency (_10 - 14) and hence

the signal to noise ratio is extremely poor. Therefore, in order to

facilitate the ease of operation, the experiments were conducted in air.

Nevertheless, the second harmonic yield reflected the c3v symmetry of

the BaF2 (111) surface when the crystal was rotated around the <111>

direction. Fig. 5 shows the result if both fundamental and second har-

monic are s-polarized, i.e. when the signal comes from the dipole con-

tribution only, due to symmetry breaking at the surface. The remaining

isotropic part of the signal we attribute to the interface air-adsor-

bate.

LASER WAVELEMNITH m)" 
M 5 3 D s i c

105.0

Al A... 0. 0 2 0

ciain III poaie a 5.

C
S

-mo-
2.25 15 SS

roaz a9m(du 9) m~I~t~ v

Eg s-polarzed second-harmonic E g~ Wavelength dependence

intensity as a function of sample of second harmonic generation

rotation anle or s-polarized ex- (undamental and second harmon-

citation. 
ic polarized at + 45° . )

We found again a pronounced spectral dependence of our signal,

similar to the one observed for ionization in UHV (see Fig. 6). Hence we

conclude, that even in air the intrinsic surface states exist and can be

probed by surface second harmonic generation.

Support from DFG. SSRC and SBTD is gratefully acknowledged.

'We favor the 5-photon process over the idea of dynamic renacnoes as
a reason for the slope of 5 since otherwise one should observe a smooth
and steady intensity dependence and ot a sudden set-in of the steeper
slope.2N. Itoh, T. Nakayama. and T.A. Tombrello. Phys. Lett. IM, 40 (1995)

I
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Laser Excitation of Electronic States of Atoms near Surfaces

A. C. GREENFIELD AND K. BURNETT

Spectroscopy Group, Blackett Laboratory
Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ

P. T. GREENLAND

Theoretical Physics, U.K.A.E.A. Harwell
Didcot, Oxon

We shall present a theoretical consideration of a

spectroscopy in which an atomic or ion beam in collision

with a surface is excited electronically by a laser. The

shift and broadening of the atomic energy levels due to the

presence of the surface is of great importance to the

understanding of surface dynamical processes and we shall

describe how information about these two effects can be

obtained by monitoring the production of ions or excited

atoms in the reflected beam.

The theoretical modelling of this Spectroscopy involves

writing down a second quantized Hamiltonian which includes

effects of tunnelling into the surface by a two level atom

and solving for ion or excited state production rates.

Production rates for specific models of the energy-level

separation and level widths as an atom approaches a surface

will be presented.

References

1. R. Kawai, K.C. Lui, D.M. Newns and K. Burnett -

to be published.

2. W. Bloss and D. Hone, Surf. Sci. 72 277 (1978)

3. R. Brako and D.M. Newns, Surf. Sci. 108 253 (1981)
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INFLUENCE OF INTERNALLY GENERATED SUM-FREQUENCY FIELDS ON ODD-PHOTON

EXCITATIONS OF DIPOLE-ALLOWED TRANSITIONS IN ATOMIC GASES

W. R. Garrett

Chemical Physics Section, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P. 0. Box X, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6125

Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract

DE-AC05840R-21400 with the U. S. Department of Energy.
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NONLINEAR OPTICAL BALANCE

J. J. WYNNE, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,

P. O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

ABSTRACT: Multiphoton excitation processes are generally expected to

show enhancement when the exciting frequencies, or some combination

thereof, are tuned toward intermediate resonances. However, contrary to

this general expectation, suppression of photoionization, fluorescence,

amplified spontaneous emission, and nonlinear optical conversion have all

been reported in the presence of resonant multiphoton excitation.' At first

glance, the nonlinear phenomena manifesting this suppression and the order

of the nonlinear processes appear to be quite distinct. In some instances,

this suppression has been shown to result from a destructive interference

(alternatively, a competition) between alternative excitation pathways to

the resonant intermediate state.2 For example, three-photon resonance en-

hancement of five-photon multiphoton ionization is suppressed by coher-

ent third harmonic generation, the polarization induced by the third

harmonic wave destructively interfering with the polarization induced by

the three photon excitation.
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The common mechanism underlying these phenomena is the coherent non-

linear coupling of two or more optical waves via a dissipative nonlinear op-

tical medium. As they propagate through the nonlinear medium, the waves

develop amplitudes and relative phases that minimize the resonant material

excitation, thereby minimizing the dissipative losses. In this way, the

excitation pathways come into a nonlinear optical balance. This balance

is stabilized by the dissipative processes that increase the losses if the bal-

ance is upset in either direction.

Combinations of amplitude and phase that produce greater loss are more

rapidly damped out, leaving the minimum loss combination to persist the

longest. The nonlinear coupling is mediated by the coherence length of the

nonlinear optical mixing process. The case of perfect phase-matching (in-

finite coherence length) can produce perfect destructive interference,

complete suppression, and zero loss. The case of very poor phase matching

( nearly zero coherence length) produces no interference, no suppression,

and undiminished loss.

Four-wave mixing processes with a single resonant intermediate state, such

as third harmonic generation, will be analyzed to show how this nonlinear

optical balance is achieved and sustained, yielding predictions for the de-

gee of suppression of the excitation of the resonant intermediate state.
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IR AND UV ULTRASHORT PULSE GENERATION BY HYPER-RAMAN SCATTERING AND

FOUR-WAVE MIXING IN METAL VAPORS
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Suppression of N-Photon Absorption by the Four-Wave Mixing Process

Daniel J. Gauthier, Michelle S. Nalcuit and Robert W. Boyd
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University of Rochester

Rochester, New York 14627

It is often of interest to transfer the maximum amount of population

from an atomic ground state to an excited state through use of n-photon

resonant absorption of laser light. It is well known that n-photon

absorption saturates at high laser intensities due to optical Stark shifts1
of the atomic levels; however, we have determined that even when the

intensity of the laser is sufficiently low so that optical Stark effects can

be ignored, other nonlinear optical processes can lead to a decrease of the

amount of transfered population. In particular, we have studied the

suppression of two-photon resonant excitation of the sodium 3d level by the

four-wave mixing process. The nature of the suppression is that new fields

generated by the four-wave mixing process create a new excitation pathway

connecting the ground and 3d levels, and under quite general conditions this

pathway interferes destructively with that due solely to the applied laser

field.

The experiment in which we observed competition between two-photon

resonant absorption and four-wave mixing was performed in atomic sodium

vapor.2 An intense laser field of frequency w1 is tuned near the 3s-3d two-

photon-allowed transition, as shown in Fig. 1. Four-wave mixing3 can then

occur, leading to the ge6ration of two new fields, one at frequency w2 near

the 3d-+3p transition and one at frequency w3-2w1-W2 which is close to the

3p-3s transition. When the laser is tuned precisely to the two-photon

transition, population can be transfered to the 3d lev;el, inverting it with

respect to the 3p level, leading to amplified spontaneous emission4 at the

3d-3p transition frequency. A measure of the suppression of two-photon
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absorption is the decrease of the amount of amplified spontaneous emission,

assuming that the fields do not populate the 3p intermediate level.

As Fig. 1 Energy-level diagram

_ _ _ of atomic sodium showing the

* three levels involved in the

Sp lb| four-vave mixing process. A

two-photon resonant laser of

I Si frequency w1 excites the 3d

£1 level and four-wave mixing

*i generates two new fields of

frequency w'2 and w 3"

We have modeled the suppression of two-photon excitation of the 3d

level using the three-level atomic system shown in Fig. 1 in the presence of
5an applied field with frequencies wl, W2 v and w3 " We solve the steady-

state density matrix equations of motion appropriate for our model to fourth

order in perturbation theory. From this calculation, we obtain the

population in the upper level and the nonlinear polarization of the medium

which is used to derive coupled amplitude equations for the interacting

fields. We find that if the phase mismatch is not too large, the fields

evolve spatially to reach steady-state values and that in the presence of

this steady-state field the upper level population is at least partially

suppressed. For the case of perfect phase matching, complete suppression of

the upper level popultion is prediced. Figure 2 shows the intensity of the

three fields, Si (i-1,2,3) and the population in the tipper level, p(4) as a

function of the propagation distance for the case of exact two-photon

resonant excitation and perfect phase matching, using numbers appropriate to

our experimental conditions. It is seen that the fields at frequencies W1

and w2 grow rapidly from noise and reach a steady-state value. As these

fields grow, it is also seen that the population in the excited state begins

to decrease and vanishes completely when the fields reach their final value.

The vanishing of the upper level population can be traced to a destuctive

interference between two pathways connecting the ground and excited states.

I
I
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Fig. 2 Spatial evolution

of the normalized field
intensities S1 S and S53
and the upper-level
population p c.for the

case of perfect phase

matching and exact tuning to

a 1 the two-photon resonance.
p'spgetmidan a (on

in summary, we have shown that under two-photon resonant excitation of

an atomic system, the four-vave mixing process generates new fields with the

proper phase and amplitude such that the excitation of the upper level is

prevented. The nature of the suppression Is the destructive interference of

the two pathways connecting the ground and excited states. These results

can be generalized for any system In which nonlinear wave mixing occurs,

such as two-photon resonant third harmonic generation, 6three-photon

resonant third-harmonic generation 7and stokes-anti-stokes generation.8
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MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION INDUCED BY 3rd HARMONIC

INTERNALLY GENERATED IN Kr

P. Lambropoulos and X. Tang

Physics Department, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

Recent experimental results by Proctor et al. (I ) indicate that 3rd

harmonic generation induced in Kr by a pump laser may be more efficient

in causing multiphoton ionization than the pump itself, even though the

intensity of the 3rd harmonic is several orders of magnitude weaker

than the pump. The pump is tunable over the wavelength range 338 to

350 nm. which places the energy 3'iw of three photons above the state

5sowhere the medium is negatively dispersive. As a consequence,

significant 3rd harmonic generation may occur at the appropriate range

of pressure.

Four pump photons should cause 4-photon ionization in a region

where 4-photon resonant transitions to the Rydberg autoionizing series

nf'[1/2] are accessible. The ionization signal should therefore

exhibit peaks at such resonances. Experimentally, the peaks were

pronounced only at higher pressures which suggests that the generated

3rd harmonic may be responsible for their prominence. This would come

about through 2-photon ionization induced by one 3rd harmonic photon

plus one pump photon. This conjecture is supported by experimental

evidence cited by Proctor et al.(1).

To corroborate the conjecture theoretically, one must demonstrate

that the 2-photon process is stronger than the 4-photon even though the

source of one of the photons participating in the 2-photon process is

much weaker. We present calculations of the relevant quantities based

on multichannel quantum defect (MCQD) theory. We have calculated the

4-photon transition to the nf' states using MCQD wavefunctions in

truncated summations. Similarly, we calculate the 2-photon transition

to the same final state involving one 3rd harmonic photon. Given a

A

II
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certain pump intensity, we find that the 2-photon process will dominate

the 4-photon for an intensity of 3rd harmonic a few orders of magnitude

lower as shown in Table 1.

Pump Laser 108 5x10 8  109  5x10 9

Intensity (W/cm2)

THG 1.0 2x10 2  
4x10 2  

8x10 4

Intensity (W/cm2 )

Table 1. 3rd Harmonic intensity for which 2-photon
ionization is comparable to 4-photon ionization
as a function of pump intensity.

This is compatible with the experimental evidence and provides a

measure of the generated harmonic. Thus the role of the pressure is to

simply maximize the production of 3rd harmonic through phase matching.

Using our wavefunctions, we can further calculate the non-linear

susceptibility from which we obtain an absolute magnitude for the

expected amount of 3rd harmonic. We report results of such

calculations which can be compared with measurements when they become

available.
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Investigations of Electron Correlations Using

Residual Ion Fluorescence Detection

L.D. Van Woerkom, J.G. Story, and W.E. Cooke

Physics Department
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We have developed a technique for studying doubly excited states

which Is particularly sensitive to high energy excitations. This

technique, Residual Ion Fluorescence (RIF) detection, does not

directly detect the doubly excited atoms, but rather observes them

indirectly, through the fluorescence emitted by the ion after the

doubly excited state has autoionized. This requires that the excited

state have an energy in excess of the atom's ionization limit by at

least as much as that necessary to excite the ion to a fluorescing

state. Such highly excited states, i.e. those converging on the

double ionization limit, are precisely the states where angular

correlation between the electrons is expected to be most pronounced.

There exists relatively little information about these states

because It has been difficult to excite them or to detect them,

selectively. Since these states lie in an energy region where there

are as many continua available as there are bound states in a singly

excited Rydberg atom, it is imperative that a high degree of

specificity be imposed by the excitation and detection processes. The

multi-step laser excitation scheme, Isolated Core Excitation (ICE),'

has made it possible to populate doubly excited states efficiently,

and to characterize the state's parent configuration. With RIF

detection, it is also possible to directly determine the decay route

of a doubly excited state.

Four other detection techniques have previously been used with the
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ICE method to excite doubly excited states: (1) total ionization

collection,' (2) energy and angular analysis of the emitted

electrons,2 (3) photo-ionization of excited Ions,' and (4) microwave

field Ionization of the excited ions.4 The first two methods become

increasingly difficult as the double ionization limit Is approached.

The high energy requires a multiphoton transition, and single photon

photoionization produces a background that makes collection of the

total ionization signal impossible. Furthermore, the high, doubly

excited states usually autolonize with only a small exchange of energy

between the two electrons,' so that the emitted electrons are peaked

around zero energy, and difficult to analyze. The third detection

technique has been useful for studying states as high as 1tsns in

barium, but it is only crudely selective in its ion state detection.

The fourth method has been used to observe the 27d45d state of barium,

but it is not sensitive to moderate (n<20) ion excitation energies."

Our present system uses a high density atomic beam of barium which

passes through an interaction region which is imaged onto the slits of

a monochromator. The monochromator allows us the flexibilty of

selecting any ion fluorescence line to detect, with a resolution of

4nm. Typically, we have monitored the Ba+ 6P3/2 ' 6s transition at

455nm. In the interaction region, the atomic beam is crossed by up to

four pulsed, tuneable dye lasers. This system is sufficiently

efficient that we can observe fluorescent decay of barium Rydberg

states such as the 6s40d,'D, state. The system also discriminates

against scattered laser noise sufficiently well that we observe a

noise signal of less than 100 photons from a 1 mJ laser pulse, with

the monochromator set at the laser's wavelength.
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INFLUENCE OF DFFERENT EXIT CHANNELS ON THE INTERFERENCE

EFFECTS IN THE AUTOIONIZATION OF TWO STRONGLY COUPLED

STATES, S. Ravi and G.S. Agarwal, School of Physics, University of

Hyderabad, Hyderabad - 500134, INDIA

We develop a theory of the interference effects1 in the autoioni-

zation of two strongly coupled states, each of which can decay into it's

own continuum. The system studied is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The two autoionizing states may be either internally coupled or coupled

through a dc field. We find that the interference minimum in the absorp-

tion spectrum is quite sensitive to the relative magnitudes of the autoioni-

zation rates of the uncoupled states. We prove a substitution rule that

enables one to get the results for the problem with two exit channels

from the results obtained 2 with a single exit channel. We present the

IQt>

numerical results for the absorption spectra and the electron yield in

each channel. Our theory can be generalized to include several other
effects for example radiative decay of the various states can be included.

This inclusion enables us to study the dc field induced interference effects

in recombination processes. Furthermore a generalization of the present

theory enables us to get explicit results for the problem of laser induced

autoionization with two exit channels.
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Whereas coherent excitation of two-level atoms is well understood,
currently there is considerable interest in excitation dynamics of three-
level systems. Lu, Berman, Yodh, Bai, and Mossberg I1 I recently elu-
cidated the important dynamical consequences of dressed atom state prepa-
ration on three-level transient spectra. A transmitted weak probe beam
(W2) that couples the intermediate and upper levels was shown to undergo
complex oscillatory time evolution that is highly dependent on the nature
of the coherent superposition of dressed atom states populated in the
lower transition (W11

We will present new results from experimental and theoretical inves-
tigation of two-photon free induction decay (FID) in resonantly excited
three-level cesium atoms using the dc Stark shifting technique 1 2 1 In
contrast to earlier studies [ 3 1 we observed the FID of both the lower
and upper transitions and found appreciable differences between the two. A
phase shift has been observed that arises from an entirely different origin
than that observed by Liao et al. 1 3 1 We demonstrate, by rigorous den-
sity matrix calculations, that dispersive linear FID accounts for the new
phase shift. This represents the first observation of linear FID in a
three-level system. Furthermore, we demonstrate that dressed atom effects
result in strong amplitude modulation of the FID. A representative meas-
urement is shown in Figure Ia. The new results and interpretations differ
markedly from the previously published works. hi addition, we present the
first clear evidence for simultaneous FID and nutation in the lower trans-
ition, induced by a Stark shift of the upper transition.
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The FID envelopes are highly nonexponential, with fast and slow
decay contributions. The fast and slow decay correspond, respectively, to
the linear and nonlinear FID described by Brewer et al. 1 4 J for a two-

level inhomogeneously broadened system. The linear FID correlates to the

effective inhomogeneous width of the transition, and thus decays rapidly.
This contribution is dispersive in nature and accounts for the 180 degree
phase shift. This phase shift arises from an entirely different origin
than postulated by Marshman et al. 1 5 1 In contrast, the nonlinear FID
is absorptive and decays with a slower exponential envelope, with a rate
determined by the power broadened width.

The new data were analytically modeled by density matrix calcula-
tions. Observed behavior was reproduced well by the model. A simplified
dressed atom treatment was used to numerically model the data and derive
physical insight. From this we deduce that the complex FID amplitude
modulation arises from interference between two separate contributions
associated with the twor dressed atom states involved in the lower transi-
tion. Results from the calculation shown in Figure lb reproduce the ob-
served FID interference effect where the oscillatory signal vanishes and
then reappears, at a time inversely related to W1 intensity. Dramatic FID
curves calculated for larger Stark shifts will be presented.
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Invited Paper

Vibrational Relaxation of Highly Excited Molecules

Robert J. Gordon, Kenneth M. Beck, and Mitsuo Koshl*

Department of Chemistry, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60680

The competition between reaction and relaxation of molecules in high

vibrational levels plays a central role in unimolecular kinetics. Despite the

fundamental importance of such processes, direct measurements of the relaxation

rates of highly excited molecules have been reported only in the last few years.

Measurement techniques which have been used include IR fluorescence1 and

UV absorption, 2 which depend critically on spectroscopic properties of the

relaxing molecule.

In this study we have used the technique of time-resolved optoacoustics 3

to measure the relaxation rates of various polyatomic molecules diluted in an

inert gas. With this technique the gas mixture is excited with a pulsed laser

in a large acoustic chamber. The resulting acoustic wave is monitored by a

fast piezoelectric detector. In this way a single wave is recorded in the absence

of any interference effects. From the shape of this wave, and, in particular,

from the ratio of the rarefaction and condensation peaks, the relaxation time

was determined directly.

Using SF 6 + Ar as a prototype system, the initial mean energy of SF6

was selected by IR multiphoton excitation. Preliminary results indicate that

the relaxation time is roughly independent of the initial level of excitation,

resulting from an exponential decay of the mean energy. Other molecules which

have been studied include ethyl acetate and azulene.

In a second study the vibration-to-vibration transfer rate to an acceptor

molecule was measured as a function of mean donor energy. Using SF 6 plus

N2 0 in argon as a prototype system, we selected the SF 6 donor energy with

a pulsed CO2 laser while monitoring IR fluorescence from the N2 0 acceptor

molecule. 4 Using a cold gas filter, 5 we determined the vibrational temperature

*Present address: Department of Reaction Chemistry, University of

Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
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of the 't 2 bending mode of N2 0 as a function of time. The vibrational

temperature of the "V3 anti-symmetric stretching mode was also estimated

by equating it to the SF6 vibrational temperature at the fluorescence peak.

The principal findings of this study are (I) that VV transfer to N2 0 occurs

primarily from high vibrational levels of the donor molecule, while relaxation

of N2 0 results from back transfer to low levels of SF6 ; (2) excitation of the

IJ2 mode of N2 0 is an order of magnitude faster than excitation of the -2J3
mode; and (3) relaxation of iJ2 is an order of magnitude slower than If 3

relaxation. These results are reconciled by the fact that IJ2 excitation is from

the quasi-continuum of SF6 , while -12 de-excitation results from VV transfer

to discrete states of SF 6 . A bottleneck in the latter process results in the

apparent metastability of the bending mode of N2 0.
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Non-thermal intramolecular vibrational energy distribution
In Isolated Infrared multiphoton excited CF 2 Ci2 molecules

Eric Mazm, Kud-Hsien Chen and Jyhpyng Wang

Departnmeni of Physics and Division ofApplied Sciences, Harvard Umversity, Cambride, MA 02138

Anti-Stokes signals from various modes of isolated, infrared multiple photon excited CF2 CI2 molecules ae measured
to determine the intramolecular distribution of vibrational energy. All modes exhibit a collisionless changes in
intensity after infrared multiphoton excitation, which shows that the infrared excitation modifies the population of
these modes. The distribution of energy among the Raman active modes, which is obtained by comparing the
intensities of the anti-Stokes modes, shows a distinct nonequilibrium intramolecular distribution of vibrational
excitation energy.

The rather surprising discovery, that isolated polyatomic molecules in the ground electronic state can absorb a

large number of photons from a resonant high-power infrared laser, 1 has led to extensive experimental and

theoretical studies of this phenomenon during the last decade.2 The list of molecules that exhibit this behavior

grows continuously, 3 and infrared multiphoton excitation evidently is a general property of all but the smallest

polyatomic molecules. Clearly, stepwise absorption of infrared laser photons up a single anharmonic vibrational
manifold is not possible, and the excitation energy 'dissipates' into an intramolecular 'heat-bath' formed by other

nonresonant modes of the molecule. This immediately raises the question how the absorbed energy is distributed

among the various modes during this process. The large, and often not even known, number of states renders this

problem inherently complicated from a theoretical point of view. Several authors, however, have proposed a

statistical description of the ensemble of modes,4 5 suggesting an intramolecular equilibrium distribution of

vibrational energy among the various modes of an isolated infrared multiphoton excited molecule. The objective of

our current research is to directly measure the intramolecular distribution of vibrational energy in these isolated

infrared multiphoton excited molecules, The general concept of the experiments is as follows. First, an intense

infrared laser pulse, resonant with a particular infrared active mode excites an isolated molecule. After the

excitation, a pulse from a second laser probes the Raman-active modes. At room temperature the population of the

excited states of Raman active modes is only a few percent. so that without infrared excitation only a Stokes signal

is observed. If some high lying states of the Raman active modes participate in the distribution of (or directly

receive) the excitation energy, the Raman signals may change. Anti-Stokes scattering is a particularly sensitive

probe for the population of excited levels in the Raman active mode, because of the absence of signal without

excitation.

The experimental setup is discussed in detail in Refs. 6 and 7. Basically, molecules excited by a pulse of

either 0.5 or 15 ns duration from a high power tunable C0 2-laser are probed by a frequency-doubled ruby laser

pulse of 20 as duration. The two laser beams cross in a low pressure cell and scattered light from the interaction

region is detected in a direction perpendicular to the two beams. To isolate intramolecular ftom (collisional)

intenolecular effects the signals we measured at pressures low enough to ensure that no significant collisional

relaxation of vibrational energy occurs on the time scale of the experimenL
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7U CF0 molecule has four accessible Raman active modes. three of which, at a shift of 664. 919, and
1082 &m- respectively, were measured aftr infired multiphoton extcitation. Thbe C-Cl stretch mode at 919 cm-

is both iniared and Ramnij active allowing direct observation of te energy in the pump mode,

e S64 cm'
a 019c1

3 0 1062 cm

2

0 c
-400 t -200 0 200 400 ,,s 600

Fig. 1. Intensity of normalized anti-Stokes signals for tire. modes of CF2 CI2 as a function of the
time del) between pump and probe pulses at a pressure of 400 Pa. The data points for the mode at
664 cm ?we multiplied by 5. These results were obtained for 15 ns infrared excitation at the 10.6
jiu P(32) line, with an average fluence of I x 104 J/m 2.

In Fig. I t anti-Stokes signals of three modes, normalized with t corresponding roam temperature Stokes

signal, are plotted as a function of t delay time between t two laser pulses. The signals rise within the time

resolution of the experiment. The pump mode, at 933 cm1l, clearly contains t largest amount of energy

(anti-Stokes-thermal-Stokes intensity ratio). Surprisingly enough, the mode at 664 cm"1 remains relatively

'cold'. Changes in energy of t modes with a larger energy step than t energy of t infrared photons (1082 and

1147 vs. 933 cm-1 ) as occur.

*PMPE

aOrWI gige am" 102 M

Fig. 2. Comparison of the anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratios for 3 modes of CF2 C12 . The
grey bers am calculated from the equilibrium intensities at 300 K mid 3300 K. The black bans
show ratios obtained after infraed multiple photon excitation. For clarity the intensities for 300
K and 3300 K have been multiplied by 6.2 and 0.1. respectively.
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The observed coilhsionless changes in Raman signals provide unambiguous and direct evidence that some of

the nonresonant modes do indeed participate in the excitation process. Since the intensity of the signals is

proportional to the average energy in the mode, one can obtain the distribution of energy by comparing the ratio of

the anti-Stokes intensity to the thermal room temperature value of the Stokes signal, see Fig. 2. The graph clearly

shows that the intramolecular distribution of energy of CF2CI2 is highly nonthermal.

I N.R. Isenor, V. Merchant, R.S. Hallsworth and M.C. Richardson, Can. J. Phys. 51. 1281 (1973).
2 See e.g. the following publications and references therein: V.N. Bagratashvili, V.S. Letokhov, A.A. Makarov,

E.A. Ryabov, Multiple Photon Infrared Laser Photophysics and Photochemistry (Harwood Academic Publishers.
New York. 1985); N. Bloembergen and E. Yablonovitch, Physics Today 5, 23 (1978) W. Fuss and K. L Kompa,
Prog. QUanL Electr. 7. 117 (1981); D.S. King. Dynamics of the Excited State. Ed. K. P. Lawley (Wiley, New
York. 1982).

4 See almost any issue of J. Chem. Phys.
N. Bloembergen and E. Yablonovitch, Physics Today 5. 23 (1978).

5 H.W. Galbraith and J.R. Ackerhalt, in Laser induced Chemical Processes. Ed. Ui. Steinfeld (Plenum, New York,
1981).

6 E. Mazur, I. Burak and N. Bloembergen, Chem. Phys. Let. 105, 258 (1984).
7 Jyhpyng Wang. Kuei-H.sien Chen and Eric Mazur. Phys. Rev. A 34, 3892 (1986).
8 Eric Mazur. Rev. Sci. Insum. 57, 2507 (1986).
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Space Physics Research Laboratory, The University of Michigan
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For the past fifteen years, infrared multiphoton absorption (IRMPA)

and decomposition have been studied with an eye toward isotope separation

and the bond-specific control of chemical reactions. 1 Several important

classes of isotope separation methods have been developed, but much of the

initial fervor concerning the direct control of chemical reactions cooled,

once it became apparent that bond-specific chemistry is not readily

achieved. It also became apparent, however, that IRMPA provides a method

for producing very large populations of vibrationally excited molecules.

Indeed, ia many cases, nearly 100% of the molecules in the laser beam can

be given large and controlled amounts of vibrational energy. This control

of vibrational energy potentially opens another avenue toward the

regulation of chemical reactions involving large molecules, similar to

that found in small molecules.
2

Our approach has been to first characterize the population

distributions produced by IRMPA, and then to measure the changes in

chemical reactivity induced by vibrational excitation. The first part of

this approach has been completed3 and the second part of the work is still

under way.

All of the experiments were carried out using 1,1,2-trifluoroethane

(TFE), which is easily pumped with a high power CO2 TEA laser [1079.85

cm"1 , 9.6 um R(22) line]. Three different experimental measures were used

in conjunction with Quack's statistical-dynamical theory4 to characterize

the population distribution. The absorbed laser energy is a measure of

the mean energy of the population distribution (first moment). Collision-

free decomposition yields were measured using the Very Low Pressure

Photolysis method, in which cell pressures were :20 mtorr and the

fractional decomposition was measured with a modulated molecular beam mass
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spectrometer. These results furnished information about the high energy

tail of the distribution function.

Time- and wavelength-resolved infrared emission spectra were obtained

with a 77K InSb infrared detector and a circular variable filter cooled to

77K. The emission features show that the HF reaction product is produced

in vibrational states up to about v-3. Emission attributed to FCCH was

observed near 3320 cm"I, evidence that the difluoroethylene reaction

products undergo secondary photolysis at high intensities. Since the

difluoroethylene products at room temperature do not absorb at the laser

wavelength, they must be formed with vibrational excitation. Emission

from the CH stretch modes of TFE was readily identified near 2980 cm-1 and

the intensity was determined as a function of laser fluence.

The experimental results from the three techniques were accurately

simulated using a Master Equation model that incorporated Quack's

statistical-dynamical theory of infrared multiphoton absorption (Cases B

and C). Also included in the model were three unimolecular reaction

channels (ERIM theory), collisional energy transfer, and the theory of the

infrared emission intensity dependence on internal energy. The model

included the known TFE molecular properties and only four adjustable

parameters, which had to be highly constrained in order to accurately

simulate the data.

From the simulations, we conclude that the optical coupling matrix

elements at the laser wavelength are dramatically reduced in magnitude for

energies near the reaction thresholds. This is due to the vibrational

anharmonicity associated with the reaction channels, even in molecules

that have not reacted, resulting in vibrational frequency shifts of the

absorption lines out of resonance with the laser line. We expect this

effect to be quite general and to be observable in other highly

vibrationally excited molecules.

The master equation model gave excellent simultaneous agreement with

all three sets of experimental data, when parameterized with only four

adjustable parameters. The model is not unique and it is under-

determined, but the narrow latitude allowed in the parameterization and

the excellent agreement with all three experiments give us confidence that

the major features of the distributions are accurately described, and they

can now be used for quantitative experiments.
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For energy transfer measurements, we use infrared emission to monitor

the ensemble average energy of vibrationally excited molecules while they

are deactivated by collisions. 5 Experiments were carried out with several

mixtures of TFE diluted in argon. By changing the mixture composition,

the heat capacity is changed; by changing the laser fluence, the initial

level of excitation and the final temperature can be varied. Thus, the

effects of both temperature and of initial excitation energy can be

explored.

In the experiments, the infrared decay was related to the average

amount of energy removed in each deactivating collision through use of the

same collisional master equation model used for the photophysical

simulations. Thus, the analysis of the experiments exploits the identical

model that was used for the characterization of the distribution

functions, leading to a fully self-consistent description of the IRMPA

process and concurrent collisional deactivation. The results showed that

the average amount of energy removed per deactivating collision depends on

the initial level of vibrational excitation, but it does not depend

significantly on the collider bath gas temperature. These results are in

general agreement with other experiments on other molecules.
6

This quantitative exploitation of population distributions produced

by IRMPA demonstrates the general utility of the technique. Currently, we

are investigating the effects of vibrational energy on the bimolecular

reactions involving TFE. If time permits, recent progress on this effort

will be described.

This work is supported by the Army Research Office.
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ABSTRACT

In this study laser pulse duration (pulse intensity) has been shown to

alter the distribution of vibrational states generated by infra-red

(IR) multiphoton absorption (MPA). Previous experiments have shown

that visible luminescence following IRMPA of chromyl chloride (Cr02CI2 )

is caused by inverse electronic relaxation (IER) between highly excited

vibrational levels of the ground state and an excited electronic

state 1,2 which is radiatively coupled to lower levels of the ground

state. We have studied the dependence of MPA and IR induced

luminescence of chromyl chloride on laser pulse duration, using single

longitudinal mode CO2 laser pulses of 10 and 60 ns durations. The MPA

measurements give information about the mean of the energy distribution

and the luminescence measurements about the high energy tail of the

distribution above the IER threshold.

Chromyl chloride was studied in the vapour phase under static cell

conditions at a pressure of 6.7 Pa (50 mtorr) to ensure collisionless

conditions for the duration of both laser pulses. rhe IOR(32) line of

the CO2 laser (983.25 cm- 1 ) was used and MPA was measured using

photoacoustic techniques. The MPA was approximately 2.5 times as great

with the short (10 ns) pulse as with the long (60 ns) pulse over the

entire laser fluence range covered.
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[Figure 1. The luminescence intensity, in arbitrary units, is plotted

versus microphone voltage (from the photoacoustic/MPA experiments) for

excitation with 10 ns (x) and 60 ns (A) CO2 laser pulses, using the

lOR(32) line. This figure is constructed from plots of microphone

voltage vs. * (laser energy fluence) and luminescence intensity vs. .

Luminescence following excitation by the lOR(32) line was also studied

for both laser pulse durations at a pressure of 6.7 Pa. The peak

luminescence intensity was measured. A much larger dependence of

luminescence intensity on laser pulse duration was noted in these

experiments than in the MPA experiments. The data from these two

studies can be combined and are shown in Fig. 1. Here luminescence

intensity, due to IER, is plotted versus the microphone voltage, or

signal amplitude, from the ?4PA experiments. The microphone voltage is

directly proportional to the average number of photons absorbed per

.. ... .- m .,imu inlldll
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molecule, <n>. Hence Fig. 1 shows the luminescence intensity observed

when the Cr02C12 molecules are excited to the same average level of

excitation with two different pulse durations. As Fig. I shows, there

is more luminescence with the shorter pulse duration for a given

microphone voltage; or mean level of excitation. A reasonable

explanation for this observation is that, excitation with the shorter

laser pulse affects the competition between further pumping up the

vibrational ladder of the ground state and IER in the vicinity of the

IER threshold. The rate of IER for intermediate level structure is

given by3 :

YR(E) - ps(E) rR(E)Pg9(E) rRE 1

where r.R (E) is the radiative width of the excited state for one-

photon absorption at an energy E, Ps/Pg is the vibrational density

of states ratio for the excited (s)/ground (g) state and yR is the

radiative width of the transition resulting from IER. Hence, molecules

which are excited further up the vibrational ladder, such as should

happen more efficiently with the shorter, more intense, laser pulse

will have a more favourable density of states ratio for IER. This

accounts for the increased luminescence intensity observed for the

shorter laser pulse when the molecules are pumped to the same <n>.
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ROLE OF THE LASER LINEWIDTH
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The IR multiphoton absorption (MPA) of 12CF 3I, 13CF 31, CF3Br and

SF6 by means of a 10 Atm CO2 laser has been investigated in a cell,

using a double ratiometer method (empty cell and filled cell). The

spatial, spectral, and temporal characteristics of the laser emission

versus the grating position have been carefully measured separately,

showing linewidth broadening and splitting and spatial distortions in

the laser gain minima.

The main result of this study is that the peaks observed in

the different MPA spectra are clearly correlated to the laser gain

curve but not to the fine molecular spectroscopy. After elimination

of several possible explanations such as spatial or temporal laser

effects, or self focusing or defocusing in the cell, the single

possible and most probable explanation lies in a laser bandwidth

effect. Assuming this explanation, it is possible in turn to extract

from the reported spectra the dependence a(7L) of the MPA cross section

versus the laser bandwidth 7L.

A semi-quantitative interpretation of the a(7L) curve is attempted

but seems only possible if it is assumed that a background of weak

resonances, bearing about 1-2% of the total oscillator strength, and
-1

with a typical spacing 0.1 - 0.2 cm plays an important role in the

low part of the vibrational ladder.

The data reported are compared with similar published results. It

is concluded that only high pressure CO2 lasers with narrow and well

controlled bandwidth are able to put in evidence the MPA molecular

pathways toward the quasi continuum.
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RATES, RECURRENCES AND POPULATION TRAPPING IN QUASI-CONTINUUM AND

STRUCTURED CONTINUUM PHOTOEXCITATION
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P. Radmore, P. Knight and S. Tarzi
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Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, U.K.

The photoexcitation of a quasi-continuum of atomic or molecular

levels by a laser pulse with a fast risetime is considered. We first

generalise non-perturbative treatments of quasi-continuum excitation.

A second general theoretical method is developed in which resonant

states are considered non-perturbatively whereas background non-

resonant states are included by a perturbative approximation.

As a simple example we show how our method describes the

photoexcitation of a quasi-continuum of equally spaced levels,

exhibiting Rabi oscillations periodically perturbed by background

states.

Fig 1:o

Extended
Sixon-
Jortner
model.

Fig.l: Extended Bixon-Jortner model.

We then examine the case of highly excited atomic states

coherently excited from a low-lying initial state. The time-evolution

of the coherent superposition of Rydberg levels is shown to be

perturbed Rabi oscillation but without the periodic disruption of the
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equally-spaced quasi-continuum. Next, we include the effect of further

excitation to a second continuum.

The photoexcitation of a structured continuum of states from a

single ground state is also considered. We investigate an analytically

soluble model in which the dipole matrix elements between the ground

state and the continuum vary sinusoidally between zero and a maximum.

The time evolution of the ground state population still exhibits the

periodic disruption observed in the Bixon-Jortner model, although much

reduced. We allow the ground state to be resonant with an arbitrary

place in the continuum; population trapping is observed in the case of

resonance with a zero in the continuum, as shown in Fig. 2. The final

state spectrum exhibits Autler-Townes splitting of the central

resonance peak and the approach to a multiple confluence for large

excitation strengths. We compare and contrast the results obtained

with this model with those of quasi-continuum excitation.

-If>

f>

0>

Fig. 2: Structured continuum excitation and ground-state evolution

showing population trapping.
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The theory of short pulse, high intensity laser

ionization of multielectron atoms is presently under

development. Extensive experimental data on a number of

atomic species and for a number of laser wavelengths has

spurred interest in finding new theoretical approaches

which can transcend the region of validity of perturbation

theory. One such approach uses the time dependent Hartree

Fock model for the evolution of the atomic wave function in

the time varying field. In this model, the wave function

is expressed as an antisymmetrized product of electronic

orbitals. Each electron moves in response to both the

laser field and the mean field of the other electrons in

the system. TDHF, unlike its static counterpart does allow

some degree of correlation between electrons, but the

restriction to a single configuration means the calculated

state must be considered to be an average of many

configurations for the atom. As the density of states of

the atom becomes large, the behavior of the TDHF wave

function is expected to be a more accurate approximation to

the true state. Also, for very intense fields, such that

the interelectronic interactions become small relative to

the external field, TDHF is more reliable. Therefore, this

is a natural choice for the investigation of high intensity

laser effects on atoms.
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As a first illustration of the application of this

method to multiphoton ionization, results of calculations

for helium will be presented. Studies of wavelength and

intensity dependence of the excitation and ionization of

helium with this model provide insight into the character

of the absorption process. The differing preionization

dynamics for various photon energies address some of the

questions raised in interpretation of recent experiments.

Evidence in these results of above threshold ionization,

collective excitations and of scattering from pondermotive

barriers are found. By projecting the time evolving wave

function onto selected bound states, clarification of the

excitation dynamics is accomplished. Results from a large

number of calculations will be presented.
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We develop a diagrammatic many-body perturbation approach in order

to investigate 2- or 3-photon ionization and excitation processes leading to
ejection of one or two electrons in xenon (in the weak field limit). The idea
is to simulate in a simple way the experimental data obtained in single and

double ionization of xenon 1 and in particular to study the "competition"
between direct and sequential double ionization processes.2 .3 The situation
discussed in this work is however rather different from the experimental

one. since we assume that the photon energy is high enough for only two
photons to doubly ionize xenon.

Double ionization of xenon may result from a direct process Xe-+Xe2 +

or a seqential process, via a singly charged ion in the ground state
Xe-+Xe + - X e 2 + or In an excit state Xe-+Xe+*-+Xe 2 +. In order to
investigate the efficiency of these processes, we calculate the cross-sections
of the elementary transitions involved :
1-photon and 2-photon single ionization of Xe

I -photon and 2-photon single ionization of Xe+

1-photon single ionization of Xe + excited (5p4 6s and 5p4 5d)
2-photon double ionization of Xe
2-photon Ionization and excitation of Xe (the final state Is an excited ion).
Our aim is not to derive very accurate and realistic cross-sections, including.
for example, the spin-orbit interaction, or for Xe+ . taking into account
open-shell effects, but to obtain reasonably good average values. This requires
a proper treatment of many-electron polarization effects, which is achieved
by means of the random phase approximation with exchange (RPAE). We use
screened dipoe Interactions which replace the usual dipole interactions in
the one-electron expressions. 4 -6 We discuss the magnitude of screening

effects in the different processes investigated, by comparing the results
obtained within the RPAE to the independent-electron (HF) approximation.
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In figure 1, we show the distribution of the photoelectrons emitted in a
two-photon double Ionization process which, from a nearly flat distribution at

threshold, becomes more and more peaked as the photon energy increases

(one electron taking all the energy, the other one escaping with a zero

energy), and finally consists in two (sharp) peaks when sequential

two-photon double ionization takes over.
In figure 2, we compare the branching ratios between the two-photon

ionization processes which, from the same initial state (Xe) lead to different
final states (Xe+, Xe+* , Xe2 +). Ionization and excitation (Xe-*Xe+*+E) seems

to be much more important than above-threshold-ionization (Xe-Xe++) and

direct double ionization (Xe-+Xe2 ++E1 + E2).
Finally, we study the efficiency of the different processes leading to

ejection of two electrons in Xe : 2-photon direct double ionization and

3-photon sequential double ionization. We develop a simple rate equation
model which describes the evolution of the Xe, Xe+, Xe+ * and Xe2 +

populations (with a realistic laser intensity temporal distribution). Except for
high laser intensities and extremely short pulse durations, double ionization
of Xe (using photons whose energy is of the order of 1.3-1.6 Ry) is essentially

due to a three-photon sequential double ionization via Xe + in its ground
state, simply because the Xe population is extremely rapidly depleted due to

one-photon ionization (Xe-+Xe+).

This work has been supported by the Swedish Natural Science Research

Council.
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Theoretical analysis of multiphoton processes in atoms has so far

been based almost exclusively on the single-particle model of the atom;

the effects of residual electron-electron interactions have been

neglected in most previous studies. An exception is the study by A.

L'Huillier, et al. on many-electron effects in multiphoton ionization

[1]. Results of recent multiphoton experiments suggest, however, that

the electronic structure of the atom does have a substantial effect on

the dynamics of multiphoton ionization. Such results have created the

need for a more detailed study of electron correlation in multiphoton

physics. (For summries. see. e.g. [2-4].)

The main deficiency of the single-particle picture is that it does

not account for core polarization, which is understood to be due to the

external field in this context. When core polarization is included, the

electrons in nonresonant core orbitals can be virtually photoexcited

and generate a time-dependent field that adds to the field seen by the

excited or ionized electron. The importance of nonresonant core

polarization even in alkali-metal atoms has been demonstrated in a

first study of single-photon ionization which was carried out in a

theoretical framework essentially identical to the one outlined below

[5].

Among the various techniques available for treating electron cor-

relation, an ab tnttio description based on a relativistic time-

dependent Hartree-Fock (TDIIF) formulation appears attractive for

several reasons:

- It is very transparent from a formal point of view, since
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perturbed TfW wavefunctions can be identified with certain terms

in many-body perturbation-theory summed up to all orders in the

Coulomb interaction. Consequently, we expect that these

wavefunctions contain important parts of the electron correlation.

The relativistic jj-coupling approach accounts naturally for the

spin-orbit interaction and so Is suitable for describing heavy

atoms, which are of particular experimental and theoretical

interest.

The numerical implementation of the TDHF equations requires no

approximsations other than these imposed by the model itself.

We assume a closed-shell system, such as a rare-gas atom,

irradiated by a classical, harmonic, polarized radiation field in the

dipole approximation. Our goal is to obtain time-dependent

wavefunctions, from which photolonization probabilities and other

properties like angular distributions of photoelectrons can be derived.

P+ -I~it r- it
Given an external perturbation V(t) = V0 e + 0 e , we set

up the atomic wavefunction as a Slater determinant of time-dependent

orbitals u a(t) satisfying the TDHF equation

(h o - I a / a t +V + V c t ) ) ua t ) a = O. (1)

Here VHF, the time-dependent Hartree-Fock potential, is defined as

V u(r) = 3 r' ub(r') l/lr-r'I ub(r') u(r)-
b (2)

-ub(r') I/lr-r'l u(r') ub(r) )

for any u. and h0  is the relativistic one-particle Hamiltonian

including the nuclear potential. We expand the orbitals in powers and

harmonics of the external perturbation

u -ie at ( 0 + +-_~t+V +i~at
ua= a (a +va a

+w *-2i~t w +21wt)+ • - 2 ie + w e (3)

a a

After sorting terms by order and frequency we obtain the usual
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Hartree- Fock equation for the term zeroth order in the radiation field

(h0 - ea + V )ua = 0, (4)

and RPA-like equations for the first and second order terms

(h (- e )+V)v+(VU+ V)uO=0 (5)

a a (6)

where V is the frozen-core Hartree-Fock potential of the unperturbed

atom and 1± V?, are the first and second order positive and neative-HF'- HF
frequency parts of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock potential. The

angular decomposition of the equations yields a set of coupled nonlocal

radial differential equations. This forms the basis for a nmerical

treatment of the problem and allows a multipole analysis of the m gular

distribution of photoelectrons, from which ionization amplitudes and

angular distributions can be easily calculated. We expect to present

preliminary numerical results at the conference.
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This work is an attempt to calculate multiphoton processes for

electronic structures where correlations are known to be important.

From this point of view, negative ions are much simpler than complex

atoms since they generally have only one bound state and resonances lie

well above the detachment threshold. As a consequence, opposite to the

situation encountered for multiphoton ionization of neutral atoms,

multiphoton detachment occurs towards a structureless continuum and no

intermediate resonance is expected. Negative ions of halogens are

isoelectronic of noble gases and this work might be a preliminary step

in the study of multiphoton ionization of noble gases. Negative ions

of halogens have electronic affinities ranging from 3. to 3.6 eV and

thus, they can be photodetached by absorption of a small number of

photons in visible range. In such conditions, detachment can be

achieved with moderate light intensity.
1 ,2

Correlations are important in the building of negative ions ground

state, they are also responsible for high lying resonances observed

either in one photon detachment or collision experiments. However,

correlations should not be very crucial for continuum states just above

threshold, in a range of energy of the order of electron affinity.

This is precisely the situation corresponding to multiphoton

detachment. Starting from these basic considerations, we calculate

multiphoton detachment cross sections using a simple description of

ions:

- correlations are taken into account in ground state by using

Hartree-Fock (HF) wave function,

- correlations are neglected in any other state,

- continuum states are described as a HF core of the atom plus a free

electron.

It is well known that HF calculations do not lead to a correct value

of electron affinity.3 It has been shown that the representation of
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negative ions ground state is greatly improved by multiconfigurational

Hartree Fock (MCHF) calculations.4 In order to reproduce electron

affinity, one has to take into account the admixture, in ground state

wave function, of configurations corresponding to core electron

excitation such as p412 . The presence of such configurations is

crucial in the calculation of electron affinity, however, their weight

in the wave function does not exceed a few percent.4 Photodetachment

for an HF ground state is schematized by

6 5

np6 and np5 stand for the ground states of the ion X and the atom X

respectively. Their energies are E(X') and E(X). el is a free

electron with energy

E- (X) - (E(X)

For extra configurations appearing in MCHF ground state, absorption of

n photons is schematiied by quantum paths such as

p 412 - p 41' + el

followed by

p4 5
p 41' - p5

that is electronic rearrangement of electrons in final state. It is

thus consistent to use HF wave function for negative ion ground state

since we neglect correlations in continuum states. When using direct

HF wave function instead of MCHF, we omit a multiplicative factor of

the order of one, namely, the weight of configuration np6 in MCHF wave

function.

Calculations are performed in the framework of the dressed atom

picture for weak intensities. We use the complex dilatation method

with finite basis of square integrable wave functions.5 "7 The method

has been described in Ref. 6. Preliminary results are in agreement

with experimental data for one- and two-photon detachment.8 "12 It is

worth noting that, for one-photon detachment, the agreement is the best
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for low energy electrons. This is the range of energy which matters

the most in calculation of multiphoton processes. Comparison with

previous calculations is difficult since simplifying assumptions are

quite different. 13 "16 More sophisticated calculations should be

carried out to understand discrepancies and agreements.
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A Theory of Rydberg states in intense laser fields is developed

based on the observation that the effect of laser radiation can be

described in a scattering formulation as a finite volume Interaction

coupling Coulomb type dissociation channels 1. Physically spea-

king, this picture emerges because the long range effect of the

laser corresponds to elastic forced oscillations without real

absorption or emission of laser photons. The identification of

radiative interaction as a short range coupling opens the route

for a theoretical approach which treats separately the short and

long range processes and connects them in a further step. In

particular, laser induced couplings may be incorporated in a

multichannel quantum defect (MQDT) treatment, leading us to

define a set of dressed channels with intensity dependent quantum

defects and mixing coefficients. These quantities may be derived

by solving a system of close-coupling equations for the electron

wave function (in a frame where the asymptotic electron oscilla-

tions have been transformed away 2). This allows us to read off a

reaction matrix, which is a smooth function of energy for an

energy range small compared with the photon energy.

The outstanding features of the theory are :

(i) It gives a unified description of an entire Rydberg series and

adjoining continuum in a- laser field ; and more generally of

radiative coupling between several Rydberg series and continua in

terms of a few energy independent parameters. In particular, this

extends and complements the "two-level" theories commonly used to
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describe excitations in laser fields.

(ii) Strong field effects in continuum-continuum transitions are

taken into account from the outset, limited only by the number of

channels included and beyond the validity of (lowest) order

perturbation theory. These results are relevant also for low-

energy scattering in laser fields and above threshold ionization
(ATI) 2,3.

(iii) Electron correlation effects (such as autoionization and

perturbation of Rydberg series) and laser interactions can be

treated on the same level.

As a first example we have considered a hydrogen atom in

circularly polarized laser light at intensities up to appro-

ximately 5.10±3 W/cm2 and frequencies w f 0.25 Ry.

Up to nine channels, involving five 1-values (1 - 0-4),

were included in the calculations with the reaction matrix read

off at typically 35-50 Bohr radii. Fig. 1 shows a theoretical

REMPI spectrum obtained by assuming that a first tunable weak

" i - g-d'wcn'"

•I
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Figure 1 Theoretical REMPI spectrum scanning the Rydberg region

in H, for different intensities of the ionizing radiation field

- 0.25 Ry).

transition excites selectively the ns Rydberg states which are
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then Ionized by the strong laser field. Besides the broadening and shift visible on

Fig. 1 the smooth reaction matrix yields the parti Ionization probabilities Pk

corresponding to the absorption of k photons (k-1 above thresholds), as they

could be measured from an energy analyzis of the photoelectrons. Fig. 2 shows

the results for the 6s Rydberg state. P is the total Ionization probability, and the

dashed lines Indicate the behavior predicted by

a 14

10 / 
P2

.J"/ / Ps

I /Figure 2 Partial and

0,0- total Ionization proba-

z bilities of the hydrogen 6 state.

4

1'3 014

LASER INTENSITY (W. cm-'

perturbation theory (Pk a Ik). Our weak field values for P2 agree well with the

perturbation results for 2-photon ATI3 .4.
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In view of recent experiments1 ,2 , the role of multiply excited

states (collective or otherwise) as intermediate resonant states in

multiphoton ionization has become very pertinent especially in

two-electron atoms. Two additional aspects, namely the importance of

correlation and double ionization, are intimately connected with such

states. We examine here all three of these aspects in a calculation

referring to the helium atom. Our report here presents results on the

particular case of 2-photon excitation of the lowest 1(I) doubly

excited state which can then lead to either double ionization or single

ionization with the possibility of leaving the ion in an excited state.

We investigate all of the above possibilities quantitatively,

examining the dipole coupling between the resonance 1S(I) and continua

of the type ntki' or ktk'1' corresponding to 3-photon absorption with

one or two electrons, respectively, in the continuum denoted by kt,

while ni denotes a bound state of He+. It turns out that this

particular case is rather unfavorable for direct double ionization

which can occur only through correlation. In addition, the transition

1S2 + 2w * 1S(I) can take place only through correlation. Thus the

end result will be mainly He+(ni) with only a small fraction undergoing

direct double ionization. Note that the situation will be entirely

different if 13(l) is excited by a 4-photon absorption in which case

double ionization requires two additional photons. Then correlation is

not necessary which is more favorable for a direct process. Neverthe-
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less, the simple case discussed here allows the direct evaluation of

correlation which sheds some light on similar situations in alkaline

earth atoms.

The approach adopted here has been used in previous work 3 (see

references herein). Briefly, the autoionizing states are described

using the Fesbach formalism 4 . The resonant part of the wave function

is solution of the equation:

L,S
(QHQ- Es )Xs -o (1)

H is the total atomic Hamiltonian, L and S are respectively the total

angular momentum and the total spin. The projector operator Q ensures

that none of the two electrons are in a Is state of He+ .

S LS

XLS - y aj U S (2)

where U L,S is given by:

uLS - A [Rn 1 L I (r1 ) Rn
2 L2 (r2 ) yLM(1 ,2 )] (3)

RZ represents the radial part of the hydrogenic function relative to a
nt

charge Z. Yb,M is the usual angular part and A is an antisymmetri-

zation operator. XL 'S  is determined through a diagonalization method,5

Z1 and Z2 in Eq. (3) are varied in order to minimize s. The ground

state is determined through the same procedure (with Q-1). The

continuum of the form ni, ki' is approximated using Coulomb wave

functions3 . The double continuum kt1 k't' is described using an

antisymmetrized product of Coulomb functions (calculated for Z-2).

If we retain the processes where two photons are involved, it can

be shown that the probability of ionization W is given by (in the weak

probe approximation):
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W - (Y + '2 (62 + Q)2
6 +1

T is the interaction time, Y, is a term dominated by the direct ion-

ization process (one photon absorption) and varies as the intensity I
2

of the laser. Y2 varies as I , 6 and Q are two quantities depending,

respectively, on the detuning A(A-2Lr-Eag) and on the path of

interference.

The following points are to be emphasized:

- The autolonizing states IP(n) must be added to the bound (and

continuum) states sP as intermediate states to calculate the dipole

matrix elements D(2 ) between the ground state Jg> and the doubly
ag

excited state Ja>.

- The evaluation of the dipole coupling between the resonant state

IS(1) and the single continua ni ki' (or double continua ki k'i') shows

that the ionization to state niki' with n-2,3 is favoured. Indeed this

effect can be explained simply using correlation considerations. As a

result the continuum is ki will be populated by single-photon

absorption and configuration interaction. In the case of more complex

systems as alkaline earths, production of excited ions will be favoured

when the process of photon absorption from a resonance will "compete"

with the decay by configuration interaction.
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We present a study of the ro-vibronic energy transfer from

N2 (a,v') to CO or N2 , and of the state-to-state rotational transition

probabilities at N2(a) in collisions with rare gas atoms (Ar or He).

The experimental scheme involves preparation of electronically excited

N2 via two-photon pumping and relies on resonantly enhanced multiphoton

ionization (REMPI) for detection. Cross sections for the overall

intermolecular energy transfer are given and the redistribution of

energy is mapped out. A mechanism will be suggested which rationalizes

the pathways of energy dissipation. The data for the rotational

transition probabilities of N2(a) in collision with a rare gas atom

show that transitions occur only between states of like symmetry.

Furthermore, our results indicate an additional propensity rule which

favors rotational transitions between the "+" or the "-" sublevels of

the A doublet of the fl state.

-- g-' " r- -
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We describe a new technique for obtaining level positions, linewidths,

autoionizing times, and oscillator strengths of core-excited levels and

transitions. The technique uses a tunable laser to deplete the

population of a radiating core-excited level, as other levels within

the core-excited manifold are accessed. Level positions and linewidths

are ascertained to within about 1.0 cm"' accuracy, and autoionizing

times whose Lorentzian linewidths lie beneath the combined Doppler-

hyperfine structure are measured.
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EN ROUTE TO ONE PETAWATT
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We will describe the recently developed technique of chirped pulse

amplification, which has led to a terawatt Nd:Glass laser system that

has a useful pulse repetition frequency and is compact enough to sit on

a tabletop. Our technique should permit scaling to output powers

several orders of magnitude higher than one terawatt, with almost

equally compact size. Output intensities well above 1020 W/cm 2 appear

accessible both technically and economically.

I II I I II I I I
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C. K. Rhodes
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Measurements of short wavelength radiation produced by intense

ultraviolet (248 nm) irradiation (10 15-1016 W/cm 2) of the rare gases

have revealed the copious presence of both harmonic radiation and

fluorescence from excited levels. Strong fluorescence was seen from

ions of Ar, Kr, and Xe with the shortest wavelengths observed being

below 12 nm. These experimental findings give information on the

coupling mechanism governing the nonlinear interaction.
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POTENTIAL SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE OF INTENSE
LASER FIELDS USING THE KRAMERS - HENNEBERGER TRANSFOMATION

R. Bhatt, B. Piraux and K. Burnett

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, U.K.

We study potential scattering of electrons in the presence
of an intense laser field by using the Kramers - Henneberger
(K-H) transformation (13 . As a first step, we consider the
one - dimensional scattering of electrons by the polarization
potential V(x) -i/[1+x2] 2

LWithin this method, the effective potential becomes periodic
and the Schrodinger equation may be transformed into an
infinite system of coupled equations, the coupling terms being
the Fourier components of the effective potential.

We first analyse the dressed
Z 4 6 % (a' potential which is the time

average of the effective poten-

0tial and show that it may
U support more bound states than

the original potential depending
on.co, the classical oscillation
amplitude of the field (see fig.

01 1).

In order to solve the system
of coupled second order differ-
ential equations numerically, we

-02, consider a finite number of
equations; this number strongly

Fig. I: Energy levels of depends on the field parameters.
the derv-id patential This point is discussed in

detail for a wide range of frequencies and laser intensities;
in addition, we show that it is only at high frequencies and
intensities (yet to be achieved) that the coupling terms may be
treated perturbatively, confirming the conditions stated by
Gavrila and Kamifiski (23 .

Final results for the reflection and transmission
coefficients in several open channels are presented and

discussed.
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RESONANCE COLLISIONS IN AN INTENSE LASER FIELD

.SHAH AND K. BURNETT
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The effect of intense laser radiation on atomic collision

dynamics has attracted much theoretical[1 ] and, more

recently, experimental interest [2] ,E3]. But most of the

collisions investigated so far have been of the non-

resonant kind.

We are studying resonance collisions in an intense laser

field. The analytical form of the resonance interaction is

well known which makes it possible to obtain, for example,

field dependent collision rates with a much higher degree

of certainty than is possible in the non-resonant case
[ 4 3

Following C. Carrington, D. Stacey and J. CooperE5 3, we

h3ve included the multiplet structure of the degenerate

atomic levels in our model. The atoms follow classical

rectilinear paths and the domain of collisions is confined

to the binary collision regime. The resonance interaction

is limited to the special case of a first order dipole-

dipole interaction, and an intense laser field strongly

couples the atomic ground and first excited states.

Using Mercury as an example of an atom whose ground state

angular momentum Jg = o and excited state angular momentun

Je = 1, the appropriate Schrodinger equations are being

numercially integrated to obtain the disuribution of final

atomic states that result from such light assisted colli-

sions; particular attention is being paid to the effect

that the laser intensity has on this distribution. We

shall present progress in the theory.
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GENERALIZED COHERENT STATES FOR ELECTRONS IN EXTERNAL

FIELDS AND APPLICATION TO MULTIPHOTON FREE-FREE TRANSITIONS

S. Varr6

Central Research Institute for Physics

H-1525 Budapest, P.O.Box 49, Hungary

F. Ehlotzky

Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Innsbruck

A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Generalized coherent states are constructed to des-

cribe the quasiclassical motion of an electron in a strong

low-frequency radiation field and in a constant homogeneous

magnetic field in Redmond configuration. These states are

shifted Landau states whose centers follow the correspon-

ding classical trajectories. Their shape is determined by

the usual azimuthal and main quantum numbers. Since these

generalized coherent states form a complete and o4thogonat

set they can be conveniently used as an "in" and "out"

basis in Furry picture for the description of scattering

processes.

As an example the scattering of an electron by a

screened Coulomb potential is considered in the presence

of the above two external fields. The scattering potential

is treated in the first order Born approximation and the
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I
corresponding cross sections of the induced nonlinear pro-

cesses are discussed in various limiting cases. Our results

Sare of particular interest for applications in plasma

physics (heating of a magnetized plasma by the absorption

j of radiation). The main advantage of our method is that

the treatment of multiphoton scattering problems of charged

particles in the two external fields by means of generalized

coherent states stresses the quasiclassical features of

these processes and elucidates the close interrelation bet-

ween the quantummechanical boundary value problem and the

classical initial value problem.

1 We should like to emphasize that that our method does

not rely upon some quasiclassical approximations, but it

gives an exact quantum description of the scattering pro-

cess. In the same time, however, the results can be directly

interpreted almost entirely in terms of classical trajec-

tories.
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MODIFIED COULOMB SCATrERING IN INTENSE, HIGH-FREQUENCY LASER FIELDS

J. van de Rae*, JZ Kaminski* and M. Gavrila***,

Physlc *Department, Eindhoven Univ.of Technology, Eindhoven, the Netherlands
Institute of Theoretical Physics, UnIv.of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

FOM-Instltute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

A nonperturbative theory was recently developed to describe electron-atom interactions
in high-frequency laser fields1' 2. It applies at frequencies already available from excimer

lasers in the VUV 3, but extends beyond, into the X-ray range. The radiation was assumed
monochromatic. By a Floquet analysis, the time-dependent Schr6dinger equation was

reduced to an infinite set of time-independent coupled equations for the Floquet components
of the wave function. It was shown that in the high-frequency limit these reduce to a single
equation of the Schr6dinger type, containing the "dressed potential" Vo(c 0 ;i). For linear
polarization (polarization vector e ), Vo has axial symmetry and even parity. It depends on

the intensity I and frequency co through &,o = %, where % - If2co2 au. Consequently,

in this limit only elastic scattering can occur (multiphoton free-free transitions are quenched).
We now report on a highly accurate computation of the elastic scattering cross section for

a Coulomb potential (V(r) = -Z/r). In this case

Vo(ao;)= ' (2Z/x) (rr.) "1 2 K(2"lf2(l- r ̂ .) 1/2 ), (I)

where r± = r ± and K is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The corresponding
Schrdilnger equation was analyzed in a spherical harmonics basis, in which it is equivalent
to an infinite set of coupled radial equations. This set was solved by the Sams-Kouri version

of the close-coupling method, by adapting a numerical program for radiationless scattering4.
Detailed convergence tests were carried out.

The cross section depends not only on the scattering angle 0 between the initial and final
momenta (4; _1) but also on their orientation with respect to 1," We define 0i as the angle

between p and do, and * as the azimuthal angle of pf in a coordinate system having Pi as a

polar axis, and the x axis in the plane.
In Fig. I we show the scattering angle dependence of the ratio R - (do/dfl)/(do¢/dfl) of

the laser-modified elastic cross section to the original Rutherford one, for various values of
0iand #. We have chosen Z -I, % =2 and electron energy E = 0.1 Ry. In all cases R - I
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as 0 -4 0, since both modified and Rutherford cross sections tend to infinity in the sameI way. Further, for ID -4 0, R has infinitely many "Coulomb interference oscillations" due to
the departure of V0 from the Coulomb form close to the nucleus5. As seen, large variations

Ioccur by changing Oi and , particularly at large 0. Further, R is strongly dependent on o
Thus, in the high-intensity, high-frequency regime studied here, large effects on the elastic

I Coulomb scattering can appear, in a range of pararneters now accessible to experiment.
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TWo-photon free-free transitions:

Soft-photon limit vs. Born Approximation.

V. Veniard* , A. Paqut* and M. Gavrlla**

Laboratolre de Chimle Physique, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie

11, Rue Pierre et Marie Curie, F75231 Paris Cedex 05. France.

FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics

Krulslaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

By using Schwinger's representation of the Coulomb Green's

function, I we have been able to perform an *exact' perturbative calculation of

two-photon transition amplitudes, in a Coulomb field, in the nonrelativistic

dipole approximation.2.3 The analytical, as well as numerical, calculation of such

second-order amplitudes in the continuun presents additional difficulties with

respect to similar ones related to bound-bound or bound-free transitions, i.e.

Involving at least one bound state. The origin of these complications Is twofold:

first the argument of the Green's function is always positive or, more precisely,

Is located on its cut In the complex energy plane. Though this does not impede to

carry on the analytical calculation, It usually makes the computation more

difficult.4 ,5 The second additional difficulty arises from the Infinite degeneracy

of the initial and final scattering states. This typical I-degeneracy introduces, at

least Implicitly, one more Infinite summation Into the calculation, by contrast

with similar ones Involving one bound state with a given angular momentum. This

may explain why, although we have pushed the analytical calculation as far as

possible, no simple closed form expression of the amplitudes have been

obtained.2 ,3 As a consequence, the dependence Cf the amplitudes on the

parameters governing the dynamics of the process is somewhat hindered by the

complexity of the general formulae. These expressions do simplify considerably

however In several limiting cues, among which the soft-photon limit and the

Born approximation are the most often discussed.
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In the (lowest non-vanishing order) Born approximation a direct

calculation can be straightforwardly performed and the 2-photon absorption

crocc toction read (in a.u.):

do Pr (70) 2'. P 12

- a-If I Pj 4 Zi1(e )
do Pi3 jI W

where Z is the charge of the nucleus, I Is the intensity of the laIwr wiLh

frequency *and polarization e and A - p - pi Is the momentum transfer wiLh IP

M p1
2 + 2 w (energies expressed In Ry.). We note that the amplitude Is real, is

proportional to the charge of the nucleus and that no particular assumption is

made as regards to the magnitude of a This Implies that, In general, pf o pi and

accordingly &-2 is not the usual Rutherford denominator. The calculation can be

easily extended to higher order processes, yielding for instance, for n-photon

absorption:

11do . r IZ2"7+1 vTq(eA fp,z n'

No simi lar direct computation Is feasible in the ,ol t-photon limit.

It s however possible to derive from our exact nxprossions the ]ow [;I order

contribution to the amplitudes In terms ot the parameter WVp, 2 . One obtamns in

the limit pf - pi

do.. It(2.) 2. 12Z/(e.A )2fc

where fc Is the Coulomb scattering amplitude for momentum magnitude p-pi-pf

and momentum transfer A . The corresponding cross section is thus, as expected,

proportional to Rutherford's scattering cross section. 6 We observe that, the

expression of the soft-photon cross section Is formally similar to the Born

approximation one, provided one makes the replacement Pi-Pf in the latter.7

An Interesting particularity of two-photon processes Is that, for

a given scattering geometry, the cross section is Independent on the magnitude of

pI (Pf) provided the condition i/p 2 (( I is met. This remarkable property is

specific of two-photon procossos, since It 1o the only case for which the energy
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dependence of the numerator (e )2 and of the denominator A2 can compensate

each other into the expression of the transition amplitude. Note that such a

property of Independence of the cross section on the energy of the Incoming

electron could be easily checked, at least In principle. Accordingly, any departure

from this simple rule could be unambiguously attributed to higher order effects.

Another nice feature of our exact calculation Is that it allows to

delineate, In a physically meaningful context, the domains of validity of these

approximations. This point will be discussed in more detail in our presentation.

Acknowledgements. This work was jointly sponsorod by the CNRS (France) and

by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO). The
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Dressed States from a

Rearrangemnt of Time-Depandent Perturbation Theory

JH. R. Ruins

Department of Physics, The American Univeraity

I Washington, DC 20016, USA

Semiclassical time-dependent perturbation theory, as it

applies to the wave function of a bound system in a

sinusoidally varying electromagnetic field, is rearranged in

a orm appropriate to a field whose photon energy is very

small as compared to the level spacing in the bound system.

(Although the rearrangement is correct without restriction.)

The procedure adopted is to do the necessary manipulations

explicitly in first order and in second order perturbation

theory, and then to infer the general Nth order term. The

correctness of the inference is verified by direct

substitution in the Schradinger equation, which is satisfied

to order N. The result Is therefore exact as N - w6 A very

1 simple approximation emerge* from this new series solution in
the case of low field frequency under the condition that no

I near-resonances occur, or that near-resonances can happen

only at such very high order that the combination of the

J Introduction of level widths in the denominators with

extremely high order suppression in the numerator justifies

the neglect of such terms. This epproximation then represents

a state dressed by a low frequency electromagnetic field. The

dressed state is shown to exhibit both energy and angular

momentum aidebanda. This dressed state is then inserted into

a transition amplitude expression for transitions caused by a

general interaction Hamiltonian which exists in company with

the dressing field, with results that are quite simple in

form.

The interaction Hamiltonian for the dressing field is
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H' - e m a- A/2m ,

which, upon substitution into matrix element* is converted by

the relations

Pn a -iC&,H , A- ,X.;,X.;]

Into matrix elements o£ ict' between intermediate state& as

appropriate. Energy factors occur in the terms of the

perturbation series expansion that are of the form

w /(ca -kw), where t is the frequency of the electromagnetic

field and w ni the energy diierence R - H between the

two states involved in the matrix element. The rearrangement

of the perturbation series is effected by rewriting all such

energy factors as

w 1(w -kw) a 1 k&V(a -kw) . (1)

no nono

The unit term on the right hand side in Eq.(1) makes possible

closed form summations over intermediate states, and the

other term In Eq.(1) leads to expressions in powers of w

(although It is not precisely a pure expansion in powers of w

because it is convenient to leave w In the denominator). The

final wave function for the dressed state is

z '-. 3 1 1 to+11r.. = ...,i
0 =j-o k-al~ a n "k n• "I " n o

x uklwn -kw[Cn -(k-L)W l...Cw N- , (2)

where i * iet' and i is a matrix element of i taken
nt1\

between non-Lnteracting Intermediate states * and # , The
n. n

superscript (N) on 9 Indicates that this is a rearrangement

of the Nth order perturbation of the state foe

Equation (2) lends itself to a low frequency

approximation in a enes described by Rittleman , where it is

presumed that none of the denominator& ore resonant (or if
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I
they approach resonance, it is only for very high orders,

where finite intermediate state lifetime& avert vanishing

denominator&a). The hypothesized small magnitude of c as

compared to level spacing then permits one to retain only the

leading term in Eq.(2) to give, as M -.

S021 ° asp(i). (3)

Equation (3) can be expanded as

W "_,() , (4)

0 n
where It a coat and 0 #a(;) eXP(-iS t); or as

9 a X i L,3(esr)P (case)*0  (5)

which exhibit the energy and angular momentum structure of

the dressed stete in this low frequency case. The Beasel

functions in Eq.(4) are suggestive of a connection with the

Kroll and Watson resulta, but this has not been demonstrated.

Friar and Fallierod4 have inferred Eq.(3) by essentially

extrapolating from the first order expression, but they have

shown its gauge invariance.

For transitions caused by a potential V(r,t) in the

presence of the low frequency field K, one can show that the

transition amplitude is

ta - fdt (a, (I-E1tV)exp(0)i (6)

where E and Et are the energies of the bare initial and

final states. Equation (6) is an exceptionally simple result.

'L. H. Nittleman, Theory of Laser-Atom Znteractiorns (Plenum,

New York.19S2).
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DC-FIELD INDUCED INTERFERENCES IN LASER-INDUCED AUTOIONIZATION

W. Leotiski, R. Tanat and S. Kielich

Nonlinear Optics Division, Institute of Physics

A. Mickiewicz University

60-780 Pozna6, Poland

Recently, DC-field induced resonances in laser-induced

autoionization has been the subject of experimental and theoretical

research.1,2 We have calculated the strong-laser-field photoelectron

spectrum for the system displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. I

IC2> V2  12>

IC>vi V1

10>

Two autoionizing states II> and 12> are coupled to two orthogonal

continua cj> and 1c2> and are coupled to each other by a DC electric

field. A strong laser field couples the ground state 10> to the state

Ii> and to the continuum jcl>. We ignore all radiative relaxation

effects and concentrate on the influence of the autoionization width of

the level 12> on the DC-field induced interferences. The photoelectron

spectrum for the system of Fig. 1 is given be

WE) 01 (2-2 6+,1- 2 +J-72 222
.WE 0(6 2+i72)[(60+'70)(61+171).7011(q1.i) ].V (6 0 +i0)l
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I where we have used the notation

S0 - E -E0 "wL' 61 -E 1 - E2 , 62 -E -E 2

with Ei the atomic energies, and

70 " "r I aI2 _ 1inl2 /41+q 2)-fl '

2I - -I

'Yi - rIV11 2 ' 72 " rIV21 2

denote the power broadening and autoionizing widths. 00 is the Rabi

frequency introduced in Ref. 3, ql is the Fano asymmetry parameter, and

V describes the DC-field coupling.

[ F(E) Fig. 2

30-

I o

110- .

0 1 E
In Fig. 2 the weak-field absorption spectrum, the Fano profile, is

shown. The parameters, all energies in units of 71, are: ql-5, V-0.3,

E1 -Eo+wL- 0 , E2-0.3, and the curves are marked with the values of 72-

It is seen that the splitting due to the DC field is washed out if the

autoionization width 72 is large, compare Ref. 1 and 2.

Figure 3 shows the strong field photoelectron spectrum for 00-3

and E2--1, and other parameters as in Fig. 2. The DC-field induced

interference splits one of the Autler-Townes peak, but this splitting

too is washed out for large 72.
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1
DISPERSION-LIKE PROFILES OF THE ABSORPTIVE RESPONSE OF

A TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM INTERACTING WITH TWO INTENSE FIELDS

A.D. Wilson-Gordon and H. Friedmann

Department of Chemistry

Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan 52100, Israel

A three-peaked resonance fluorescence spectrum has been predicted by

MollowI when a two-level system interacts resonantly (w1 lMW ba) with a satu-

rating pump laser. This behavior has been observed in both the collision-

less 2 and collisional3 regimes. The behavior of a weak probe-wave absorp-

tion profile in the presence of a pump wave tuned directly to the resonance
frequency has also been studied theoretically by Mollow 4 and experimentally

in an atomic beam by Wu et al. 5 Here again a three-peaked spectrum is

1 obtained reminiscent of the two-level system resonance fluorescence spectrum.

However the two sideband absorption peaks whose detuning IA2 1 Iwba 2l

i 2 is the probe frequency) from the resonance frequency wba is slightly

larger than the pump Rabi frequency 21V 1 1 I lUbaEll/f are part of the dis-

persian-like features whose negative absorption (gain) peaks appear on

that side of the Rabi frequency which is closer to the resonance frequency.

No intuitive explanation for the appearance of the dispersion-like

features has been offered so far. In order to gain some insight into this

1 problem we have generalized the approach of Mollow to the case where the

pump and probe lasers are of arbitrary strength. These calculations6 areI similar to those carried out by Toptygina and Fradkin7 and by Agarwal and
Nayak8 for different purposes. Interaction with a strong probe will of

course alter the response of the system to pump radiation. We find in

general that whenever the probe absorption increases, the pump absorption

decreases and vice versa. Thus the dispersive features of the probe

absorption lineshape are also obtained in the pump spectrum but with op-

posite tendencies (see Fig. is). The small peaks (dips) appear in the

probe (pump) absorption spectrum of Fig. la are "Rabi subharmonics" 7,8

I
I
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Fig. 1 (a) Pump and probe absorption and (b) population difference

for a strong pump and probe of intermediate intensity as a

function of w2-w1 - w2-wba when W I Wba "

and are due to three-photon processes involving two probe-laser photons and

one pump-laser photon. In Fig. ib, we plot the population difference of

the two states as a function of 6 for the same intensities as in Fig. la.

Here we see that when Ia21 = 21V1 1 , that is, at approximately the center

of the dispersion-like features, the population of the ground state is

stabilized and population dips are obtained, similar to those found in

three-level systems in the presence of two laser fields.
9

In order to obtain an intuitive understanding of the origin of the

dispersive lineshape we have analyzed the probe absorptive response,

proportional to Impr (W ), in the limit of low probe intensity10 and
ba 2

wI " Wba ' In this limit

Imba(W2 )  - - AV2 [+B1IVll 2-C1V1 14 ] ()

where 2V2 is the Rabi frequency of the probe field and
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A (1/T paa)dC(A 2+ 2IT2 (2)

2l bb( s a 2  lI 2)
S"[A 2 (3 + A2T2 )-11D-1 (3)

2 2 2 -1

C - 4(1 + A2T2)D (4)

4D [41V 12 + - a2]2 + a2(T 1 + T -12 (5)

1 [1 ~ ( 1T2) A2  2 A( 1  2

j The first term in the steady-state expression Eq. (1) describes one-

probe-photon absorption together vith spontaneous one-photon emission

I (determined by the factor A) needed to reach the steady state. The second

term describes the absorption of a probe photon and a pump photon together

with the spontaneous emission of a photon In a three-photon scattering

(TPS)process. The third term corresponds to the stimulated emission of a

probe photon and the absorption of two pump photons in a four-photon scat-

tering (FPS) process. The competition between TPS and FPS produces the

dispersive behavior of the probe-absorption spectrum at the dressed-atom-

states resonances w 2 -W1 -UI 21ViI (if 1V1 1 >> 1/T.1/T2) determined by the

resonance denominator D of Eq. (5). This is confirmed by the transformation

f j of the Bloch equations to the dressed-atom-state representation.
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* 2. P. Schuda, C.R. Stroud, Jr., and M. Hercher, J. Phys. B 7, L 198 (1974).

3. J.L. Carlsten, A. Szoke, and M.G. Raymer, hys. Rev. A 15. 1029 (1977).

4 4. B.R. Hollow, Phys. Rev. A 5, 2217 (1972).

5. P.Y. Vu, S. Ezekiel, M. Ducloy, and B.R. Hollow, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38,
j 1077 (1977).

6. R. Friedmann and A.D. Wilson-Gordon, in "Methods of Laser Spectroscopy",
eds. Y. Prior, A. Ben-Reuven and M. Rosenbluh (Plenum, N.Y., 1986);

i Phys. Rev. A (submitted).

I 7. G.I. Toptygins and E.E. Fradkin, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fix. 82, 429 (1982)
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and P.L. Knight. J. Phys. B 15. 561 (1982).

10. R.W. Boyd, M.G. Raymer, P. Narum, and D.J. Harter, Phys. Rev. A 24,1411 (1981).
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Autler Townes Splittings for Realistic Pulsed Lasers

P T. Greenland

Theoretical Physics Division, AERE Harwell,

Didcot, Oxon OXII ORA.

1,2,3

In a series of papers the possibility of observing

multipeak structures in Double Optical Resonance (DOR) experiments

when the pump laser Is a transfer-limited pulsed laser was

considered. This work extends these results to more realistic

situations. In particular both magnetic degeneracy of the atomic

levels and Doppler motion of the atoms will be included. The

enhancement of the multipeak structure when opposed laser beams

are used is important for an experimental test of the predictions,

and although many features of the magnetic degeneracy can be seen

in the DOR spectrum, they do not alter its fundamental nature.

Other deviations from the ideal experiments envisaged in

(1)-(3) will also be considered. These include phase interrupting

collisions, lack of reproducibility of pulse shape and laser

bandwidth. This enables a more realistic estimate of DOR spectra

with pulsed pump lasers to be made.

1. P. T. Greenland, J.Phys.B.At.Hol.Phys. 18 401 (1985).

2. P. T. Greenland Optica Acta 33 723 (1986).

3. H. A. Lauder, P. L. Knight, P. T. Greenland, Optica Acta 33

1231 (1986).
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Photojonization Photodetachment and Pre-Exponential Decay

P. T. Greenland and A. M. LaneI
Theoretical Physics Division, AERE Harvell,

j Didcot, Oxon OX11 ORA, UK.

The decay of a quantm mechanical system has been extensively

studied. It is knwn that if the interaction responsible for the

decay of a prepared state is switched on suddenly a certain time

Ielapses before the decay law settles down to its usual exponential
form. Since photoionization with a monochromatic laser can be

considered as the decay of a dressed state, and since many features

of this state are under experimental control, general features of

Ia decaying system may be observed in photoionization experiments.

This work will discuss the possible observation of deviation

from exponential decay laws in laser photoionization and

photodetachment experiments. The key point is, that the stochastic

processes which give rise to the bandwidth of a broad band laser

impose a temporal structure on the laser field, and this temporal

Istructure may be used to probe short time-scales in photoionization.
Renewal processes, in which the laser phase is randomly incremented

fat intervals randomly selected from a given distribution will be

treated in some detail, and a simple extension in both time and

Ifrequency domains will be made, so that arbitrary stochastic

processes may be discussed.

SThe theory will be applied to the photoionization of atoms or

positive ions, and the photodetachment of negative ions, with

particular emphasis on the experimental observation of the

charactristically different pre-exponential decay laws to be

expected in these cases. These differences will be related to the

threshold behaviour of the photoabsorption cross section.I
I
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Extension of the theory to describe the decay law near an

autoionizing level will be considered; in particular the time

evolution of the decay probability at the Fano minimum will be

discussed, and it will be shown that the electron production rate

there falls strictly to zero, only for long times. As is well

known, this is a quantum mechanical interference phenomenon. The

lack of total destructive interference when the photoionizing laser

is not completely-coherent leads to electron production at a Fano

minimum.

Finally the experimental criteria required to observe these

effects will be discussed, in particular the effect of finite laser

rise time will be examined. Some comments on the relevance of this

work, both to the observation of post exponential decay, and the so

called quantum Zeno paradox will be made.
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I THRESHOLD EFFECTS IN A MODEL OF NULTIPHOTON IONIZATION

I B. Piraux and P. L. Knight

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College

London SW7 2BZ

England

I It is well known that a strong radiation field can create a

structure in the continuum which is similar to the one produced by

configuration interaction when a discrete state is embedded in the

continuum.1 This structure is characterized by a density of states

I rapidly varying with energy. In our model we assume this density of

states to be Lorentzian truncated at E-O and normalized to unity in the

energy space. This structured set of continuum states IE> is coupled

to a discrete state 10> by a radiation field classically described by

I - lo cos wt. The modulus squared of the coupling function is given

by

VOEI r arctan(] (-2 2 1

•[ 2
where the constant V characterizes the strength of the interaction;

and 7 are respectively the center and the half width of the Lorentzian.1 [The wave function of the system is expanded in terms of the states 10>

and IE>:

l.t(t)> - C0(t)1o> + f dE CE(t)IE> (2)

1 0

The time dependent probability amplitudes C0 (t) and CE(t) are obtained

by solving the Schrodinger equation by means of the usual Laplace

transform method within the Rotating Wave Approximation.

We first analyze the time evolution of the population ICo(t)1
2 of

the discrete state at the resonance; for small V, when the threshold

effects are negligible, the discrete state population decays

exponentially as expected (Veisskopf-Wigner law). This decay becomes

incomplete when V increases; in addition ICo(t)1 2 exhibits Rabi
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oscillations as a function of time. The physical interpretation is

clear: since a Lorentzian structure may be induced by the coupling of a

discrete state embedded in a flat continuum, we might expect for large

V a strong coupling between this state and the ground state 10> giving

rise to Rabi oscillation in the probability of occupation of the

unperturbed states; in that case, it is more convenient to use the

concept of dressed states2 and see the problem as a decay of a

superposition of two dressed states coupled to a flat continuum. This

decay will lead to quantum beats and two peaks in the electron spectrum

separated by the Rabi frequency (Autler-Townes effect). However, for

increasing V, one of the dressed states moves down and may lie below

the edge of the flat continuum: in that case, there is no decay of this

dressed state and the second peak in the spectrum disappears. This

point is confirmed by our calculations and results about the spectrum

will be presented. This analysis is also confirmed by the fact the

total probability PT - ICo1 2 + f0 dEICE12 at t-+- may be less than 1
for large V as shown in the figure.

09 I0.9
0.7

-4 -3 -2 Log V2
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I
Threshold Excitation of Rvdbera Series by Intense Laser Fields

C. Alber and P. Zoller

Institute for Theoretical Physics

Unhiversity of Innsbruck. A-6020 Innsbruck. Austria

Excitation of a neutral atom by a laser pulse close to the

photolonization threshold is an interesting dynamical problem due to the

presence of the infinite umber of Rydberg states. which are involved in the

excitation process. This represents therefore the extrem opposite limit to

the excitation of isolated atomic states, which is well understood on the

basis of a "two"-...level approxiation and assumes that the Rabi-frequency.

which determines the strength of the laser induced coupling between the

resonantly coupled states, is much mller than the energy separation between

adjacent excited states.

We have developed a theory of excitation of atoms close to the

photoionization threshold. It is based on the observation that the effect of

laser radiation on atoms can be described as a fintte volume tnteractioi

coupling Coulomblc dissociation channels . This offers the possibility to

treat laser- and electron correlation induced channel couplings on the same

footing within the framework of a multihannel quantum defect theory (=QDT) 2

with intensity dependent NWT-parameters. Therefore this approach extends the

well known "two".-... level theories as it is able to deal with the coupling of

a Rdbergseries and the adjoining continuum as a whole (-excitation channel)

to a bound state and to characterize it in term of a few energy independent

N T-parameters. Electron correlation effects like autolonization are also

easily included. Within this theory we obtain simple analytical (asymptotic)

expressions for the observables, such as ground ntate- or ionization

probability, describing the excitation process close to threshold.

As an ample Figs.la.b.c show the ground state probability P as a

function of the laser pulse duration " for three values of the wean excited

energy Z = & + w = -1/2 2 (a.u.) representing three characteristic

dymmical situations. Whereas for laser excitation far below threshold the

1!
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atom exhibits a "few"-level dynamics. which mnifests itself in slightly

modified Rabi-oscillations of the ground state probability (see Fig.la). the

excitation dynamics close to threshold is quite different (see Figs. lb.c).In

particular, the following physical picture merges from our theory:

(1) The threshold excitation regime is characterized b, the fact that

many Rydberg states are excited, i.e. Au 2 _rv 3 1> I (a.u.). which is a

combined condition on the laser intensity and the mean excited energy

S.Thereby the spectral energy width, which is associated with the excitation

process, is determined by the ionization rate (extrapolated below

threshold). This implies that the excitation is localized in time to a time

intervall of order l/. which is much mller than the classical orbiting

times Ta = 2w v3 (a.u.) of the excited Rydberg states.

(2) As the ground state of the atom is localized to a volume of the

order of a few Bohr radii only the radial dependence of the excited state

wavefunctions in this spatial region is important for the excitation process.

which is much smaller than the extension of typical Rydberg states. So the

excitation process is localized in space.

This localization of the excitation process in space and time implies

that the laser pulse creates a radial electronic unvepacket.

The time scale associated with the motion of this wave packet is the

classical orbiting time of an electron in the Coulomb field of the atomic

core T . Figs b,€ show that for short laser pulses. i.e. T << T- . theo a
ground state amplitude exhibits an exponential decay governed by the

ionization rate Y , which we would expect for the decay of a bound state Into

a continuum. For long laser pulses, i.e. T > T- ,the excited electronic
a

wavepacket is deexcited by stimulated transitions back to the ground state as

soon as it approaches the atomic core. Figs lb,c also indicate the spreading

of the excited radial wavepacket. which anifests itself in the broadening of

the stimulated mission peaks (revivals)

Waeorancus:

/I/ A.Ciustl and P.Zoller (in preparation)
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Rydberg wave packets in many electron atoms generated by short laser pulses

C. Alber. W. A. Henle, H. Ritsch and P. Zoller

Institute for Theoretical Physics.

University of Innsbruck. 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

An atomic electron excited by a short laser pulse from a low lying

bound state to a superposition of many Rydberg states corresponds to a

(radial) wave packet moving on a Kepler orbit [i]. Wave packets are

generated in this case because (i) the photon absorption from the initial

bound state is localized in space in a volume small compared to a Rydberg

orbit; and (it) the laser pulse duration T is assumed to be short so that

its spectral width fi/T simultaneously excites many Rydberg states around

some mean principal quantum number n: h/T >> dEn/dnl- /2vr h/TE with E
n

the Rydberg energies and TE- the classical orbit time corresponding to the
n

mean excited energy E-.n

The dynamics of the motion of the wave packet can be observed in a

two-photon experiment where a first short pulse excites the wave packet,

which at a later time is probed by a second short pulse. The transition

probability of this two-photon process as a function of the time delay will

show peaks whenever the time between the two laser pulses is a multiple of

the classical orbit time (quantum beats between n-states). This allows us

to study quantum and classical aspects of the electron motion in a truely

time-dependent way.

In a many electron atom a (single) valence electron excited to a

Rydberg wave packet can exchange energy with the ion core (electron

correlation), whenever the wave packet passes through the atomic core

region. Since the spatial extent of the Kepler orbit is much larger than

the size of the atomic core we can view this orbi.ing of the electron as a

succession of belom-threshold (tn)etastic scattering events from the ion

core. The study of wave packets in the many electron atom will thus measure

a "below threshold" scattering matrix reflecting the electron core

interaction.
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IWe have developed a theory of two-photon processes with short time

delayed pulses based on a "smooth" multichannel quantum defect theory

(MQDT) Green function. The theory allows us to derive simple analytical

expressions for the transition probabilities which have a straightforward

physical interpretation and are directly related to the NQDT parameters

I obtained in the conventional IQDT analysis of spectroscopic data.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows a plot of a two-photon transition

1probability as a function of the time delay between two laser pulses in an

atom with two interacting Rydberg series (with ionization thresholds

I I < 12). The first two peaks labeled by (0.1) and (1.0) correspond to a

single revolution of the wave packet in the first (AT Z T1 ) and second

(AT Z T 2) channel, respectively. The peak denoted by (1.1) is associated

with a wave packet having made one revolution on the first (second) orbit.

being scattered Inelastically by electron ion-core interaction Into the

second (first) orbit (AT Z TI+T 2 ); the height of this peak is thus a

measure of the electron correlation between channel 1 and 2.

P

(10). (0 1) (20) (11)

0.5 to 15 20tb-to .

Fig.1 Two-photon transition probability as funct'.on of time delay.
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A NEW ASPECT OF RESONANT MULTIPHOTON PROCESSES

IN MOLECULES : THE PAFTY SELECTIVITY

D. GAUYACQ, S. FREDIN, Ch. JUNGEN and M. HORANI

Laboratolre do Photophysique Mol6culaire du CNRS

Bhtlment 213 - Universlt6 do Paris-Sud,

91405 - ORSAY Cedex France

The role of near-resonant intermediate states in multiphoton processes

has been demonstrated in a number of previous works on optical multiphoton

absorption (1,2), multlphoton photoelectron spectroscopy (3) and multi-

photon dissociation (4). A different and new aspect concerning the Influence

of the near-resonant Intermediate states on the parity selectivity Is presented.

The parity selectivity does not act as a selecionrule but rather as a gropensit

rule on molecular symmetry.

The symmetry propensity rules are established for a 3-photon

transition between two nI states, in the case of a dominant contribution to the

3-photon transition probability from a near-resonant £ state. Selective

population of only one A-doublet component in the upper fl state can be

achieved regardeless of the experimental resolution.

As an Illustration the three-photon linestrengths of the NO, C2fl-X2n

(0,0) band have been calculated by considering the dominant near-resonant

pathways via the A2E+ state. The parity selection in the upper C2!! state is

confirmed by experimental observations as shown In Figure 1 In which part of

the N12 branch of the NO, C-X 3-photon band is displal-ed. Figures la and lb

show the calculated 3-photon linestrengths when only the symmetry slection

LuJA are considered (the tensor formalism of Dixon et at (S) has been used
with the corresponding ratio between the tensor components : [ T+23 (8)

+ T_2 3(B) 1 / T0 3(B) = (a)0 ; (b)I ). Figure Ic displays the calculated

3-photon linestrengths when the symmetry orooensltv rules are considered.
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I Figure Id shows the experi-

filAA V~a mental (3+2) MPI spectrum. Asj "S I l !fT 1 'IH-I" shown by the complete agre-

ement between the calculated
(1c) and experimental (1d) sp-

KI±ILM M I , ectra. a selective population of

the n+ A-doublet component Is

I obtained via the N12 absorption
line. This example corresponds

to the most dramatical case of

H C parity selection via muitiphoton

I _ LA excitation. However,. In most
cases the parity selection is

only partially achieved, hence
- - - -appearing as a propensity rulesit"0 SIWN Q e llll lam e

Figure I rather than a selection rule.

iJ In photodynamic studies of excited molecular states, the MPI technique

is often used as a sensitive and selective probe of the reaction products. TheI parity selection (total or partial) introduced by the multiphoton probe has to be

taken into account, especially In the case where the geometry of the photon-

induced reaction Is studied by measuring the relative population of the photo-

fragment A-doublets. The multiphoton symmetry propensity rules provide

substanclal simplification In many other applications especially when the

multiphoton technique is combined with double resonance, as has been shown

- in a recent study of Rydberg states of NO (6).

(1) -Ph. A. Freedman, Can. J. Phys., 55 (1977) 1387.
(2)- R. S. Tapper, R. L. Whelen, G. S. Ezra and E. R. Grant, J. Chem.

Phys., 88 (1984) 1273.

(3) -J. C. Miller and R. C. Compton, J. Chem. Phys., 75 (1981) 22.

I
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1271.

(5) - R.N. Dixon, J.M. Bayley and M.N.A. Ashfold, Chem. Phys., 84,
(1984) 21.

(6)- S. Fredln, D. Gauyacq, M. Horani, Ch. Jungen, G. Lefevre and F.
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I
Determination of the multiphoton ionization cross sections in the

resonant case

G. Sultan and G. Baravian

J Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas - Associd au CNRS -

Universit6 de Paris-Sud 91405 ORSAY FRANCE

(The multiphoton ionization (MPI) cross-section is determined in the ca-

se where the ionization of neutral particles takes place via an inter-

I mediary resonant state. A preliminary simplified model using a square

laser pulse is presented and it gives general informations about the

evolution of the different species versus the time and the flux value

afterwards a more realistic model is used to determine the RMPI cross

section for the carbon monoxide.

I The diagramm in figure 1 shows the levels and the processes taken into

account. The equations governing the evolution of the different species

jare the following

dnI/dt = -win, + an2- w+n1  (1)

dn2/dt = win, - w2n2- on2  (2)

+ n++
dn+/dt = w2n2 + w n1  (3) n

where n,, n2 , and n+ represent

respectively the populations W2
of the ground state,the reso-

nant state and the continuum
with probabilities designed by n2  2

w for the transition 1-2, w2

for 2-c, and w+ for 1-c, B re- W+

presents all the terms for de-

population of n2 other than 2-

3 as for example the deexcita-

tion towards a lower level or

the dissociation in molecules. n1  - 1

In the case where w+ is weak

as compared to wI and wI, w2

and B are supposed to be cons-

tant during the time of inter-

action, the evolution of the Figure I

I
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of the populations may be written

n+ (t) = nl(O) {1 + (a/b)shbt.expat - chbt.expat } (4)

nl(t) = nl(O) expat {(-w 1 + w2 + o)/(2b) shbt + chbt } (5)

n2 (t) = n1 (0) (wl/b) shbt.expat (6)

where n1 (O) is the population of the ground state at the time t=0,

a = (w1 + w2 + 0)12 and b=(I/2)V {w I + w2 + 0)2 _ 4 wlW2}'

In the case where 0 is negligible, the solution for n+ can be

written

n+ (t) = n1(0)/(w I - w2 ) [w, (1 - exp(-w 2t)) -w2 (1 - exp(-wlt))} (7)

Let w1= mm and w2 = antn where am and an are respectively the

cross-sections for interactions with m and n photons for the tran-

sitions 1+2 and 2-*c. The analysis of the expression (7) gives the

following results

(i) for weak values of the laser flux t we have w1 T << 1 and w2T<<1

where T is the pulse duration, then n+(t) takes the form n+(t)=

n1(O)w1w2T/2 , m+n the slope of the curve Inn+ vs lno is equal

to m+n with the obvious condition that it is possible to create at

least one ion with these flux values

(ii) for intermediate values of t, if n < m, it happens that only

the transition 2-*c is saturated (wiT << 1 and w2T 1 I ),this leads

to n+(t) = n(O) wjT/e - tm, the slope is equal to m

(iii) for high values of o, wit = w2T 2 1, n+ does not depend on 0

and the slope is equal to 0.

Application to CO

When the laser flux is not constant but varies both versus time

and space it is possible to obtain only numerical results.

For a Gaussian spatio-temporal distribution of the power density
within the focal region the flux takes the form

*(r,z,t) - oSo/Sz.exp{-(r/ro)2 -(t-to)2  (8)

where t is the maximum flux reached at time tato for rO and z-O

(see figure 2), So- b2 and Sz wr 2

i ,.- - • m mmq m m I~0
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The eq.(8) allows us to de-

termine,at any time,isopho- A

I te surfaces[l]. The surface

corresponding to a flux 0 a

is related to the flux -

by the relation !

I(r,z,t) = 0(t)/a (9) 4)

where a is an arbitrary b Ib 1A I

attenuation factor and

2o(t) = oexp{-[t-to)/r] I z

The equation of the isopho- Aj+ 1

te surfaces can be written as

r2/b 2 = (z2/a2 +1)ln(a2/z+a2) 
Figure 2

and are quasi-ellipsoidal.

In order to evaluate the number

of particles we define an ele- 
3

1 mentary volume dV bounded by

2 Isophotes corresponding to

2 factors a=Ai and Ai+l. The

number of ions created in the 4A

shell during the time dt is
calculated by using the eq.(1) a5

(2) and (3). The cross sec- 0

tions for CO al and a for

4 ~interactions with 7 and 5 hvInest

are determined by adjusting 
3 Inte 2nsc

the experimental data [2]and 
2

the calculated ones by using / n

the preceding model, the re- 1.5 2 2.5

sults are (fig. 3) Figure 3

07 = 3xO "84 s' (W/cm2 )7 and

75 - 3.2x10 55 s-1 (w/cm2 )-5

[1] G. Baravian and G. Sultan Physica 128C, 343 (1985)

[2] G. Sultan and G. Baravian Chemical Physics 103,417(1986)
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SERIAL AND PARALLEL MULTILEVEL SYSTEMS
E. Kyr6lii

Department of Physics, University of Helsinki
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and

M. Lindberg
Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA

Multiphoton processes in atoms and molecules are traditionally analyzed by us-
ing perturbation theory (see e.g., Ref. [11). In cases where the driving field is strong

or nearly resonant the perturbation approach cannot be trusted and more accurate

solutions are needed. For two- and three-level systems exact solutions are in many

cases straightforward to obtain and the related non-perturbative phenomena like

Rabi oscillations, saturation and dynamic Stark-splitting are well-known. If gen-

uine multilevel systems are considered exact solutions are usually impossible to find

and numerical calculations must be used. We will consider here a method which

can be used to facilitate the analysis of such complicated multilevel problems.
We consider an N-level system where various levels are coupled together by ex-

ternal field. We describe the dynamics by the Schr6dinger equation ignoring all

incoherent processes. We assume further that the time-dependence can be removed

from the Hamiltonian. The problem is then solved if the eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors of the time-independent Hamiltonian can be found. However, it is clear that an

arbitrary N-level Hamiltonian is complicated enough to prevent a general solution.

On the other hand, if we consider different N-level configurations from topogical
point of view we can find two special forms for which several exact solutions have
been found (see e.g., Ref. [2]). These are so-called serial and parallel configura-

tions (see Fig. 1). Both systems have been found to display periodical behaviour

different from familiar Rabi oscillations in few-level systems. In the serial system

the population moves in the form of a wave from one end of the ladder to another
whereas in the parallel system the ground state population periodically decays and

recurs.

The known dynamics is not the only feature which distinguishes the serial and

parallel systems from other multilevel coufigurations. They both also share the

property being structurally the simplest N-level systems i.e., they have only the

minimal N - 1 couplings whereas a general N-level system may have N(N - 1)/2

couplings. It seems therefore worthwhile to seek connections between these spe-
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I[ cial systems and arbitrarily coupled multilevel systems. The connections can be

established by finding unitary transformations which change the representation of

a given Hamiltonian matrix into the desired serial or parallel form. If such trans-
formations are found we can investigate the dynamics of a given multilevel system

in the equivalent serial or parallel setting.
We have shown 131 that for three- and four-level systems the transformations to

serial and parallel form can be easily found. These transformations can be used to

investigate conditions for coherent population trapping. For higher dimensional sys-
tems transformations are possible to find only for some specialized coupling schemes.

_ |We have succeeded in finding the transformations between the serial and parallel
systems themselves. This has made it possible to consider how the recurrence dy-

I nanics and the population wave dynamics are related to each other.

111 P. Lainbropoulos, in Advances in Atomic and Molecular Physics, Vol. 12,I edited by D.R. Bates and B. Bederson (Academic Press, New York, 1976).
121 C.D. Cantrell, V.S. Letokhov and A.A. Makarov, in Coherent Nonlinear
Optics, Recent Advances, edited by M.S. Feld and V.S. Letokhov (Springer,

Heidelberg, 1980).
13] E. Kyr6li and M. Lindberg, Phys. Rev. A. (in press).

1

Fig.1 By unitary transformations an arbitrary multilevel system (top) can be brought
into serial (left) or parallel (right) form. These special forms are also related by
unitary transformations.
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Comments on Estimating Nonresonant Multiphoton Ionization Rates*

Bruce W. Shore, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Time dependent perturbation theory provides the following expression for the rate

at which a single atom absorbs n photons via multiphoton transitions between initial

field-atom state lji and final field-atom slate If>:

VF - k I 4 T.(]E,) Ii,]2 6(E, - F,)

Tn(E), the transition operator responsible for this process, is the product of n dipole-

interaction operators, interspersed with n-I operators (E-HO) - , with summations over

intermediate-slate energies. In general this product will be sensitive to photon fre-

quency w and will exhibit resonance properties. If the frequency w is not near any

resonant frequency, we can approximate the products by an average energy ftA raised

to the power n-1. This traditional approximation enables us to write the n-photon

transition rate as

9 0- Q(b) [A)<bl io d [2l.

where e is the polariztion unit vector and I is the intensity, and the atomic states (as

contrasted with the field-atom states) are ja> and jb>. The density of states Z,(b)

expresses, amongst other factors, the nth order correlation function for the electric

field, and so it parameterizes the statistical properties of the radiation.

Work by Lambropoulos (1985) suggests that photon flux F (photons per unit area

per unit time) rather than photon intensity I - AwF is the siguificant quantitative meas-

ure of the field-atom interaction in the rate-equation regime. It is useful to express

formulas by means of dimensionless ratios involving atomic units. For that purpose we

introduce the atomic unit of length ai, of energy, ex/s , or time rAU, and of flux 9Au
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I TAU X 10-17 42 O sec. .r, - 1.496 x 1O3 cm' 2 Sec1

It is useful to parameterize the rate coefficient by introducing a dimensionless flux

utilization factor C, such that the rate coefficient takes the form

II a AU( AUJ

That is, the rate coefficient is the atomic unit of rate, times the dimensionless ratio

! (F/9 rAUY, times the dimensionles factor

I( ,) - D(b) (PAA)2 kbl Mn.a> 12.

The operator M that appears here is

AM U2* d,, (e/ao) d.c

The work by Lambropoulos (1985) can be interpreted as providing the following values
for r, for multiphoton ionization of a wide variety of atoms:

C2- s - I. r4=-2 , ra -3 for n >4.

Multiphoton rates may therefore be expected to become increasingly important for

photon fluxes approaching the value of 103 cm"| sec - .
It is customary to parameterize the single-photon rate coefficient by means of a

cross section. This cra section e,(a-.b) is usually defMined as the ratio of the rate per
atom to the photon flux F. It is

o1(--b) = s = !N (21 rij (b) < b1 IS> 1

C

. -' ,I = .=m a l a l I~lll~
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There are several ways to extend this definition to n-photon processes and thereby par-

ameterize the dependence of the rate coefficient R a upon the nth power of light

intensity I or photon flux F. One traditional way introduces a "generalized cross sec-

tion" as the ratio of Rw,, to (F)1 . An alternative definition as the ratio of gt,

to (I) is also used. In either case the "generalized cross section" has unusual n-depen-

dent units, and takes a wide range of values. A more satisfactory definition maintains

area as the units for cross section, and defines an n-photon cros-section on(a-'b) by

the formula

o,,(a-.b)

This expression differs from the definition of the single-photon cross section only by

the dimensionless ratio of photon flux to atomic unit of flux. This n-photon cross sec-

tion has the expression

q(a-'b) - (a0)2 ( )'p [ - o(a_.b)

This expression provides a simple scaling relationship involving only the single-photon

cross section and the flux utiliztion factor. The pnsent parameterization is, according

to the published expressions of Lambropoulos (1985), only very weakly dependent on n

for n > 4, and a value of r. - 3 would appear to be suitable for most cases. The

simplicity of this result suggests that the flux utilization factor may offer a more useful

descriptor of multiphoton rates than does a generalized cross section.

Refmanes: P. Lambropoulos, Phys. Rev. Ltt. 55, 2141 (1985); P. Lambropoulos and

X. Tang, JOSA B (May, 1987) in press.

* This work was performed uader the auspices of the United States Dep-

atment of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under

contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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Classical vs. Quantum Description of Above-Threshold IonizationI
Jonathan Parke- and C. R. Stroud, Jr.

I Institute of Optics

University of Rochester

Rochester, NY 14627

We present the results of two calculations of above-threshold ioniza-

tion of hydrogen. The applied field is taken to have a gaussian pulse

shape, and a duration of several optical cycles.

The first calculation is completely classical. We integrated

Newton's equations for an ensemble of classical electrons which initially

:1 are distributed in a way that approximates the probability distribution

for a quantum mechanical bound state.

jThe second calculation is semiclassical using a classical field

identical to that used in the previous calculation, and a quantum mechani-

cal atom. We numerically solve Schr~dinger's equation for a complete set

of discrete states which are the eigenstates of a hydrogen atom in a

spherical cavity of large radius.

The excitation of an ensemble of classical electrons is found to have

a characteristic intensity dependence not found in general in the quantum

mechanical case. For example, classically in a one-photon transition from

a bound state to the continuum, the atom absorbs energy approximately at

the Fermi Golden Rule rate. However, the excited-state electron energy

distribution may be strikingly different in the two cases. The highest

energy of the classical electrons will be intensity dependent rather than

M above the ground state as in the quantum mechanical case. As the field

becomes intense, and as many photons are absorbed, the energy spectrum of

the quantum mechanical atom begins to acquire the characteristic intensity

dependence of classical electrodynamics. We will describe the similarities

and differences between the two formalisms in more detail, and show that

many of the features observed in above-threshold ionization are simply

I understood in terms of a classical theory.
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MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF HYDROGEN BY A NULTIMODE FIELD

S. Basile, G. Ferrante and F. Trombetta

Istituto di Fisica dell'UniversitA, via Archirafi 36,

90123 Palermo, Italy

We report a theoretical treatment of multiphoton ionization of

hydrogen atoms by a strong laser field, when the ejected electrons

absorb more photons than the minimum required to go into the continuum.

The treatment is based on the S-matrix; thus, to some extent, it

follows the same line of thought of the old Keldish's treatment,1 which

in a slightly revised version recently has been reconsidered also by

Reiss 2 and Becker et al.
3

Compared to the previous similar use of the S-matrix method the

following points are considered distinctive features of our treatment.

(i) We treat the case of a real atom, without model assumptions of

whatsoever kind as to .the atomic characteristics. (ii) The effort is

made to construct an accurate wave function for the ejected electrons

moving under the joint action of the laser field and of the potential

of the residual ion; it is achieved by an extension to the continuum

case of the quasi-energy formalism. (iii) As it is generally

recognized that actual experiments are performed at many laser

intensities simultaneously, a multimode model for the laser is used; at

the moment, it is taken that the laser spectrum has a vanishing

bandwidth; bandwidth effects are delayed to a next investigation. (iv)

All the integrals and summations entering the theoretical treatment are

performed exactly (analytically or numerically), without resorting to

the saddle point method, or to ad hoc ansatz concerning the behavior of

the pertinent matrix elements.

Using the leading term of a general wave furction of the ejected

electrons in the presence of two fields, we have performed a selected

set of calculations, which are partly shown in Fig. 1-3. Altogether

the numerical results show a rewarding, general agreement with

experimental observations.

The physical meaning of the theoretical treatment on which the

results reported in Fig. 1-3 are based amounts to a direct population
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of the various continuum states through one-step multiphoton absorption

from the ground state of the hydrogen atom. Neither intermediate

5 discrete transitions nor continuum-continuum ones are included. An

analysis of the influence of the latter is left for a further

I investigation. Anyway, in strong field situations the nonresonant one-

step multiphoton bound-free transitions are expected to give the

leading contributions to the overall process.

Figure 1 shows the angular distribution of the electrons ejected

into the first continuum state above threshold. Qualitatively it

reproduces well the experimental measurements in cesium at these

intensities.4 In Fig. 2 we show the ionization rates for the various

continuum states as functions of the mean field intensity; they exhibit

a perturbative behavior for weak fields, while increasing the field

intensity one finds the inversion of the ionization rates, i.e. the

ionization towards higher energy continuum states becomes more

probable. It is evident that such a peak inversion is due to a non-

perturbative saturation of the ionization rates and that the higher the

continuum state reached by the electron the higher the intensity at

which saturation occurs. This behavior, which is observed

experimentally, is obtained here within an ab initio treatment, without

jusing ad hoc assumptions on the continuum-continuum transitions, not

taken into account. Fig. 3 shows photoelectron energy spectra for

several mean field intensities. Of course, the same features as in

Fig. 2 are recovered; let us also remark the broadening and shift

towards high energy of the peak envelope, well-known experimentally.

W 4*

z

i -CT-ON ANGLE

Fig. 1 Angular distributions for absorption of the minimum number of

photons to reach the continuum for three field intensities (in W/cm2):
-..1011; - 1012; . . . 1014.
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MEAN INTENSITY tWCM*)

Fig. 2 Ionization rates (in atomic units) y& the mean field intensity

(in W/cm2), for the five continuum states of lover energy.
1.00?

I 0.0

b) Fig. 3 Photoelectron

energy spectra

(normalized to the first

I peak) for various mean

C) field intensities (in
I ) W/cm 2): a) 5.1011;

b) 2.5 1012; c) 5.1012;

d) 7.5 1012.

d)

1.5410"

ELECTRON ENERGY (9V)

We plan to report at the conference on other points as well, such

as improvement of the present treatment, comparison with alternative

models, calculation of other relevant quantities and so on.
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I

ABOVE-THRESHOLD PROCESSES IN INTENSE FIELDS

M. Edwards, X. Tang, and R. Shakeshaft

Physics Department, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

In the treatment of above-threshold processes one encounters

continuum-continuum matrix elements, whose evaluation presents a

numerical problem far more challenging than the evaluation of

fbound-bound and bound-continuum matrix elements. This extra

complexity is, however, somewhat artificial in the sense that

nonnormalizable functions appear only as an artifact of the

particular theoretical approach; the emergent electron is, after all,

initially bound and can In principle be described by a normalizable

wavefunction throughout the ionization process, even If the electron

continues to absorb photons after it has sufficient energy to escape.

As elaborated upon elsewhere , the root of the difficulty lies in the

(unphysical) requirement that the electron depart with a definite

energy - wavepacket spreading is neglected - so the electron is

represented by a nonnormalizable (continuum) wavefunction.

Furthermore, the (physical) requirement that this wavefunctlon be

regular at the origin implies that it has the character of a standing

wave, comprised of outgoing and ingoing parts. The ingoing part, as

it stands, is unphysical; only when standing waves of different

energies, spread over a narrow bandwidth inversely proportional to

the lifetime of the atom, are superposed does the wavefunction

acquire the correct asymptotic character of an outgoing wave, which

describes the electron leaving the atom. The key to obviating this

difficulty Is to split the standing wavefunction of the emergent

electron into its outgoing (+) and ingoing (-) parts. This

decomposition results in a decomposition of the multiphoton matrix

element, M(N), into two parts, M (N) and M-(N) . The matrix element
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+ (N)M ( , which contains only the outgoing part of the final wave-

function, can be easily handled by rotating the integration contour

into the upper right quadrant of the complex plane. This rotation

transforms the outgoing part of the final wavefunction into a normal-

izable function, and the evaluation of M+(N) becomes equivalent to

the evaluation of a bound-bound matrix element. A similar trick -

rotating the integration contour into the lower right quadrant - is

not helpful in evaluating MN since its integrand contains out-

going Green's functions which, under this transformation, increase

exponentially at large distances. However, within perturbation
theory a simple recurrence relation2 connects M(N) to M+(N), so that

it is unnecessary to calculate M-(N) directly. We have used this

technique3 to calculate cross sections and angular distributions,

within perturbation theory, for 3- and 4-photon ionization of Rb and

Cs at wavelengths where two photons are sufficient to ionize. We
4

will present comparison with experimental data

Beyond perturbation theory the neglect of wavepacket spreading

gives rise to a negative imaginary part, -r/2, in the energy of the

electron. This imaginary part must be neglected in the ionization

matrix element, for otherwise this matrix element would be infinite.

This results in a violation of gauge invariance In fact, the

matrix element for ionization to a specific channel is infinite in

the length gauge. In the velocity gauge, diagrams of higher order

than lowest (nonvanishing) order are infinite, but the divergences

cancel. We have performed nonperturbative calculations of ionization

rates to specific channels for the hydrogen atom. Results will be

presented. We have also performed calculations of widths and shifts

in the ground-state energy of hydrogen using an integral equation
5 6approach , and we obtain good agreement with Chu and Cooper
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Classical Time-Dependent Self-Consistent Field Approach

to Intense Field Nultiphoton Ionization and Dissociation

of Atoms and Molecules*

J. Needels, R.Y. Yin, and Shih-I Chu

Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66045

A c.A A&IM version of the time-dependent self-consistent field

(TDSCF) method is presented for general nonperturbative treatment of

multiphoton excitation (WPE), ionization (NPI), and dissociation (MPD).

A bundle of trajectories for each mode (particle) is integrated along a

time-dependent single-mode (or single particle) potential function

which contains an averaged interaction with the other modes

(particles). The method has been applied successfully to MPE/MPD of

S02 molecule
1 It is found that the (computationally much more

efficient) TDSCF calculations are capable of reproducing quantitatively

the essential dynamics obtained from the fully classical trajectory

results (Fig. 1). In addition to providing detailed MPE dynamics (Fig.

2), the TDSCF averaged quantities (such as the intensity-dependent

average number of photons absorbed per molecule F) are in good

agreement with the experimental data of Simpson and Bloembergen2 (Fig.

3). This establishes the usefulness of the classical TDSCF method as a

potential practical technique for exploring detailed mechanisms in

multiphoton dynamics. We are currently extending the method to the

study of detailed mechanisms in multiphoton and above-threshold

ionization of complex atoms3 in the presence of ultraintense laser

fields (r - 1018 - 1018 W/cm2 ). The results will be presented at the

conference.

Supported by ACS-PRF and DOE.

1. J. Needels and S.I. Chu, Chem. Phys. Lett. (in press).

2. T.B. Simpson and N. Bloembergen, Chem. Phys. Lett. =00, 325 (1983).

3. R.Y. Yin and 5.1. Chu, (to be published).
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Time (a.u.)
Fig.1 Comparison of the classical TDSCF and fully classical (FC)

trajectory calculations for the average energy of S02 subjected
to a laser frequency of 1150 cm-I1 and laser intensity of 1 TW/cm 2 .
Curve a: total energy of S02, curve b: mode I (sym. stretch vib.)
energy, curve c: mode 3 (anti-sym. stretch vib.) energy, and
curve d: mode 2 (bending vib.) energy. Note the mode selective
excitation of mode 1 at this frequency.

I FRACT ION

1.00.
0.75.

0.25 1

0.004

TlI

~~PHOTON:

Fig.2. Time-dependent multiphoton excitation dynamics of S02 driven
by a laser field with frequency at 1140 cm-1 and intensity at
1 ni/cm2. ( Time values are given In atomic units multiplied
by 10-4). The excitation is measured by the fraction of

classical trajectories in the pump mode (mode 1) categorized
by the number of photons absorbed.I

I
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101

100'..H

10o  
1II

0-4

versus laser intensity. TDSCF results: solid line
vith circles for laser frequency at 1140 cm-1

* * * line for frequency at 1080 cm-1. The 1080 cm-1

results show a linear rising with intensity (the
Sline is a linear least square fitting) whereas
the 1140 cm1 (close to sym. stretch mode frequency)
results show a saturation of mu tiphoton absorption
at high intensity. The 1080 cm TSCF data agree
well with the experimental results shown as dots in
the figure.
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ANY-ELECTRON, COMPL X EIGENVALUE SCHRODINGER THEORY FOR

THE TREATMENT OF THE AC STARK IONIZATION.I: NEGATIVE IONS

Theodoros Hercouris and Cleanthes A. Nicolaides

JTheoretical and Physical Chemistry Institute
National Hellenic Research Foundation

j48, Vas. Constantinou Ave., 116/35, Athens

Greece

I[ We present a many-electron theory which aims at the quantitative

understanding of Rolvelectronic atoms or molecules in ac Stark fields

j(V-Fzcoswt). It is based on the theory and concepts related to the
calculation of resonances from the complex eigenvalue Schrodinger

f equation.3 "5 The complex eigenvalues in the present problem are

related to the time evolution of the system and are obtained by an

iterative technique which optimizes the square integrable functions

(and their mixing coefficients) representing the continuous spectrum by

looking for the stability of the complex eigenvalues for each frequency

w and strength F of the external field. Our first application involves

the Li negative ion, which has three bound states.
6
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MULTIPHOTON - ELECTRON INTERACTION PROCESSES IN THE CONTINUUM

F. F. Kgrmendi

Institute HTH

Belgrade, Yugoslavia

A theoretical analysis is given of the multiphoton-free electron

interaction processes at ultrapowerful laser intensities on the basis

of previously obtained results in Ref. 1, 2 and 3. It is shown that

the photon ensemble, interacting with electrons, behaves as a photon

gas undergoing "phase transitions" at different beam intensities, where

the photon density plays an analogous role to the role of temperature

in statistical physics, manifesting itself in self-paralleling, in the

appearance of solitons etc. The critical beam intensities are

evaluated above which the various phenomena become possible.

The obtained results are applied to cosmophysics, particle acceleration

and to the generation of short wavelength radiation.
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I MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF A MODEL ATOM

B. Chen*, F. H. M. Faisal, S. Jetzke, H. 0. Lutz, and P. Scanzano

Fakultit far Physik, Universitat Bielefeld

Postfach 8640, D-4800 Bielefeld, Federal Republic of Germany

*Low Energy Nuclear Physics Institute, Beijing Normal University

I Beijing, China

Recent experiments in multiphoton ionization of noble gas atoms in

intense laser fields show photoelectron spectra, in which the peaks are

spaced by the photon energy hw. These peaks are due to the absorption1of more than the minimum number of photons required to ionize the atom.
The experimental data reveal new aspects which cannot be well

understood in terms of the usual picture involving the lowest non-

vanishing order perturbation theory. Many experimental factors, e.g.,

the often poorly controlled space and time structure of the laser pulse

make quantitative comparison between theory and experiment extremely

difficult. In this paper we investigate within a solvable model the

influence of the angular momentum of the initial state, small changes

of the laser intensity as well as the type of polarization on the angle

I integrated electron ejection rates. The T-matrix in this model1 ,2 for

electron ejection by net absorption of N photons is simply given by

N) (EiEf 2wqn - JN+2n(kN 0

I 
(linear polarization)

(N) KN
Tj T )(E Ei-E f) 01(k N J N(k N *0 sin 0~ N e (2)

(circular polarization)

#i(kN) is the Fourier transform of the initial state wave function.
2

6C - E0/2 with the maximum field strength E0 and the photon energy hw.JEi and Ef are the initial and final energies of the electron. The

calculation of the rates is straight forward and will be presented.

1
I
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Figure 1. Electron ejection spectra obtained with circularly

polarized light with hw-1.17 eV and a laser intensity of 4 x 1012

W/cm 2 for li-O (a) and li-i (b).

Figure 1 shows the energy spectra of ejected electrons at a fixed

intensity of the incident laser for two different angular momenta li of

the initial state. The significant influence of the angular momentum

on the ejection rates can be easily seen. The second figure shows two

spectra at a fixed intensity, for li-i and hw-1.17 eV calculated for

linearly and circularly polarized light. This example demonstrates

dramatically how much the data alter if the type of polarization is

changed. Studying a whole class of examples besides those shown here,

we come to the conclusion that great care should be taken in drawing

firm conclusions from comparison of currently available experimental

data and theoretical calculations.
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Figure 2. Comparison of electron spectra for (a) linearly and (b)

circularly polarized light. The laser intensity is 1.9 x 1012

W/cm2 , hw-1.17 eV and li-i.
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I
Besides these model calculations we also plan to present first results

for the multiphoton ionization of atomic hydrogen by a Nd-YAG laser and

compare them with recently obtained experimental data. 3.
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A SIMPLE MODEL FOR STRONG LASER FIELD IONIZATION

Jakub Zakrzewski*

Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California

Los Angeles, Ca 90089-0482

Karol Zyczkowski

Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University

ul. Reymonta 4, 30-059 Krakow, Poland

We discuss the ionization of a rodel one-dimensional atom. Our 'atom' is

described by a finite rectangular potential well of width A and depth V0 , The

sinusoidal perturbation (laser field) is approximated by a train of 6-kicks that are

alternating in sign. The one dimensional models of ionisation have been studied

before with both sinusoidal1 2 and 6-perturbations 3; they concentrated, however,

on the ionization rate only. We study both the ionization rate and the

photoelectron spectra trying to get some insight into the different mechanisms

which affect the 'Above Threshold Ionization' electron spectra4 in strong laser

fields. We ignore the influence of the ponderomotive forces restricting ourselves

to investigations of the role played by continuum - continuum (c-c) transitions.

Although the potential discussed Is short ranged, by changing the width of the

well A we are able to see the influence of the potential range on the ionization

(which was not possible beforel,).

The one-dimensional model discussed Is defined by the Hamiltonian:

H-p 2 /2m+V(x)-eEx (-1)k 6(t-kT/2) (1)
k

where E is the amplitude of the field. The hamiltonian (1) is Deriodic with period T,

however, as
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I
(tkT/2)I.+=I exp[2vi(2n+1)tlT] (2)

k Tn-00

the perturbation contains all odd harmonics of the basic frequency WL. We

I construct a quantum map which gives the wave function after the n+1 pair of

kicks in terms of the wave function after the n-th pair:

iT iT
*n+laexp(-igx)exp(--H 0 )exp(igx)exp(-H 0 )*n (3)

where g-eET/2h and *0 corresponds to the initial atomic state at t-0 which we

choose to be the ground state.

We evaluate the map (3) within the basis of field free hamiltonian

eigenfunctions. To follow the evolution of the system on computer we discretize

the continuum (putting the system in a large box of size L) and introduce carefully

chosen high energy 'cut-off.

Our findings may be summarized as follows:
I

The continuum-continuum Interaction may be safely ignored as far as
the ionization rate is concerned. Thus we confirm the results of Ref.3
(obtained for an extremely short ranged 6-potential).

The behaviour of the ionization rate as a function of the Intensity Is
well described by the perturbative theory power law even for very
strong laser field - in contadiction to Keldysh6 -Iike analysis.

* The photoelectron spectra are strongly influenced by c-c transitions.

* Both the singular (sometimes called diagonal4 ) part and the regular
part of the c-c matrix elements play very Important role In the
spectral shape obtained. We have tried to separate the effect of say
the singular part by neglecting the regular part of the c-c matrix
elements and vice versa. However, in such cases the normalization of
the wave vector was not preserved as soon as the field was intense
enough to Induce significant Ionization. This implies tnat both parts
strongly Interfere with each other and should be both taken into
account simultaneously in any more realistic treatment of strong field
ionization. To our surprize neglecting c-c transitions altogether was
less "devastating* to the norm of the wave vector than any

separation' attempt.
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We were not able to observe 'peak switching' in the photoelectron
spectra. That may be due to the persisting short ranged character of
the potential studied as well as to the fact that the form of our
perturbation Implied one - photon Ionization processes to be dominant
no matter what was the value of the basic perturbation frequency WL
(note the presence of higher harmonics in (2)). This limitation of the
model seems to be Its main drawback.

We acknowledge illuminating discussions with K.Rzazewski, J.Mostowski,

M.Lewenstein and H.S. Taylor. This work was supported in part by Polish

Goverment grant CPBPO107. JZ. acknowledges support from NSF grant

CHE-8511496,
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I
PONDEROMOTIVE EFFECTS IN PULSED LASER FIELDS

Maciej Lewenstein*

Lyman Laboratory, Harvard University, 02138 Mass.

One of the most intriguing phenomena observed in the above thresh-

old ionization (ATI) is the vanishing of low energy peaks in the photo-

electron spectrum [1,2]. Explanations of the apparent threshold shift

based on the concept of ponderomotive force do not seem to fit to all

j the experimental data [3]. This criticism may be summarized as follows:

i) there are data which show disappearance of slow electrons in the

spectrum over much greater energy range than predicted by pondero-

motive potential theory (PPT);

ii) there are data which do not show disappearance of slow electrons

as predicted by PPT.

Lambropoulos pointed out that in fact ionization may take place during

the rising time of the laser pulse [4]. This explains the statement ii),

since the electrons "feel" weaker ponderomotive effect at the time when

they are born. It is a purpose of this note to show how these ideas

can be described quantitatively in the framework of essential states

approach [5]. It is obvious that temporal pulse shape effects may be

described in such a framework by including time dependent coupling,

proportional to the slowly varying pulse shape function f(t). Sim-

plified (but reasonable) description of ponderomotive effect can be for-

mulated using appropriate form of bound-free and free-free matrix el-

ements. For example a bound-free matrix element should be

D (w,t) ' d (w- a2f0(t) )6(w-a2 f2 (t)) (1)

where e is a step function, a2-measures the intensity of the laser field
in appropriate units. The form D(w,t) assures that a bound state

couples only to the accessible states in the continuum (i.e. the ones

having energy larger than ponderomotive barrier). For the simplest

version of essential states model [4] one obtains Schroedinger equa-

tions:

*on leave from Institute for Theoretical Physics, PAS, 02668 Warsaw,
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= -icaNfN(t)fd(w-a 2f2(t))e (w-a2f2(t))8i (w,t), (2a)

0

An(w, t)= -i(W-An)On(w, t) -icaNfN(t)d (W-a~f 2 (t))6(wC-a2 f 2 (t) (t)6ni

_igaf (t)d(Wa 2f2 (t) )O(wa 2f2 (t)rD (W't) (Bn+ l (w't)+B8n_ 1 (wt))dw'

-0

(2b)

where c-measures the effective N-photon transition element, g-measures

a relative strength of free-free transitions and &n-w0- (N+n-l)L deter-

mines the position of the peak in the photoelectron spectrum. a is a

bound state amplitude, while On describe the amplitudes of the succes-

sive continua. By direct inspection (for particular pulse shapes such

as exp(yt), l/cosh(yt)) one can shown that in fact generalized Wigner-

Weisskopf approximation holds for the system of eqs. (2). This can be

expressed as the Markov property of the continuum response functions:
fOd (-I (t)) d (-I (t)) e-i(W-A) (tte @(W-I (t)) 8(W-I (t '))

- S(A',t)06+(t-t') + S*(At)-(t-t') (3)

where
SAt) - l I(t))I28(WI(t))

,, d +i(W-A) (4)

while 6±(t-t')= ±6(t-t'+e). Note that S(A,t) includes both Stark

shift and decay rate. The decay is connected to the real part of

S(A,t) and is switched off for A < a2f2(t). Such generalized W-W

approximation (3) reduces the solution of the eqs. (2) to matrix inver-

sion and solution of the first order linear differential equation for

a(t). It leads to time dependent saturation of free-free transitions.

The following coiments should be made, concerning the results obtained

from (2):

i) the results fit well and explain some of the experimental data

(i.e. ionization of Ne and He for a-lO64 nm, see Lompre et al.);

ii) the Stark shift effects (usually neglected) play essential role.

For example they enable for the transitions to the second peak,

after the decay rate to the first one has been switched off;
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I

I iii) the W-W approximation brakes down, when the effective bound-

free ionization rate (E2a2N) becomes comparable to the laser

frequency. Unfortunately this condition may hold in fact in

experiments with NdYag lasers in the range of intensities
l1014_1O11 W/CM2 ,

This work has been supported by U.S. Office of Naval Research

(NO0014-850-K-0724).
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A COMMENT ON THE EMISSION OF RADIATION DURING MULTIPHOTON

IONIZATION WITH ULTRA-INTENSE LASER PULSES

S. L. Chin

Laboratoire de Recherches en Optique et Laser (LROL)
D6partment de Physique

Universit6 Laval, Ste-Foy (Quebec) GiK 7P4
Canada

It is pointed out that broadband radiation will be emitted during

a multiphoton ionization experiment using an ultra-intense laser pulse.

This would be due to the collapse of the excited electron in the con-

tinuum lower than the ponderomotive potential back into the atom. A

recent experimental observation of supercontinuum generation in gases

by Corkum et al. seems to confirm this.

Introduction: In recent years, experimentalists have measured exten-

sively electron spectra in studying very intense laser interaction with

atoms (Agostiniti et al., 1 Kruit et al., 2 Lompr6 et al., 3 Bucksbaum

et al.4). It is recently observed that the ponderomotive potential

played a significant role in modifying the electron spectra during

above threshold ionization (ATI) of atoms (Freeman et al., 5 Bucksbaum

et al.6 ). A consensus among active researchers in this field is that

further understanding of the interaction process might require the

measurement of electromagnetic radiation emitted during the ionization

process. The purpose of this paper is to point out that the

ponderomotive potential might still play a role in influencing the

measurement of electromagnetic radiation when a very intense laser

pulse interacts with atoms.

Model: Figure 1 shows a schematic energy diagram of an atom in an

intense laser field. Level 1 is the ground state. Level 2 is the

unperturbed ionization limit. In the laser field, it is raised to

Level 3 by an amount of e2E2/4mw2 , the ponderomotive potential. Dis-

crete levels of the atom are not shown. Through multiphoton absorp-

tion, an electron can be excited into the continuum above "Level 2".

However, only those electrons whose energy can overcome the

ponderomotive potential
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will be able to leave the atom.5 ,6 ,7 Here, E is the laser electric

field, w is the laser frequency and e and m are the charge and mass of

an electron. Electrons excited into the continuum between limits 2 and

3 will be "trapped" momentarily and collapse (or be scattered) back

into the atom. These "trapped" electrons would first collapse through

the continuum below "3" onto a discrete level of the atom which has a

finite lifetime. From here, it would make its quantum jumps through

the intermediate discrete levels back to the ground state.

Now the collapse of an electron through the continuum below "3"

onto a discrete level is similar to the capture of an orbital electron

by a nucleus of charge Ze (see Ref. 8). In the latter case, radiation

is emitted whose distribution F(M) is of the form

F(w) a 2 1 2 +w2)

jwhere wo is the orbital frequency or the transitional dipole frequency
of the electron around the nuclear charge Ze. Figure 2 shows a sketch

of such a distribution. In the present case, the nucleus is replaced

by the singly charged parent ion (of charge +e; hence, Z-1). The

"orbital" frequency of the electron can be considered as the oscillat-

ing frequency of the quasi-free (hence quasi-classical) electron in the

laser field (in the continuum below the limit 3) which is the laser

frequency. Hence, during the interaction of an intense laser field

with atoms, one should expect to observe electromagnetic radiation

whose distribution is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2, with wo iden-

tical to the laser frequency. Also, since this broadband radiation isfemitted by the quasi-free electron through the region bounded by the
ponderomotive potential, it is expected that the frequency distribution

of the radiation emitted by the collapse of electrons into different

singly charged atomic or molecular ionic species would be almost iden-

tical so long as a comparable number of quasi-free electrons had been

excited into the continuum between "3" and "2" (Fig. 1) and the

ponderowotive potentlial.s were the same (i.e. under the same laser

intensity). A recent experimental observation by Corkum, Rolland and
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Srinivasan-Rao,9 .(here referred to as CRS) seemed to have provided

evidence to the above prediction.

Indeed, they have observed almost identical broadband emissions

from different gases using ps and fs pulses. The spectral shape of

these emissions is similar to that of Fig. 2. More detail comparison

with the experiment will be discussed at the meeting.
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Investigations of Above Threshold Ionization with

Sub-Picosecond Pulse Lengths

i R.R. Freeman, M. Geusic, S. Darack, and H. M1lchberg

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray HIll, NJ, 07974

I We have investigated Above Threshold Ionization in Xenon using high intensity

pulses of light at 616nm with pulse widths ranging from approximately 13 psec

down to shorter than 500 fsec. This is by far the shortest pulse lengths ever

i used to investigate ATI, and this range is sufficiently short that dramatic

changes in the shape and position of the low energy ATI peaks are readily

observed. Further, a wholly new phenomena occurs for the shortest pulse

1widths and the lowest energy electron peak: the peak is observed to break up

I into an apparently random series of extremely narrow (instrument-resolution

limited) peaks.

- The apparatus consists of an oscillator sync-pumped by a cw-mode-locked YAG

I laser. The output pulse width of this oscillator is adjusted from 5 to 13 psec by

detuning the cavity length. Short pulses down to less than 500 fsec are obtained

by standard grating compression techniques. The output from the oscillator is

amplified in a 4 stage linear amplifier that preserves the pulse width while

achieving gains of nearly 106. The laser s directed into a vacuum vessel with

base pressure of less than 10- 7 Torr. The xenon is introduced by means of a leak

valve, and the ionized electrons are recored by a time of flight instrument with

a measured resolution of better than 100 mV at 5 Volts. Extreme care was taken
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to operate the experiment so that space-charge effects remained negligible.

The behavior of the electron spectrometer was first checked using 2ns, 532nm

light. Under these conditions the instrument was found to record ATI peaks at

the expected energy, with the expected resolution. The attached figure shows

the results of using the short pulse 616nm light. This preliminary data clearly

shows some remarkable phenomenolgy: 1) Even at 13 psec, where the

approximate intensity is 10 13Wcm- 2 , the lowest energy peaks show largely

"red-wing" broadening, while the higher peaks are not shifted or broadened; 2)

As the pulse width shortens, the low energy peaks actually begin to shift, and

the higher energy peaks show signs of broadening; 3) At the shortest pulse

length there is very significant shifting, and the lowest energy peak breaks up

into apparently random, extremely narrow peaks. Although the data shown on

the figure is preliminary, with the peak intensity of the pulses increasing

approximately a factor of 4 from the top trace to the bottom, the major trends,

including the break-up of the lowest energy electron peak, are found to

reproduce reliably.

The energy broadening and shifting recorded here is in approximate agreement

with time dependent ponderomotive potential trajectory simulations we have

developed previously, yet these results will play a very significant role in

determining the nature of the ATI process itself. This is because all models of

the role of the ponderomotive potential ultimately require detailed knowledge of

the mechanics of the ionization process itself, e.g.,just where in the pulse does

ionization take place.
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I Dependence of ATI at 616nm on

Pulse Length

1 13 psec

1 7.5 psec

5 psec

800 fsec

1.00 fsec
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DIRECT EVIDENCE OF PONDEROMOTIVE EFFECTS VIA PULSE

DURATION IN ABOVE-THRESHOLD IONIZATION

P. Agostini, L. A. Lompre, J. Kupersztych, G. Petite and F. Yergeau

Service de Physique des Atomes et des Surfaces

CEN/SACLAY

91191 Gif-Sur-Yvette Cedex

France

The energy spectra of electrons produced in strong field above-

threshold ionization of Xenon by a YAG laser are shown to be shifted

and broadened when pulse shorter than 50 ps are used. The shifts

crucially depend on the ratio of the pulse duration to the lapse of

time taken by the electron to escape from the focal spot. Red shifts

up to 0.9 eV with 30 ps pulse were measured and found to very linearly

with the light intensity. A theoretical model, based on a classical

description of the electron behavior in strong fields accounts for most

of the experimental data.
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I NULTIPHOTON TRANSITIONS TO FINAL EXCITED ION STATES

IN STRONTIUM: SPECTROSCOPY OF AUTOIONIZING STATESI
P. Agostini, A. L'Huillier, G. Petite

Service de Physique des Atomes et des Surfaces

CEN/SACLAY - 91191 Gif-Sur-Yvette Cedex, France

I X. Tang, P. Lambropoulos

University of Southern California, Los Angeles CA 90089-0484

and Research Center of Crete, Iraklion, Crete 71110, Creece

We report experimental and theoretical investigations of

multiphoton ionization of Strontium atoms to final ion states 5s S1/2,

4d D3/2 ,5/2, 5PI/ 2 ,3/2.

Experimentally, a strontium atomic beam is ionized by absorption

of 3 or 4 photons from a picosecond dye laser pumped by the second

harmonic of a Nd-YAG mode locked laser. The ion signal or the energy-

resolved electron signals are recorded as a function of the laser

wavelength and intensity. The various ionization channels are

identified, according to the photo-electron energies as

5s2 1S0 + 3 h -* 5s S1/2 + e' (1)

5s2 1S0 + 4 h - 5s S1 /2 + e" (2)

5s 2 IS0 + 4 hu - 4d D3/2,5/2 + e" (3)

5s 2 1 S0 + 4 hm - 5p F1 /2,3/2 + e" (4)

In the range of Rhodamine 6C (560-580 rum) several two and three-

photon resonances are met.
3

Theoretically, we have used a combination of Multiconfiguration

Hartree-Fock (MCHF) with strong field techniques which allow the

inclusion of the effect of the field on the atomic structure. The

formalism is also extended to include intercombination transitions

(singlet-triplet mixing) which are quite strong in Strontium.
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We first analyze the two-photon resonances on states 5p2 3 P0 and

5s 5d 3D2 and their AC-Stark shifts. The coefficients of configuration

mixing are tested by comparing the theoretically predicted shifts to

the observed values. The singlet-triplet mixing coefficients are

obtained from angular distribution experimental data. 2 The good

agreement between theory and experiments gives confidence in the

results of the HCHF calculations. 3 We then calculate the various line

shapes corresponding to transitions (1) to (4) with no other

experimental input than the laser intensity. The result compares

reasonably well with the experimental lineshapes.

Spectroscopic information about autoionizing states like

5p 6s 3PI, 5p 6s 1P1 , 5p 5d 
3D, 5p 5d 1D, 4d 4f 3D, 4d 4f 1D is

obtained either directly from three-photon resonances or indirectly

through the influence of these states on the two-photon resonances AC-

Stark shifts.
4
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A NEW TECHNIQUE TO STUDY THE RYDBERG STATES

BY PI SPECTROSCOPY

R. D. Verma and Alak Chanda

Department of Physics, University of New Brunswick

Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

A new technique to study the Rydberg state of Ba-atom has been

developed. In this technique Multiphoton Ionization signal is detected

by selectively exciting the ground state ion (6s) to an excited state

(6p) which results in a collimated ASE signal at 6p-5d transition of

Ba+. Discrete Rydberg states, 6snl (1-0,2). as well as autoionizing

Rydberg states, 5dnl (1-0,2) and 6pnl (1-0,2), are observed by this

novel but very simple method.
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THREE PHOTON EXCITATION OF AUTOIONIZING STATES

OF ATOMIC KRYPTON AND XENON*

S. T. Pratt, J. L. Dehmer, and P. M. Dehmer

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Recently, Gangopahyay et al.1 reported calculations of the three

photon ionization spectra of Xe in the energy region between the Xe+

3/2 and 2P /2 fine-structure thresholds. These calculations show

distinct resonant structures corresponding to J - I and J = 3 autoioniz-

Ing Rydberg series of xenon converging to the Xe
+ 2P*/2 threshold. For

this reason, we have recorded the experimental three photon ionization

spectrum of Xe in the same spectral region. Using linearly polarized

light, four different Rydberg series are allowed by the selection rules

for three photon transitions, and all four of these series are observ-

ed. These correspond to the ns'[1/2]T, nd'[3/2]!, nd'[5/2]*, and

ng'[7/2]5 Rydberg series. All four series have Xe+ /2 ion cores, and

the notation nt'[Kj* corresponds to Jcl coupling, in which the angular

momentum of the ion core, Jc, is coupled to the orbital angular momentum

of the Rydberg electron, 1, to give K, which is then coupled to the

Rydberg electron's spin to give J.

Figure 1 shows the three photon ionization spectrum of Xe obtained

using linearly polarized light between 2791.00 A and 2800.75 A. Two

members of three different Rydberg series are clearly discernible; these

correspond to the sharp ns'[1/2]1 and nd'[5/2] series, and the broad

nd'[3/2] series. In this spectral range, the intense ns'[I1/2]I peaks

obscure the members of the ng'[7/2J3 series. At lower n, these two

series are resolved, as is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows that

with circularly polarized light the J - I series becomes forbidden, and

$ only the J - 3 series are observed. In this manner, the higher ng'[7/2]*

series members are also observed.

The three photon ionization spectrum of atomic Kr has also been

recorded in the region just above the Kr+ 2P5/ 2 threshold, and it

displays structure analogous to that observed in Xe. However, the low
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lying members of only three series are present in Che spectrum, and the

members of the nd'[5/215 series are not observed.

Photoelectron spectra and photoelectron angular distributions have

been determined for a number of resonances in the xenon and krypton

+20 0h

>_0: ng[E7/213

-Z 13 12
13 _________ ~2 -nd'[/2101

La r _____ - nd'[3/2 I

Z

0 1~
2790 2795 2800I LASER WAVELENGTH (4)

Fi. . Tre three photon Ionization spectrum of atomic le between
2107 n 71ooAotie sn circularly polarized light.

spectra. The photoelectron spectra all show a single peak corresponding
to the production of Xe+ or Kr+ 2p3/2 - No evidence for above-threshold

ionization is observed in any of these spectra. The photoelectron

angular distributions will be compared with the theoretical results.1
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I TWO-COLOR LASER EXCITATION AND IONIZATION OF DENSE SODIUM VAPOR

I Dino Zei

Department of Physics, Ripon College

I Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

R. N. Compton* and J. A. D. Stockdale

Oak Ridge National Laboratory,**

I P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6125

M. S. Pindzola

I Department of Physics, Auburn University

Auburn, Alabama 36830I
P. Lambropoulost and Bonian Dai

Department of Physics, University of Southern California

Los Angeles, California 90089-1341

ITwo independently tunable, linearly polarized dye laser beams have
been counterpropagated through a heat pipe containing sodium vapor at

Idensities from 0.1 to 10 Torr. The frequency of the first laser wl is

incremented through both 3p2Pl/2,3/2 fine structure levels while the

second laser w2 is tuned to reach the ns2Sl/2 and nd2D3/2 ,5/2 levels

(n-5 to 35). When w1 is off-resonance, strong ionization signals are

observed corresponding to two-photon excitation of ns and nd states.

These signals are shown as peaks C and F in Fig. 1. Note that the

maxima in these peaks change position as the wavelength of each laser

is varied in accordance with Awl + Aw2 - E(ns2S) or E(nd2D). An

interference effect has been discovered in the polarization propertiesJ of two-photon excitation of the ns2Sl/2 states. The polarization

[defined as the intensity measured when the two plaaes of polarization

of the laser beams are parallel minus the intensity when perpendicular

divided by the sum of the intensities, i.e., P - (III-I±)/(i+I±)] goes

from +1 to -1 as wj is tuned between the 3p2P1/2,3/2 fine structure

levels (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Two-color ionization signal observed when tuning the

probe laser and incrementing the pump laser near the 3p2P3/2,1/2

states. See text for assignments.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of theory and experiment for the polarization

properties of two-color laser excitation of 7s and 13s excited

states when tuning near the 3p fine structure levels.
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IA much weaker (less than 10%) change is observed for the unresolved

nd2D5/2,3/2 fine structure levels. The fact that the J-levels are

I unresolved washes out the polarization dependence. The polarization

effect shown in Fig. 2 is due to an interference between the two

I pathways to the ns2Sl/2 level. A straightforward theoretical

calculation accurately accounts for the data (solid line in Fig. 2)

except for the case when the first laser is in resonance with the

3p2P3/2 or 3p2P1/2 state. This has a trivial explanation due to

another process to be discussed next.

When wl is either on- or off-resonance strong ionization signals

are observed corresponding to transitions between 3p2P3/2 or 3p2P1/2

Istates and higher ns2Sl/2 and 3p-nd2D3/2,1/2 states (peaks ABD and E
in Fig. 1). Both experiment and theory show that these signals are due

to dissociation of quasi-molecules followed by resonant 3p-ns and nd

transitions. Such spectral features have been termed "hybrid

resonances" in earlier one-color studies. The use of two colors allows

us to study "hybrid resonances" in greater detail.

In the particular cases where wi is on-resonance with the 3p

Istates, very strong dipole forbidden 3p - np transitions are seen for

high values of n. Theoretical analysis shows these features to be due

to 1-mixing collisions in the laser field. This phenomenon was seen

much more weakly in the earlier beam experiments of Burkhardt etal.1

The dual dye lasers were pumped by a 1 MW nitrogen laser (see Ref.

2 for details). The heat pipe has also been described earlier.3 In

all cases ionization signals are due to collisions.
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LASER-INDUCED IONIZATION AND STIMULATED ELECTRONIC RAMAN SCATTERING

IN CESIUM VAPOR NEAR THE np2P3/2 ,1/2 (n-6.7,8,9) STATES

J. A. D. Stockdale, R. N. Compton,* and Adila Dodhy**

Oak Ridge National Laboratory,*** P.O. Box X,

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6125

W. Christian

Physics Department, Davidson College

Davidson, North Carolina 28036

P. Lambropoulost and T. Olsent

Physics Department, The University of Southern California

Los Angeles, California 90089-1341 and University of Crete, Greece

A tunable ND:YAG pulsed dye laser has been used to study

simultaneous ionizatioxi and stimulated electronic Raman scattering

(SERS) in cesium vapor from room temperature (=10 -6 Torr) up to -500°K

(p=10 Torr) for cases in which the laser frequency is tuned at or near

the np2P3/2 ,1/2 (n-6,7,8,9) levels. At low atom number densities

ionization occurs as a result of resonantly-enhanced multiphoton

ionization (MPI). When the laser is tuned in resonance with the

6p2P3/2, 1/2 states, the second photon is in accidental near resonance

with both of the 6d2D5/2,3/2 states which enhances the three-photon

ionization rate. The measured ratio of the ionization signal for the

two fine-structure levels is a strong function of the laser power as

predicted earlier.1 At high cesium densities (-1-10 Torr), ionization

is dominated by chemi-ionizing collisions between two fast, excited

6p2P3/2,1/2 atoms. At cesium atom number densities and laser powers

where strong SERS emission is observed2 originating from near the 7p2p

and 8p2p levels, ionization occurs over a broad range of laser

wavelengths (10-20 A) and follows the SERS signal including a

pronounced "dip" at the line center. A major contribution to the "dip"

corresponding to the position of the 7Pl/ 2 ,3/2 levels is due to an

interference between the one-photon pathway and a three-photon coherent

process which is doubly near resonance. The cancellation of a one-
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photon resonance would then be analogous to (but more complicated than)

the interference between three-photon excitation and third-harmonic

generation discussed earlier.3 ,4 Figure 1 shows the ionization signal

in the vicinity of the 7p2P 3/2 level at high and low pressures.

2

I /

I
4 3 To, ,

IZ

4 5 5 

4 5

WAVELENGTH (nn,)

Fig. 1. Ionization spectra in the vicinity of the one-photon

allowed 7p2P3/2 state of cesium at high (top) and low (bottom)

cesium atom number densities.

At these densities and laser powers (_106 W/cm2), we attribute

most of the ionization signal to photoionization of real (n-1)p2P atoms

produced by sequential SERS and stimulated ns2S _ (n-l)p2P emission.

For the case of initial one-photon excitation to the vicinity of the

7p2P3/2,1/2 states we have detected this emission in both forward and

backward directions. Figure 2 illustrates the ionization pathway. In

a separate high atom number density beam experiment (_1013 atoms/cm 3)

employing electrostatic energy analysis of the ionization products we

detect intense signals of low-energy electrons in addition to the

normal two-photon ionization signal. We believe this low energy
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electron signal to be due to photoionization of real 6P excited atoms

produced when the laser is tuned near to the 7P excited levels. We

take this as further evidence for an important relationship between

SERS and MPI at high densities.
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Fig. 2. SERS dominated ionization pathway for one-photon

excitation of cesium in the vicinity of the 7p2P3/2,1/2 levels.
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,ffects of Third-Narmonic Generation on

the NultIphoton Ionization Spectra of Noble Gases

C. Fotakis, M.J. Proctor+ and J.A.D. Stockdale+ +

Research Center of Crete

Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser

P.O. Box 1527, Iraklion, Crete, Greece

There is a renewed theoretical and experimental

interest on multiphoton ionization (MPI) studies of noble

gases in spectral regions near 3-photon resonances, which

may give rise to third-harmonic generation (THG) [11. In

this work we report simultaneous measurements of THG and MPI

in Kr over the ultraviolet region between the 3-photon

5s'(J1l) resonance and the 4-photon ionization regime. The

principle MPI features observed include the p' and f'

autoionizing Rydberg series leading to the 2P ionization

threshold (2]. With increasing pressure, the f' spectral

lines exhibit a profound line narrowing, increase in

intensity and lineshape assymetry reversal, as shown in

Figure 1. These findings are compatible with the presence

of the third-harmonic field, whose inzensity and spectral

+ Current address : AERE, Harwell, Oxon, U.K.

++ Permanent address : Oak Ridge National Lab., Chemical

Physics Section, Tennessee, U.S.A.
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profile are stronly pressure dependent. As the Kr pressure

increases, the THG intensity increases leading to a

2-colour, 2-photon ionization mechanism (involving 1-THG and

1-UV photon), vhich dominates the direct 4-photon excitation

process. This conclusion is strengthened further by the

results of recent theoretical work (3].
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MECHANISMS FOR SUPPRESSION OP TWO-PROTON EXCITATION OF
Na 3d 2D3/2,5/2 IN DENSE VAPOR*

W. R. Garrett, Mary Ann Moore**, J. P. Judish,
M. G. Payne, and R. K. Wunderlich***

Chemical Physics Section, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, 37821-6125

In two recent experiments Malcuit, Gauthier, and BoydI  and

Krasnikov, Pshenichnikov, and Solomatin 2 investigated the suppression of

a two-photon excitation process in Na vapor when two simultaneous

excitation pathways were provided within phase-matching constraints

originally predicted by Manykin and Afanas'ev.3 In the first instance,

the behavior of ASE from Na 3d states populated by two-photon laser

excitation was monitored in the presence of parametric four-wave mixing

from the same state. 1  In the other experiment reduced resonant two-

photon absorption involving Na 3S - 4S was observed in the presence of

FWM driven by a third laser beam2 , as originally analyzed in Ref. 3.

In a separate study of parametric processes associated with

excitation of Na 4d we have observed strong suppression of the two-

photon Rabi frequency connecting the 3S and 4d states of Na, leading to

decreases in resonantly enhanced degenerate four-wave mixing and

resonance ionization associated with pumping of this state.4 ,5 We found

that all the results could be explained by the strong broadening and

a.c. Stark splitting of the 4d state produced by ASE and stimulated

hyper-Raman-parametric four wave mixing from this level. The broadening

and splitting of the level resulted in strong suppression of the two-

photon pumping rate (and of ionization out of the state) except for the

*Research sponsored by the Office of Health and Environmental

Research, U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-840R21400

with the Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
**Graduate Student, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee.

***Present address: Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, D6900

Heidelberg 1, FRG.
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short region at the entrance of the laser beam into the metal vapor. No

interference effect was needed to explain the data. A similar mechanism

can be invoked to explain the results of Malcuit et all involving two-

photon pumping of the 3d state. The parametric process would also

produce the strong suppression of resonant ionization through this level

as observed by us5 and by Bajic, Compton, and Stockdale.
6

We have conducted an

experiment which can

2000 IONIZATION distinguish between a

suppression mechanism based

on an interference effect

>. lowand one based on theIL proposed broadening and

.retroreflcted shifting effects. We
L

.3 operate a Na heat pipe with

an internal charge

= collecting wire with which

z ionization can be monitored

_J 2M fowardin a simple low gain mode.

Our earlier studies and

1000 those of Bajic et &16 haveIalready established that

0resonant ionization is
695.45 a65065 " strongly suppressed at 3d

WAVELENGTH (nm) and 4d resonances. However,
Fig. 1. (a) Ionization signals versus laser

wavelength in unidirectional (top) and comter- if the interference
propagating (bottom) geometries. Feaks on either
side of the atomic resonance are din to Ua diners, mechanism is responsible for
(b) backward 'nd forward infrared intensities at
the tw-photon atomic resonance. Pa - 0.15 Torr; the suppression, then the
Laser Bnergy - 0.65 m3/pulse; 35 cm f.l. left.

use of couterropagating

beans will restore the two-photon pumping of the 3d state in that part

of the total excitation process where one photon from each beam is

absorbed. We have conducted such experiments in the same regime of

pressure and laser intensity as that of Ref. 3. Results of one set of

such measurements are shown in Fig. 1.

I
-
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Shown in the top trace of the figure is the ionization signal as a

function of laser wavelength as the laser in an unidirectional beam, is

tuned through two-photon resonance with the 4D3/2,5/2 level. Indeed the

atomic resonance is severely suppressed - to the extent that the atomic

line at 685.56 nm is comparable to the signal produced by Na dimers

(other peaks) which are fortuitously present at a low concentration.

The second trace shows the ionization signal (at the same total

intensity) in a counterpropagating beam geometry. Note that the atomic

resonance signal is not enhanced as it would be if the suppression were

due to an interference effect.7 "9 The bottom traces show the rates of

backward to forward infrared emission (and the position of the atomic

resonance), to indicate that the conditions are similar to those in

Ref. 1.

These and other data on suppression of two-photon excitation in

dense vapor will be described.
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I Optimizing Resonant Sum-Frequency Mixing

A. V. Smith, W. J. Alford, G. R. Hadley, and P. Esherick

I Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

I
Obtaining the greatest possible conversion efficiency in a

nonlinear mixing process in an atomic vapor requires a careful choice of

input frequencies and input intensities. These choices are critical

because they determine the refractive index mismatch and the nonlinear

susceptibility. Furthermore, for a two-photon resonant process, they

I can be used to tailor the ratios of various nonlinear processes such as

two-photon absorption, Raman loss or gain, and intensity-dependent

refractive indices which are critical in achieving high efficiencies.

If efficiency is to be maximized, it is also essential to identify the

efficiency limiting processes in order to minimize their importance and

to decide what to include in a realistic mathematical modeling of the

mixing process. We have been studying these issues for two-photon

I resonant sum-frequency mixing in general and more specifically for

generation of 130.2 nm light by mixing in Hg.

I In this report we wish to emphasize three aspects of mixing. The

first is how one chooses the best set of input frequencies and

intensities based on atomic characteristics. The others are the

Iefficiency limiting roles of quantum mechanical interference and of

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the resonant level.

I For a discussion of two-photon resonant four wave mixing, it is

convenient to separate the third order nonlinear susceptibility as

jusually defined into three parts as follows:
(eao)4

X (3) (-w4;w,2,w3(1)

6(hc)
3  Xp(wl) Xp(w4)

F <iI .AIf><f t .6 l <ijd.Af> fIjd.4,,,Ig>
Xp(W) - I + j (2)

f Wf - w (Of - W'
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where +, s'-Ei with i designating the two-photon resonant intermediate

level. The A 's are unit vectors defining the polarization of light at

frequencies w, and d is the dipole moment operator. Thus Xp(Wl)

describes the part of X(3) involving waves 1 and 2 while Xp(WO

describes the part involving waves 3 and 4. The S factor is the

appropriately Doppler broadened two-photon resonant denominator.

Using these definitions, the four coupled equations describing the

growth of the four waves have similar form with the derivative of the

electric field of wave 1, A,, given by

dAl - ~ 1 s(wl+w.2)[xPw)Xp(w4)A4A2*A3*exp(iAkz) + Xp(wl)2AlIA 2 12]
dz pI

(3)

When S is imaginary, i.e. for exact two-photon resonance, the first term

in brackets is associated with mixing of waves 2, 3, and 4 to produce

polarization at the frequency wl, while the second term is associated

with two-photon absorption of photons from beams 1 and 2 leading to

population of the resonant state. The other three equations are similar

in form but with the two-photon absorption term replaced by a term

describing the Raman process of absorption of 4 and emission of w3 "

To determine the limits of mixing efficiency and to reach an

understanding of the limiting factors, we have numerically integrated

these equations for the plane wave case. We find that on resonance with

Ak-O, the conversion process saturates when the two terms inside

brackets in Eq. (3) become equal. This occurs when w4 builds up to a

level such that

xp(,l)AIA2 - Xp(w4)A3*A4  (4)

At this point no further mixing nor two-photon absorption occurs. We

interpret this as being due to a destructive interference between two

channels from the ground state to the two-photon resonant state. The

two channels are two-photon absorption of waves 1 and 2 on one hand and

the Raman process of absorption of wave 4 and emission into wave 3. As

a result of this effect, we find that the best conversion efficiency

occurs when Xp(wl)mXp(w4) and the photon fluxes of the three input waves
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I are approximately equal. Energy conversion efficiencies under these

conditions range from 20% to as high as 40%. The ratio of X's can

generally be altered for a fixed output frequency w4 by changing the

frequencies wl and w 2 " Thus for maximum efficiency, this can be an

important consideration in selection of the input frequencies. Of

course refractive index matching is also of critical importance in this

I. selection.

In frequency mixing in Hg we have identified another process which

can have a profound effect on mixing efficiency. When tuned to the two-

photon resonance, population built up in the resonant level leads to ASE

to a lower lying level. This radiation power broadens the two-photon

transition leading to a reduced value for S(wI+w2). We have shown

experimentally that replacing the Doppler broadened line shape by a

Gaussian line shape with a width given by [(AwD) 2+(Awp) 2] is a good
approximation in the presence of ASE. Here Aw D is the Doppler width and

A p is the Rabi width associated with the observed ASE intensity. In

fact, for Hg the line shape function is also complicated by isotope

shifts of about the size of the Doppler width, but detailed modeling of

the observed shapes shows that the replacement above is a good

approximation. Although ASE does not alter the effect of the

I interference discussed above, it does lead to greatly increased

interaction lengths before saturation is reached thereby reducing

practical efficiencies.

ASE can be avoided by tuning slightly off the two-photon resonance.

I However, this leads to reduced value of S(wl+w2 ) and also to an

intensity-dependent refractive index that introduces an intensity-

dependent value of Ak. We are presently examining this case for mixing

in Hg. Preliminary indications are that efficiencies can be quite high

but at the expense of increased interaction lengths. It remains to be

I determined whether best mixing efficiencies can be achieved by tuning to

the two-photon resonance with ASE broadening or by tuning slightly off

resonance with a nonlinear refractive index and reduced S value.

This work was performed at Sandia National Laboratories, supported

f by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number DE-ACO4-

76DP0789.
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Resonant Degenerate Four Wave Mixing with Broad-bandwidth Lasers

A. Charltont, J. Coopert, G. Alber*, D. Meacher** and P. Ewart**

t Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University of Colorado
and National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, USA

* Institute for Theoretical Physics, Insbruck, Austria

Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Many nonlinear optical or multiphoton processes involve pulsed

lasers which provide a radiation field with a finite bandwidth. The

associated field fluctuations can lead to significant modification of

the interactions. Such effects have been studied extensively in the

cases of laser induced fluorescence and multiphoton absorption and

ionizationE1 "4 ]. Much less work has been done on parametric

processes such as four-wave mixing. We present the results of a

theoretical and experimental study of laser-bandwidth effects on the

practically important process of resonant degenerate four-wave

mixing, DFWM.

Our theoretical model treats the case of two intense counter

propagating pump fields of finite bandwidth, which are characterised

by a chaotic field, and a weak, monochromatic probe beam interacting

with a medium consisting of a gas of two-level atoms. Such a model

was previously treated in an earlier publication[5J. The present

theory revises this earlier work which omitted two seemingly lower

order terms involving population differences, one of which can not

actually be neglected when the medium is driven into saturation by

strong fields. The density matrix equations describing the time

evolution of the atomic polarization coupled to fluctuating fields

are solved by integration in the time domain using an appropriate

decorrelation approximation. The problem is complicated in the case

of DFWM using counterpropagating beams. The polarization responsible

for the generated signal must be correctly spatially averaged over
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I

j the interaction volume. This procedure requires that both spatial

and temporal correlations be correctly taken into account. In the

general case this is a very difficult problem especially when effects

of atomic motion are to be included. We present a steady state

solution in the case where the laser bandwidth exceeds all other

relaxation rates in the problem and where the Doppler width of the

atomic transition is greater than the natural width but still less

than the laser bandwidth. This is a situation often encountered

experimentally.

The experimental problem centres on the production of an Intense

source of variable bandwidth, tunable radiation which approximates to

a chaotic field. Such a source, a mode-less laser, has recently been

developed[6]. The output consists of a spectrally narrowed, and

tunable, continuum which may be considered as a very large number of

closely spaced, uncorrelated modes. We have used this laser to study

resonant DFWM In atomic vapours. The DFWM reflectivity has been

measured as a function of pump intensity for different laser

bandwidths. Direct comparison of experimental results with

theoretical predictions is complicated by several factors. These

include the effects of opacity near the atomic resonance, the

transient nature of the interaction using pulsed lasers and the

spatial variation of laser intensity across the beam. We present the

results of experiments using sodium and barium vapour where taking

Into account these factors, the main theoretical predictions have

been confirmed.
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MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION AND INFRARED GENERATION IN A CESIUM HEAT

PIPE OVEN NEAR THE TWO-PHOTON IONIZATION LIMIT

W. Christian

Davidson College

Infrared generation and multiphoton ionization were observed in a

heat pipe oven following excitation using a high power Nd:YAG pumped

dye laser tuned near the two-photon resonances of the high D and S

states. The ionization signal shown in figure 1 was primarily three-

photon ionization with an enhancement at the two-photon resonances

while the infrared emission spectrum had two distinctly different

characteristics depending on the pressure within the oven. At pres-

sures above 3 Torr, the IR emission shown in figure 2 was coincident

with the MPI peaks and was due primarily to fluorescence or OPSE from

the high Rydberg states pumped by the laser to low lying unpopulated

states. At pressure below 2 Torr, however, IR emission was detected

when the laser was tuned between the two-photon S and D state reso-

nances.

The shape of the IR emission shown in figure 3 suggests hyper-

stimulated electronic Raman scattering.1 In this process, two photons

are absorbed into a virtual state which emits an IR Raman photon into

one of the neighboring P or F states. Since hyper-stimulated elec-

tronic Raman scattering did not occur when the laser was coincident

with a two-photon resonance and since the density was not high enough

for OPSE, a dip in the total IR emission was observed coincident with

the MPI peak.
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CONTRIBUTION OF MULTIPHOTON ABSORPTION TO THE NONLINEAR

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SF 6

Y. Beaudoin, I. Golub and S. L. Chin
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Laser beam propagation effects play an important role in

experiments on multiphoton excitation and dissociation of molecules.

In order to evaluate quantitatively these effects data is needed on the

nonlinear refractive index of a multilevel system. We present here a

simple technique for direct measurement of the nonlinear dispersion of

a molecular gas in the IR. The dependence of the refractive index n of

SF6 on laser fluence exhibits novel features which are attributed to

the contribution of the quasi-continuum.

The nonlinear refractive index n2 and the related nonlinear

susceptibility x(3 ) of SF6 were derived from indirect experiments by

measuring the reflectivity of phase-conjugated signal1 or from the

self-focused beam diameter dependence on laser intensity.2 In

particular the latter technique has also the disadvantage of being

influenced by the intensity dependent absorption.3 The susceptibility

was also calculated theoretically by simulating the vibration-rotation

structure of SF6 molecule
4 ,5 without taking into account the quasi-

continuum (QC).

The experimental apparatus consists of a single longitudinal mode

CO2 pulsed laser irradiating, after amplification and spatial

filtering, a 1.5 cm long prismatic cell containing the SF6 gas. The

laser pulse is 200 nsec long and has a diameter of 5 mm. The spatial

deviation of the gaussian laser beam is measured by a detector array as

a function of SF6 gas pressure p in the rang 0-2 torr at different CO2

laser lines and for different laser fluences.

Dispersion curves at various laser fluences are shown in Fig. 1.

At high laser fluence the dispersion curve undergoes a red shift and

broadening as compared to that at low laser fluence indicating that the

molecules have climbed the anharmonic vibrational ladder. This
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Fig. 1. Dispersion of the refractive index of SF6 for three

different CO2 laser energies.

correlates well with the similar behavior of the absorption curve.6 We

also obtain the well-known effects of self-focusing (S.F.), self-

defocusing (S.D.) and the transition from S.D. to S.F. with increasing

the laser fluence.7 Figure 2 shows the dependence of the refractive

index as a function of the energy E of the laser pulse at the P(28) CO2

laser line. The index goes through a ma niaum and then increases

rapidly at high I. This dependence agrees qualitatively with the

indirect measurement of Bertsev et al.2 in the sense that n went

through a minimum although they did not obtain a significant increase

of n at high laser fluence, while contradicting the theoretical

calculation of Ackerhalt et al.
4

To explain our results, we invoke that in our experiments the

average number of photons absorbed by one molecule is up to 10, and

around 500 of the molecules are excited to the QC.8 At low laser

fluences, the transitions V-0 V-1 is saturated leading to a decrease in

the refractive index (Fig. 2). With increasing fluence, higher

vibrational transitions become quasi-resonant (due to the *red shift"),
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1 . Fig. 2. Variation of the refractive index (n-1)/p with energy at a

frequency of 936.8 cm"1 .

leading to an increase in n. For still larger fluences, the

S I polarizability of the "hot" molecules in the QC starts to contribute to

the n. The density of states in the QC is very high.8 Thus theI ~polarizability of 'hot" molecules integrated over the states9 in the

QC, may be quite large, explaining the observed high value of n (Fig.

i 2).

Future experiments with shorter CO2 laser pulses and increased

intensity will allow to go further in the QC and to study in more

detail its influence on the nonlinear refractive index.
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The last ten years have seen a number of papers 1 7 devoted to what

is referred to as autolonizing-like (AL) behavior, when two bound

atomic states of a one-electron atom are coupled to the same continuum

state by two independent lasers. Let ig> be a ground and ja> an

excited state below threshold, with respective energies Eg and Ea- One
laser of frequency w 1 is chosen so that Eg+ W1 is above the ionization
threshold, while the frequency w2 of a second laser Is such that

Ea+Kw2 2 Eg Kwl. The atom, being initially In state lg>, will

simply ionize if only laser w, is turned on. With both lasers on, a

number of interference effects may be manifested as the frequencies and

intensities of the two sources are varied. One much discussed3,4 such

effect, for example, may lead to trapping atomic population in the

excited state Ia>. A related quantity is the line-shape of ionization7

(or equivalently absorption2 of the radiation at wI) as wI is tuned

around the resonance value Kw1"Ea-Eg+Kw2 with w2 held fixed. As

asymmetric line-shape has been predicted1'2 (hence the characterization

AL) and its implication on other processes, such as harmonic generation

has been contemplated.5' 6  In recent experiments, however, Feldmann et

al.7 found no such asymmetry and pointed out that Raman processes made

the dominant contribution.

We present a theory and the results of realistic calculations that:

(a) Demonstrate that certain important aspects overlooked In previous

theories Introduce qualitative changes and drastically modify expect-

ations on population trapping; (b) Unify apparently different
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I
processes; (c) Interpret existing experimental results; (d) Demon-

I strate that theoretical modelling of these processes with free

parameters not derived from atomic calculations can lead to quite

jmisleading conclusions and expectations.
For the experiment of Feldmann et al. 7, we show that because of the

I dominance of the Raman processes the q parameter is 2.4x10 3 which

explains why no asymmetry was observed.

The results of our analysis of the data of ref. 2 are summarized in

Fig. la through c. Fig. la demonstrates the importance of the Raman

i _(2)
coupling D()[ without which the line-shape is qualitatively different

from what was observed.

Fig. lb demonstrates that population trapping to the excited state

ja> is only short term and is limited by ionization of ja> due to laser

I,; an effect that has been overlooked in previous work.3'4 Because of

I this additional ionization channel, any population trapping will be

significant only for times such that Y(I)t<l where Y(1) is the

j ionization width of la> due to laser 11.

Fig. Ic shows the time evolution of the ground state.
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Fig. la. Ionization line shape for various combinations of laser

intensities with and without the Raman process indicated.

The states 6s and 8s of Cs are coupled to the p continuum by

two lasers of intensities I, and 12 and frequencies wi-33,715

cm w2-9,397.83 am as in the experiment of ref. 2. The

pulse duration is 5 ns.

Fig. lb. Population of state Ia> - 8s as a function of pulse

duration, for 6-0 and the indicated intensities.

- Calculation includes all decays for ta> and Ig>.

-)Calculation with -O but with the Raman included.

- Calculation with ' 1) and D 'set equal to zero.a ga

Fig. 1c. Population of state Jg>-6s as a function of pulse duration

for 6-0 and the indicated intensities. The various lines

correspond to the conditions of Fig. (Ib) above.
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I
Continuing our studies(1) of multiphoton excitation and ionization

I of multielectron atoms and ions, we have considered excitation and

ionization processes of carbon-like 02+ under strong pulsed lasers of

intensity up to 1014 W/cm2 . We report results on double ionization

induced by processes of up to fourth order. Our calculations address

questions pertaining to the role of doubly excited states, the relative

importance of direct and sequential double ionization and the

j possibility of inverted ionic populations.

The absorption of two photons each of which has frequency w-36533 8

cm lead from the ground state ls22s22p2(p) to the doubly excited

state 3d2(3p)
s) which lies at about 287485 cm above the first

ionization threshold. One more photon leads directly to 04+ through

single-photon double-electron ejection from the 3d2 state. Single-

photon absorption from the 3d2 state can also lead to excited states of

O3 . We present calculations for the branching ratios of such

processes.

In a different process, two photons each of frequency 
w-33052 6 cm

lead to the excitation of 3p2(3Po) from where it takes two more photons

to obtain 0 +. Again 03+ can be obtained by single-photon absorption

from 3p2 (3Po) with branching ratios leading to various excited states.

The double ionization through the 3d2 requires correlation in the

transition from 3d2 to the double continuum ktk'L', but does not

require correlation for the two-photon transition 2p 2 -3d 2 . On the
2

contrary, double ionization through the 3p requires correlation for

the two-photon transition 2p2.**3p2 but not for the transition

3p24*ktk't'. We evaluate and discuss the relative magnitudes of the
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two schemes and the implications for the role of correlation in

multiphoton transitions.

The wave-functions are generated by a multiconfiguration

Hartree-Fock(2) calculation. The transition probabilities and the

behavior of the system as a function of the laser intensity are

calulated through R-matrix techniques obtained through the resolvent

operator as employed in previous work" ) .
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MULTIPLE IONIZATION AND X-RAY EMISSION FOLLOWING
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We have developed a model for determining the probabilities of emitting

j a given number of Auger electrons and the probabilities of the various

radiative transitions during the cascade decay process which follows

I the creation of a distribution of vacancies among the nl-subshells of

an atomic system. It has been assumed that the elementary radiative

and Auger processes occur sequentially and independently of the initial

ionization process. Particular emphasis has been given to the decay

products resulting from single inner-shell vacancies. Results of

calculations have been obtained for single inner-shell ionization of

neutral iron and iron ions, taking into account all of the Auger,

Coster-Kronig, and electric-dipole radiative transitions which can

occur during the inner-shell vacancy cascade process.

I *This work has been supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Research.I'
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COHERENT EXCITATION OF TWO ELECTRONS IN AN INTENSE LASER FIELD

T. K. Rai Dastidar and K. Rai Dastidar
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Calcutta 700032, India

Correlated excitation of two electrons in intense laser fields has

long been a subject of speculation' as a possible clue to the

phenomenon of above-threshold double ionization.2 Depending on laser

wavelength, intensity and pulse duration, either stepwise double

ionization (SDI) or direct double ionization (DDI) or both can occur.

As a background to the work described below, a few salient

features observed experimentally in double ionization are outlined:

i) Double ionization almost invariably requires higher intensity

than single ionization does.

ii) Sr and Xe undergo DDI at 1064 nm laser wavelength but SDI at

532 rm.
3 ,4

iii) The index of non-linearity observed5 for production of doubly

ionized Sr and Ba is in each case much less than the number of photons

required to raise the atoms from their ground state to the doubly

ionized state.

iv) Double ionization occurs for short.1Iasi only; Ca irradiated

with nanosecond pulses does not yield doubly charged ions, whereas with

picosecond pulses at 1064 rn, the yield of Ca++ exceeds that of Ca+.6

We demonstrate below that under certain conditions for intensity,

wavelength and pulse duration, two (or more) electrons in an atom can

collectively respond to a laser field and be coherently excited, and

that this coherent excitation can maintain the degree or 'tightness' of

their radial correlation initially present. As Wannier7 showed in a

different context, tight radial correlation leads to double electron

escape from the nucleus (or the ionic core).

- iwt
We can add the matrix elements <fl rI e li> and

-tiwt 2

<fIr ie 2 Ji> for photon absorption by the electrons coherently

i2
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if the two operators match in phase. For this we require that

Itl-t 2 << l1/w. The physical consequence of this coherent addition of

these two elements is that the system passes from the state Ii> to If>

with Ef - Ei + 2ftw in one direct double-excitation stew, and that the

resultant matrix element depends Jneari. on the field strength E,

whereas conventional perturbation theory leads to a quadratic power

dependence for a two-photon excitation.

We use hyperspherical coordinates (e.g. Ref. 8) to describe a two-

electron atom:

- R'5/ 2  FA(R)0(a 1rl r2)

11 2l (12+ 1/2, 11+ 1/2)

o A (cos1 a)(sin a)P (cos 2a)
n r

A A

Z (1112m1m2 11112LM)Ym1 1 (r1)y1  2(r2).

mm 2

The subscript nr of the Jacobi polynomial is the radial correlation

quantum number (nrc of Fano8 ). It equals the number of nodes in the

Jacobi polynomial along
2 2

21 rI -r 2

coso R" 2

and can be visualized to provide a measure of the 'tightness' of radial

correlation.

Putting r1 - R cos a and r2 - R sin a, we evaluate the matrix

element T - <f r I + 12*Ili>. It turns out that if Al - +1 for both

the electrons, T imposes a selection rule Anr - 0; if A - -1 for both

electrons. Anr - 0 or +1. Thus coherent excitation either maintains

or increases the degree of radial correlation, and hence provides a

direct pathway to DDI.

The coherence condition Itl-t 2 1<< 11w mentioned earlier implies
that for visible light, Itl-t 2 l should be -1-2 a.u. of time. An atom

presents a cross-sectional area of order n4a20 to a laser beam, n being

the principle quantum number of the outer-shell electrons. Thus for

this condition to be satisfied, the photon flux should be at least of
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order 1/n4 photon ao"2 (a.u. of time) "1. Since the photon flux equals

I/hlw, it is obvious that the larger the wavelength, the smaller the

intensity required to satisfy the coherent excitation condition;

whereas for smaller wavelengths, single-ionization signal would be

likely to have saturated by the time intensities are raised high enough

to meet the said condition. Thus we would generally expect SDI at

shorter wavelengths and DDI at larger wavelengths. Furthermore, for a

given power, narrow pulses provide higher peak intensity and thus

larger photon flux.

We see therefore that all the features (i)-(iv) mentioned at the

outset are qualitatively explained by this proposed coherent double

excitation mechanism. More detailed work-out of the model is in

progress.
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We have earlier1" 3 reported on work on the resonant two-photon

autoionization of H2 in a single-mode laser field. In the present work

i we incorporate two factors not considered earlier, viz. laser bandwidth

effect and ac Stark effect, and determine their influence on the

photoelectron angular distribution (PEAD) and the intermediate

lineshape.

Figure 1 shows the PEAD at a laser intensity of 106 W/cm 2 at three

different values of laser bandwidth 7L obtained using the phase

diffusion model. Figure 2 shows the effect of the ac Stark shift of

Ithe intermediate level on the PEAD at two different intensities: the
narrowing down of the waist at the higher intensity is significant.

Finally, the effect of the variation of laser bandwidth 7L on the

resonant lineshape of the intermediate state is shown in Figure 3 at an

intensity of 1011 W/cm2, where the ac Stark shift of the level is

important. The spectacular effect of the Stark shift, namely the

broadening and left-shifting of the peak is clearly marked at the

i lowest bandwidth. As the bandwidth is increased this effect vanishes,

leading to a narrow lineshape symmetrical around zero detuning.I

1 Fig. 1. PEAD at 71- 1 0 7s, 1001. (left to right) where T., the

spontaneous decay width of the intermediate Blu(vl-O, Jl-1) level -

1.25 x 10- 3 cm"1 . The final H2 ion level is X2Eg (vi-1, ji-O).

I 1a l l
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Fig. 2. Effect of the ac Stark shift on the PEAD at 1 10i8 W/cm2

(left) and 1012 W/cm2 (right), with a laser bandwidth 7L -1 .3 6 x 1O-2

cm'1. The intermediate and ionic levels are Bl~u(vi-1, Ji-1) and

X2Eg(v1 -0, JI-0) respectively.
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Application of Nultiphoton Excitation Techniques

to Combustion Diagnostics
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Stuttgart, W. Germany

Multiphoton techniques have been developed rapidly from a

j subject of fundamental research to applications in various

fields. Here we present results of experiments on com-

bustion diagnostics.

For a detailed understanding of combustion processes,

particularly with respect to pollutant formation, measured

absolute concentrations of atoms and molecular radicals are

Jof considerable importance for the development and critical
examination of chemical-kinetic flame models. Methods

based on multiphoton excitation have been proved useful

for the detection of these species in several respects. They

provide sensitive spatially resolved detection of atoms like

H and 0 with high-lying excited states which are not

accessible to single-photon excitation due to the opacity of

flames in the VUV region. Moreover, species which do not

exhibit fluorescence like CH3 can be detected by multi-

photon ionization.

We describe here measurements of absolute H atom

concentrations in low-pressure flames. Hydrogen atoms are

detected by two-photon excitation of the (n=3) - state at

about 205 nm followed by fluorescence observation of the

Balmer-a radiation at 656 nm. The derivation of absolute

concentrations from measured fluorescence signals is

accomplished by a calibration method: Fluorescence

intensities in the flame are compared with those resulting

from known atom concentrations generated in a discharge

flow reactor1 .

Since pressure and chemical composition are different for
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the flame and the reference system, the measured fluores-

cence signal in the flame has to be corrected for the loss

of intensity due to the considerably higher quenching rate

compared with flow reactor conditions. We do this by

solving the rate equations for the populations of the

atomic levels involved with the appropriate values for the

quenching rates in the flame and in the flow reactor,

respectively. We then relate the resulting fluorescence

intensities.

The quenching rates are determined from measured

individual quenching rate constants for different collision

partners and their respective concentrations in both

systems. The quenching rate constants are, in turn, deter-

mined from measurements of radiative lifetimes in the flow

reactor. Such experiments have been performed for

quenching of H(n=3) by flame-relevant gases such as H2 ,

02, H20, CH4 , C2H2 and N2. Part of the measurements has

been extended to elevated temperatures. In addition, we

measured quenching rate constants for a series of noble

gases since these data can provide useful information for

the understanding of the dynamics of the collision process.

The calibration described above can under unfavourable

conditions be affected by saturation or successive ioniza-

tion. Furthermore, it has been reported2 that photolytic

atom production from flame gases like vibrationally excited

water can be a significant source of additional H atoms.

Therefore, these effects have been considered in the rate

equation system. It turns out that at sufficiently low power

densities they are generally negligible under our flame

conditions.

As a result, figure 1 shows concentration profiles of H

atoms in H2-02-Ar flames at 95 mbar for three different

stoichiometries, together with the results of a chemical-

kinetic model 3.
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Fig.1: H atom concentrations in H2 -02 -Ar flames at

95 mbar; a: 0=0.6, b: =1. 0, c: 0=1.4. The
symbols represent experimental values, the
lines the results of flame model calculations3

1 In addition, we are presently developing a detection scheme

for CH3 for application in hydrocarbon flames. First results

have been obtained in a flow reactor and in a low pressure

CH4-02 flame.
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We have observed two-photon allowed transitions from the X1 E*(Iso)

ground state to the EIE*(2so) excited state of molecular hydrogen under
g

Doppler-free conditions in a static cell by using counter-propagating

beams of narrow-band light at 201.7 nm. This ultraviolet light was pro-

duced by nixing in beta-barium borate I the amplified output of a tun-

able, single-mode dye oscillator2 at 606 na with its second harmonic at

303 om. We obtained Doppler-free excitation spectra by monitoring the

two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization signal as a function of the

wavelength of the dye oscillator. This wavelength was measured by

simultaneously acquiring the fluorescent spectrum from molecular iodine3

and the transmission of a Pabry-Perot interferometer. The energy of the

two-photon transitions and their widths were determined by fitting the
observed line profiles to a Loreutzian line profile. The widths of all

transitions were determined by the time-averaged spectral width of the

* light source. An example of the Q2 (O,0) two-photon transition is shown

below.

These results provide the most precise measurements of the energies of

the lowest components of the 3jT*(2sa) electronic state and, thereby,
g

may be used to test the effective adiabatic potential and nonadiabatic
eigenvalue corrections used to calculated the energy of the levels in

this state. In addition, these results may be combined with high-reso-

lution measurements of the R'4(2so) to 51 '(2p*) fluorescent transi-
tions to deduce the precise energies of levels in the B-state. When

combined with the results of our recent study of high singlet up Rydberg

states4 , they also yield the most precise results for the first two ion-

isation limits of the hydrogen molecule. We also report preliminary mea-

surements of the two-photon excitation cross section for this transi-

tion.
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Figure 1. The two-photon transition from the X1 +(1sa,, v - 0, J 2)
g

state to the E1 z+(2so, v - 0, J - 2) state of molecular hydrogen. The
g

solid line represents the Lorentzian line profile which is centered at

49500.125 cm-1 with a fvhm of 0.040 cm-1.

This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy,

Office of International Security Affairs, under Contract GC-01-01-06-1.
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ftotoelectron Spectra frm Resonantly nhanced

Ikltiphoton Excitation of R2 via C Iiu*

M. A. O'Halloran, S. T. Pratt, P. H. Dehmer, and J. L. Deter

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Photoelectron spectra have been obtained following three photon

resonant, four photon (3 + 1) ionization of H2 via the C lfu, v'uO-4,

states. These spectra were determined using a magnetic bottle electron

spectrometer,1 which measures angle-integrated photoelectron intensities

with 50% collection efficiency for electrons with kinetic energies up to

10 eV. The present experiment confirms and extends our previously

reported results,2 which were obtained with a hemispherical electron

energy analyzer. X

The C 'lu state is the lowest Rydberg state converging to H 2

In the (3 + 1) multiphoton ionization process discussed here, the pro-

duction of the ionic vibrational state with v+.v ' is the dominant

channel, but there is significantly greater population observed in the

off-diagonal channels (v+*v ') than is predicted either by Franck-Condon

overlap or by ab initio, Hartree-Fock level calculations. 3 This is

illustrated in Fig. 1, which compares the vibrational branching ratios

obtained in the present experiment, for (3+1) excitation via C flu [Q()

transition), with those calculated by Dixit, Lynch, and HcKoy. 3 The

vibrational branching ratios obtained for excitation of all observed

intermediate levels were qualitatively the same as those shown for exci-

tation via Q(1) transitions, indicating that neither perturbations of the

intermediate state by the B IE state, nor accidental resonances at theu
four photon energy with sharp autoionizing structure in the continuum can

explain the significant disagreement between experiment and calculation.

As the vibrational quantum number of the resonant intermediate state

is increased, a pattern of increasing change of both the vibrational and

rotational state of the ion relative to that of the resonant intermediate

state is observed (Figs. 2 and 3). If the ion and photoelectron are

considered in Hunds case (d) coupling, and only a- and d- partial waves

are considered, then parity selection rules determine that the allowed
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values of change of rotational quantum number, AN=[N+(H)-J'(C l1Iu)J, are

AN=O,+2, for Q-branch excitation and AN=11,±3, for R-branch excitation.

For (3+) ionization via C In., v'-0, no evidence of photoelectron peaks

corresponding to the larger values of change of rotational quantum number

is observed (Fig. 2). As the vibrational quantum number of the inter-

mediate level Is Increased, the intensity of the the photoelectron peaks

corresponding to larger changes of rotational angular momentum increases

(Fig. 3). These peaks tend to be significantly larger for the off-

diagonal vibrational bands (v+*v'), indicating that the photoionization

dynamics that produce changes of vibrational energy in the ion relative

to the intermediate state also involve larger exchanges of angular

momentum between the ion and the departing photoelectron.

I..
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rigl. h. Vibrational brncthing ratio. dmtlmnjaed for three photon re-

o*nt, tor poton ImIsatio of 8I2 via C 1l, v', [Q(I) transitions.
Calculation is that of Mzit, Lyne% ml DkXy, nef. [3].
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i HIGHER RYDBERG AND AUTOIONIZING STATES OF CS2

1 J. Y. Fan*, E. Patsilinacou and C. Fotakis

Research Center of Crete1 JInstitute of Electronic Structure and Laser

P. 0. Box 1527, Iraklion, Crete

Greece

Highly excited states of CS2 in the region of -11 eV, i.e. -1 eV aboveIthe first ionization threshold, have been studied by employing
multiphoton ionization techniques combined with mass, electron energy

and fluorescence analysis. Several interesting features have been

observed and attributed to autoionizing states of CS2 , as e.g. the

pbroad peaks at 3316 and 3296 A shown in Figure 1. These peaks have

also been observed in single photon excitation by using synchrotron

radiation I and may be assigned to the 3Ru (6 - 0.32) Rydberg series of

I CS2 , converging to the 12.56 eV limit.
2 Furthermore, the stepwise

continuum background shown in Fig. 1 may be interpreted in terms of the

I existence of higher vibrational levels of CS2
+ . The two steps which

appear at -3329 and 3309 A are tentatively assigned to the 2 1g3/ 2

(0,45,0) and 21,g/ 2 (0.45,0) of CS2 , resulting in a spin-orbit splitting

of ca. 480 cm"1. Two-color experiments investigating highly excited

states of CS2+ in the same energy region are currently in progress and

will be reported.

/V.O. I

3M I3MM Ms 3Wi t lii l i

&*t csni n fC.
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Photoelectron spectroscopic study of resonant n'.ultiphoton ionisation of
chlorine.

B.G. Koenders, Karel.E. Drabe, M.G. Oostwal, D.M. Wieringa, C.A. de Lange

Department of Physical Chemistry, Free University
De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

New spectroscopic information on molecules and atoms can be obtained by resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) using many of the advantages of the mpi
scheme. For example, more-photon selection rules allow a study of one-photon
forbidden intermediate states. The generally stepwise nature of the REMPI process then

provides information on the resonant intermediate state. Detailed information on
intermediate and ionic states can be obtained by analysing the kinetic energies of the
electrons ejected upon ionisation.
We report photoelectron spectra of molecular chlorine obtained by (3+1) ionisation.
Recently in our laboratory a differentially pumped 2x electron spectrometer for the
detection of reactive and short-lived chemical species was constructed. Electrons

produced in multiphoton processes are time-of-flight analysed and the results are
presented in two forms:
(i) the total electron signal integrated over all electron kinetic energies measured as a

function of wavelength (similar to total ion current detection)
(i) energy resolved photoelectron spectra obtained at constant excitation wavelength by

converting time-of-flight results to an energy scale.

We report preliminary results on (3+1) photoionisation of chlorine in the one-photon
wavelength region of 379 nm to 409 nm. The three photons access intermediate Rydberg
states in the same VUV region as studied by Moeller et al.[2] in one-photon absorption.
Armed with the ab initio calculations of Peyerimhoff et al. (1], who calculated that
various Rydberg states are heavily perturbed by Rydberg-valence interactions, Moeller et
al. obtained an assignment of various complicated spectral features.
In fig. 1 we show the total electron signal as a function of wavelength. The attractive and
powerful information obtained by photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of the Rydbergj states mentioned can be illustrated by the 21Hi(v'=o) Rydberg state (see fig.2a). The PE
spectrum is very simple and is easily identified (using known data of the CI+2 ion [3]) as
arising from ionisation to the 2rl[.,12 ionic state. We can therefore immediately conclude

a) from the simple PE Franck-Condon progression and ionic state reached that this low-
lying vibrational level is not perturbed by valence interactions, b) from the fact that

I
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ionisation is mainly to the v=O of the ion that the intermediate Rydberg state has v'=O
and should have a vibrational frequency close to the 21i.1/2 ion vibrational frequency

(about 645 cm-1). Similarly, simple PE spectra are obtained for 2'1. v'=O to v'=4,

231"(l) v'=O to v'=2 and 231"(OU) v'=O to v'=1. The results obtained for the 21"u
states prove the vibrational assignment of Moeller et al[2] to be correct. In addition, the

ionic states observed in the PE spectra support the singlet and triplet assignments of
Moeller et al.[2]. Finally, the PE spectra of these 2H"[ states show no perturbation by

valence interactions, in excellent agreement with the calculations of Peyerimhoff et al.[ 1].
In contrast to the simple PE spectra of the 2]l, states we show in fig.2b the PE spectrum

of the 2,+ v'=O state. We observe a long progression arising from ionisation leading to
21"sl, and/or 2 fl'[s3 ionic states. In addition, we also observe vibrational structure

associated with the 21s+ ionic state. The results show the intermediate state to have

mixed electronic character, and therefore fully support the assignment of Moeller et

a1421. The mixed electronic character is easily understood from the computations of
Peyerimhoff et al.[l], who calculated this state as a composition of the I1L,+ Rydberg

state (ionising mainly to the 2Il ionic states) nd a valence state (ionising mainly to the
21,+ state).

In summary we conclude that photoelectron spectra of Rydberg like states populated by

multi-photon absorption provide detailed information on electronic perturbations, and are

of considerable help in untangling complicated spectra.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION ZERO KINETIC ENERGY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

OF NITRIC OXIDE

M. Sander, L. A. Chewter and K. Hiller-Dethlefs
Institue fur Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie

TU Winchen Lichtenbergstr. 4,
D-8046 Garching, West Germany

Conventional photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), despite some

effort, offers typical energy resolution of around 10 meV (80 cm'1).

In all but a few cases, such as H2+ and D2+ or high J states of N:,+,

where the rotational states are widely spaced, this lack of resolution

prevents the observation of rotational structure in the ion. To this

end our novel method of zero kinetic energy photoelectron spectroscopy

(ZEKE-PES) has been developed. This method employs two-color

photoionization via a resonant intermediate state under field free

conditions. Detection of ZEKE electrons only is facilitated in a

steradiancy analyzer with a small delayed pulse field. A photoelectron

energy resolution of 1 cm"1 was obtained. Full details of the method

and results for NO and benzene have already been reported.'

Here we present results obtained from two-color laser ZEKE-PES of

nitric oxide via different rovibronic levels of the vibrationless (v-O)

A2E+ state. We use the (P) A - X2r transition to populate the F1
rotational levels of the A2Z+ state with definite NA, JA - NA + 1/2 and

parity (-l)NA. The second laser is scanned around the XlE + (v+-O)

ground state of the ion to measure the ionizing transitions into

rotational states with J+-N+.

Figures 1 to 4 show the ZEKE-PES spectra for ionization from

JA-1/2 (NA-O), JA-3/2 (NA-I), JA-5/2 (NA-2) and JA-7/2 (NA-3),
respectively. Each spectrum displays a number of discrete well

separated peaks corresponding to the rotational levels of the

vibrationless Xle ground state of the NO+ ion (the rotational quantum

numbers N+-J+ of the ion are indicated). In all spectra the

photoionizing transitions for no change in rotation (i.e. AN-N+-NA-0)

are strongest. However, there are also important contributions for

AN6O ionizing transitions. For NA-O (Fig. 1) we observe transitions

into N+-2, N+-1 and N+-3. The approximate intensities of these N'O

transitions are, compared to the N+-ONA-O transition, 0.5 for MN-2,
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I 0.2 for AN-i and 0.1 for AN-3. For NA-i (Fig. 2) we also find ANo0

transitions, but the intensities relative to the N+-14NA-1 transition

I. are smaller than for NA-O. The intensities of the ANoO transitions

(relative to N+-2-NA-2) become even smaller for NA-2 (Fig. 3). For

NA- 3 (Fig. 4) the AN'0 transitions are barely above the noise level and
the spectrum is dominated by the N+-3-NA-3 transition.

The rather strong angular momentum transfer observed in the

photoionization process and, in particular, the drastic decrease of the

probabilities for ANoO transitions with increasing initial rotational

quantum number NA can be explained by a simple model. To this end we

consider the terms in the continuum state Hamiltonian which scatter a

particular partial wave of the outgoing electron into other partial

wave channels thereby changing the rotation of the core. These terms

come from the interaction with the core's dipole and quadrupole moment

as well as its polarizability, leading to the interaction operator V -

Hquad + H dipo + H po . We also take into account 1-mixing in the A

state which corresponds to mixing of the mechanical rotation (quantum

number RA). If one ignores interference effects, a simple picture

involving two steps may be drawn: in a first step a A(N+-RA)-0 Rydberg

or continuum state is excited (probability pl); in the second step this

j A(N+-RA)-O state interacts isoenergetically with a A(N+-RA)o0 ionic

state (probability P2). The probability p for observing a A(N+-RA)0

( transition is then P-P1*P2.

plI A , 1±1 I lRA,>12*p(N+- R)

SP2 [B+*N+(N++).B+*RA(RA+1) 2

The strong dependence of the NO photoionizing transitions arises from

J the energy denominator in P2.

B
+ is the rotational constant of the ion, p is the electric dipole

operator and p(EN+-ER) corresponds to the density of A(N+-RA)-O Rydberg

or continuum states.

1. K. Miller-Dethlefs, M. Sander and E. W. Schlag, Z. Naturforsch.
3a 1089 (1984); L. A. Chewter, M. Sander, K. Miiller-Dethlefs and

E. W. Schlag to appear in J. Chem. Phys.; K. Muller-Dethlefs, M.
Sander and E. W. Schlag, Chem. Phys. Lett. M12, 291 (1984).
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DETECTION OF IONIZED HYDROGEN IN RESONANT IULTIPHOTON

IONIUATION OF BENZENE IN THE VISIBLE.

R.Bruzzese, F.Esposito, S.Solimeno, N.Spinelli

Dipartimento F.N.S.M.F.A.
Pad.20 Mostra d'Oltremare, 80125 Napoli (Italy).

A common feature of all recently reported laser-ionization mass-

spectrometry experiments on polyatomic molecules is the extensive fra-

gmentation of the molecules into smaller and energetically more costly

ions. For example, in the case of benzene, which has been studied ex-

tensively as a test molecule, ionic fragments requiring a minimum ener-

gy equivalent to nine UV photons have been observed In most of these

experiments on benzene use was made of UV, near UV, or UV plus visible

1,2,3,4
laser radiation . The results obtained in this multiphoton ioni-

zation-dissociation (KPID) experiments have been successfully interpre-

54 ted within the framework of statistical theories

We report in this paper resonance-enhanced MPI studies of benzene

(in gas phase) in the visible, carried out by using a time-of-flight

(TOF) mass spectrometer for analyzing the ionic photofragments. The

new, remarkable feature ofour results is the appearence in the MPI mass

spectra of a peak corresponding to ionized atomic hydrogen. This fea-

ture has never been reported in the case of MPID of benzene in the UV

or UV+visible.

The experimental apparatus is very similar to the one described in

ref.6. A grating-tuned oscillator-amplifier dye laser pumped by a N2
-1

laser generates tunable radiation having a linewidth of 1 cm . The

beam is focused to a waist size of about 12 rm. with a power density

of -10 1W/cm 2. The laser pulse duration is about 7 ns (FWEH). A

stainless-steel vacuum chamber, kept at a working pressure of 10 _ 10

ubar, contains the glass-needle injector, the ion source, the drift tu-

be and the ion detector. The ion detector was built by assembling a

focused-dynode detector and a venetian-blind first dynode in order to

obtain both the high-quality signal of a focused multiplier and the
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narrow spread of ion trajectories ensured by the venetian-blind shaped

dynode. Ions are detected and their time measured at the rate of one

single ion per laser pulse. The detector response throughout the enti-

re spectrum of parent and fragment ions is mass independent and propor-

tional to the relative abundances.

A MPI sceme similar to that of ref.6 was used to ionize benzene mo-

lecules with visible photons: a two-photon resonant (excitation to the

B intermediate state), four-photon ionization process.
2u

In Fig.1 we report the mass spectra of benzene obtained at one re-

sonant (4948 X), case A, and one nonresonant (4972 X), case B, laser

wavelength. The two mass spectra were obtained in the same experimen-
-5

tal conditions, namely, at a pressure of 2.6x10 mbar (room tempera-

10 2ture), and using a laser intensity of about 1.3x10 W/cm . It must be

noted that there is a factor of a-

100 bout 10 between the number of ions

A obtained in resonance and off-reso-

a 4o4S nance, though this is not evident

60 from Fig.1 where the height corre-

sponding to a given ion photofra-

20 guent is reported as percentage of

the largest peak (C+ in both cases

4 C1  C2  C3 c4  ). As easily seen, there is clear

Ievidence of ionized atomic hydro-

0 gen. The identification of the

peak corresponding to hydrogen wasA ,*72

obtained by checking their arrival

time against the time corresponding

to C+ ions, well known because of

20 -' the previous calibration of the TOF

L I I I Ispectrometer. Noreover, by using a
H C1 C2  C3  G4 ontecarlo program we also checked

Figure 1. simulated arrival times against
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the experimental times of flight. We have found a very good agreement

between the experimental and numerical values of the time difference

between the arrival of C+ and H atoms. The dependences on the laser

power at 4948 A for the total ion yield and for H ions gave slopes of

about 4 and 5.1, respectively.

iWe have also carried out a number of tests which enable us to ex-

clude the possibility that the hydrogen ions are caused by electron

impact processes with photoelectrons produced by stray laser-light

striking the walls of the vacuum vessel. Moreover, comparison between

Lexperimental and Montecarlo-computed times of flight confirms that

the hydrogen ions are produced within the laser-molecules interaction

volume. Finally, the laser intensities used in our experiment are

two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the ones needed to pro-

mote direct nonresonant six-photon ionization of neutral hydrogen

1: produced in the dissociation of benzene.

In conclusion, our experimental findings clearly seem to indicate

that the ionized hydrogen observed in the laser mass spectra of ben-

zene is the result of the MPI, and consequent photodissociation, of

the molecules. In other words, it is produced as a consequence of

the laser induced photodissociation process in our specific experimen-

tal conditions, whatever the dissociation mechanism.

We think that our experimental results, besides their novelty, can

also be of great interest for testing the statistical theories thus

far developed for explaining the fragmentation dynamics and its mecha-

nisms.
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PHOTODISSOCIATION OF CH 3I CLUSTERS PROBED BY MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION

S. Sapers, V. Vaida

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

University of Colorado

Boulder, CO 80309-0215

and

R. Naaman

Department of Isotopes Research

Weizmann Institute of Science

Rehovot, Israel 76100

The dissociation of neutral and charged clusters has recently been

the object of considerable effort motivated by an interest in under-

standing the spectroscopy and dynamics of the "caging" of a chromo-

sphore by "solvent" molecules. Multiphoton ionization (MPI) and reso-

nantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) are ideally suited

spectroscopic techniques for the study of "caged" chromophores.

Our lab is currently studying methyl iodide in "caged"

environments where the "solvent" molecules are either CH3 I or rare

gases. Methyl iodide clusters involve strong chromophore-solvent cage

interactions. REMPI into a system of Rydberg states occurring in the

vicinity of 170 - 220 nm produces ionized clusters (dimers, trimers,

etc.) which undergo photofragmentation to form the cluster minus a

methyl or iodine group (e.g. CH3I-CH3
+, CH3I-I, (CH3I)2CH3

+, etc.).

Excitation into repulsive valence band (230-300 run) followed by MPI of

the photofragments produces cluster size dependent results (dynamic

effects). Dimers readily dissociate to form 12+ , resulting from

initial single photon dissociation followed by 12 recombination and

NPI. Larger clusters "trap" the chromophore, which slows down or pre-

vents dissociation from occurring. In the large cluster limit trapping

is complete and REMPI through the valence state occurs, culminating in

photoproducts which resemble those from excitation through the Rydberg
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state. Similar studies using Ar, Kr and Xe are underway. These

results show that clustering effects the photodissociation process with

respect to the lifetime of the photoreactive state, as probed by REMPI,

and the subsequent dynamics of photofragmentation.

HPI and REKPI wavelength resolved spectroscopic studies of these

"caged" systems are in progress. A two-color REMPI study of "caged"

dissociative systems, where one laser is scanned over the region of the

repulsive surface and a specific parent and/or fragment ion is observed

(e.g. CH3I
+, (CH31)2+), gives lifetime information of the trapped

chromophore. Furthermore REMPI of non-dissociative systems in clusters

would enable us to map out the electronic structure of a caged system,

and therefore probe the effect of neighbor-neighbor interactions.

The studies of CH31 clusters demonstrates the utility of MPI and

REMPI to (a) probe systems that are in the one photon UV and VUV

regions with tunable light, and (b) selectively access photochemically

"slow" systems in a zero background experiment (ion counting).

1986-87 JIlA Visiting Fellow.
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REMPI (2+1) IN NH3 VIA THE F(v2-2) ('Alt) STATE IN VAPOR

AND IN DISCHARGES

Seong-Poong Lee and Erhard W. Rothe

Department of Chemical Engineering and Research Institute

for Engineering Sciences, Wayne State University

Detroit, MI 48202

and

Gene P. Reck

Department of Chemistry

Wayne State University

Detroit, MI 48202

The C' state of NH3 has been the subject of several investigations

by MPI spectroscopy. These include (3+1) 1 '2 and (2+1) 3 -5 REMPI.

We report results of 2+1 REMPI via the C'(v 2-2) state that is well

separated from the B state4 and is reported2 to be unaffected by pre-

dissociation. The results are compared with the formalism of McClain

and Harris.
6

UV light is focussed into a hallow-cathode discharge tube. The

light has -0.2A resolution, =0.7 m.J/pulse and is the doubled output of

an excimer-pumped dye-laser. Its polarization is adjusted to be either

linear or circular. The focal length is 9 cm. The tube works either

with a discharge (optogalvanic cell) or without (normal 300 K gas MPI

cell). A computer synchronizes the laser's wavelength scan (i.e., its

grating and doubler crystal) and the operation of a boxcar analyzer.

McClain and Harris 6 provide the following restlts. The two-photon

absorptivity 6 is given by POQ0+ PIQI+ P2Q2, where the P's depend only

on polarization and the Q's only on molecular properties. For two

identical photons, linear polarization yields P0 - 1/3, P1 " 0, and

P2 - 2/3, while for circular polarization, P0 -0, P1 - 0, and P2 - 1,

and so PQ1% is zero in both cases. Further Q0" 0 unless AJ and AK are

both zero (i.e., the rotational branch) so that POQ0 contributes
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I only to that branch and then only with linearly polarized light. Ac-

cordingly, in changing from linearly to circularly polarized light, we

I expect all rotational lines, except Q, to gain 3/2 in intensity. For

the QQ, and the P2Q2 term will also increase by 3/2, but PoQ0 will

become zero. This means that a spectrum involving both % transitions

and either 0, P, R, or S transitions will yield a ratio of Q0/Q2, which
in turn leads to vibronic parameters which are otherwise difficult to

I obtain.

The figure at the left

I clearly shows the effect of

changing from linear to

circular polarization: there

is a large decrease for the

Q line intensities relativeIto those of the 0, P, R and

"~ear S line. The nine largest
DIAA lines in the top spectrum

(linear polarization) are Q
branch. Simulations are

"ear shown using the B and C
Simulaton constants of reference 2.

Because of experimental

difficulty in maintaining

CUVUI"constant geometry and

Data intensity as the polariza-

tion is altered, all

spectra are normalized, so

that the 3/2 factor is not

Woul"seen. The ratio o

was adjusted, in the linear

simulation, to yield

3038 S050 3062 approximately the experi-

Wavelength( A ) mental ratio of Q-branch

intensities to those of

other branches. No analogous adjustment can be made for circular

light.

L
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We checked the effect of collection voltage in the cell and of the

pressure dependence of the signal: i.e., the number of detected

electrons. The signal increases significantly with voltage and nearly

linearly with pressure to =1.5 Torr, and then apparently saturates.

We also studied the two-photon optogalvanic effect in discharges

in pure NH3 with both linear and circular polarization. The magnitude

of the signals is sometimes increased by factors as large as 10 over

the no discharge case.
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I RENPI SPECTRA OF LARGE THERMALLY LABILE MOLECULES

AFTER I-LASER INDUCED DESORPTIONI

A. Habekost, H. Ulbrich and H. von Weyssenhoff

I Institut fur Physique Chemie

Universitit Hannover

jFederal Republic of Germany

The pulsed IR-laser induced desorption technique1 has been

employed to obtain structural and dynamical information on large

thermally labile molecules by means of high resolution REMPI mass

Jspectra in a supersonic jet. Such molecules which usually decompose

during conventional thermal heating are volatilized and injected into

j the expanding argon jet without significant ionization or

fragmentation. Resonance MPI is obtained using a tunable, frequency

doubled dye laser pumped by an excimer laser. Ions are analyzed in a

conventional TOF mass spectrometer.

REMPI spectra were taken for the amino acids tryptophane and

phenylalanine as well as related aromatic carboxylic acids. These

spectra are similar to those reported by Levy and coworkers2 using

thermal evaporation and thermospray techniques. There is, however, a

marked difference: conventional heating yields the different possible

f rotational conformers of these compounds in thermal equilibrium which -

after cooling - show up as well separated sharp bands. In contrast,

with IR-laser induced desorption we observed only one conformer with

significant intensity indicating that the desorption process produces a

largely non-equilibrium distribution of conformers.

The mass spectra of some compounds also suggest the formation of

hydrogen-bonded dimers in the laser desorption process. Further

investigation of this effect is in progress and will be reported.
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ASER-INDUCED FLORESCENCE LIFETI OF RUBRENE

BY TVO PHOTON EXCITATION AT 1064 NM

Fuat Bayrakjeken

Ankara University, Faculty of Sciences

Department of Engineering Physics

06100 Tandogan, Ankara, Turkey

In recent years it has been shown that two-photon excitation

spectra (TPES) can provide valuable information on dipole forbidden

transitions not observable in conventional UV absorption. Of the

limited number of molecules studied by this technique over a wide

spectral range, rubrene has not been investigated.

Rubrene has a center of symmetry and therefore the principle of

mutual exclusion holds for one and two photon allowed transitions. It

has been found possible to excite the upper singlet state of rubrene

with two photon of 1.06 micron light from the YAG Laser. The

fluorescence decay time is found to be 48 ns., in toluene at room

temperature as compared with 16 ns., in single photon excitation

appears to be a low lying vibrational level of the first excited

singlet.
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I

I PRESSURE EFFECTS IN ORGANOMETALLIC MPD/MPI EXPERIMENTS

Jeanne M. Hossenlopp and 3. Chaiken

Department of Chemistry

JSyracuse University

Syracuse, New York 13244-1200

I
There has been much recent interest in pressure related effects on the

-. measured ion yields in bulk gas multiphoton dissociation/ionization

(NPD/MPI) experiments. We have measured the effects of added buffer gas

on the MPI signal of various arene chromium tricarbonyls (ACT's) and

Cr(CO)6. Using basic gaseous electronics theory and experimental

results on ion multiplication behavior in pure gases, we have found a

simple method for quantitative analysis of ion signal multiplication

effects in MPI systems. For various buffer gases and ion collection

electric fields, the multiplication model successfully models the pressure

dependence of total ion signal in most of the wavelength regions studied,

indicating that the measured ion signal is directly proportional to the

initial MPI yield. This is of crucial importance for MPI studies where

product branching ratios are being determined.

In certain spectral regions, the pressure dependence of the measured

ion signals deviated dramatically from the expected multiplication

behavior. We have measured the pressure dependence of vacuum ultraviolet

(VUV) emission in order to determine the nature of processes which compete

with ion formation in bulk gas experiments.

II|P
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MECHANISM OF THE INFRARED MULTIPHOTON DECOMPOSITION OF ETHANOL

D. K. Evans, J. W. Goodale, M. J. Ivanco, Robert D. McAlpine

Atomic Energy of Canada Research Company

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada

KOJ IPO

Infrared laser induced multiphoton decomposition (IRMPD)

experiments on CH3CD2OH and C2 H OD and on normal ethanol with iodine as

a free radical scavenger are reported. Irradiations were performed

using a temporarily smooth 60 ns FWHM CO2 laser pulse and measurement

of reagent depletion and product appearance was done using a GC/MS.

Measurements were made for a range of ethanol pressure (67-1333 Pa) and
2

laser fluences (3-15 J/cm ). There were only small effects on channel

ratios and no observable dependence of the mechanism over the ranges

studied. In previously reported work2'3 the following reactions have

been suggested as the major channels:

C2H5OH . 2 H-4 + H20 (1a)

.- CH3CHO + H2  (ib)

.. 3 + H2COH (Ic)

.... CH4 + H2CO (Id)

In experiments on C2 H OH with the addition of the very efficient free

radical scavenger, I2, 4 there is little, if any, change in the produc-

tion of C2H4, CH3CHO and CH 4 or in the depletion of C2H5OH. However,

production of C2H 6 was totally suppressed, indicating that it arises by

reaction (1c) followed by recombination of two methyl radicals.

Further information about the decomposition mechanism is seen from

consideration of the following primary photochemical reactions with no
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1 12 present:

H..= //+ H20/

I .~ C- C D + H0(2)
H D

H- H

I H . /. D H, , C D

\~ HO**
H O H"'  H

H,. H + D C=-O (4a)

I H e P D 00n

C0

H H4b

H H

The only form of ethene from the IRMPD of CH 3CD 2OH was CH 2CD 2, indica-

ting that the elimination of proceeds as shown by the arrows in reac-

tion (2) and the hydroxyl group combines with a C2-hydrogen atom.

Production of acetaldehyde is entirely by reaction (3). The hydroxyl

hydrogen atom combines with a hydrogen atom from C1 to form hydrogen as

shown by the arrows and there is no involvement of the methyl hydro-

gens. Methane is mainly produced by the molecular channel, reaction

(4b). About three times as much CH3D as CH4 is formed in the IRMPD of

CH3CD2 OH. Similar conclusions come from corresponding experiments on

CH3 CH2 OD indicating that there is no intramolecular isotope effect on

the mechanism of this channel. The methyl group favors combination

with a hydrogen atom from C1 and not with the hydroxyl hydrogen. These

experiments have shown that reactions (la)-(lc) but not (1d) are major

channels in the IRMPD of ethanol. In addition we have determined that

several products such as methane are formed from concerted molecular

reactions and not from free radical paths.

I
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UV LASER MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION STUDY OF FORMALDEHYDE

Liu Houxiang, Li Shutao, Han Jingcheng and Wu Cunkai

Laboratory of Laser Spectroscopy

Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics

Academia Sinica

Hefei, China

Multiphoton ionization of formaldehyde at 308 nm has been studied

under diffusive beam conditions. The ion peaks appearing at m/e-30 and

28 are assigned to H2CO
+ and CO+ , originating from 2+1 and 2+2

photoionization, respectively.

Formaldehyde is of importance to chemistry, medicine,

astrochemistry and environmental science, but only a experiment of its

two-step photoionization have been done1 by Letokhov. We present here,

for the first time, a MPI investigation of H2CO under diffusive beam

conditions using a XeCI excimer laser.

The H2CO molecular beam is crossed at right angles with the

focused excimer laser (70 mj/pulse, 10 ns FWHM, 5Hz) in the

photoionizing region of a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The pressure

during the experiments is in the range of 7 x 10"6 - 7 x 10- 5 torr.

The measured ion peaks are at m/e-30 and 28, and have been assigned to

H2CO+ and CO
+ , respectively. The dependence of the ion signals on

laser intensity and pressure are measured, giving the laser intensity

indices of 2.32 and 3.66 to H2CO
+ and CO+ , the pressure indices of 0.88

± 0.3 and 0.71 ± 0.3 to H2CO
+ and CO+ , respectively.

The ionization potential of H2CO is 10.87 eV which is lower than

the three photon energy (12.03 eV) of 308 nm light. The dissociation

from the first excited state (2B1) of H2CO+ into CO
+ + H2 requires

energy of 13.98 eV which is lower than the four photon energy (16.04

eV) of 308 n light. The 2B2 - 2B, transition of 112CO
+ for C2v

~mm~ttry is. forbidden and can be neglected. Sowe present a dominant

mechanism for MPI of H2CO at 308 nm as follows:

H2CO(X0, 
1A1 ) 2-h2VC* 

1A1) (1)20 2 0
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HChv H2CO (2)

2hv + HCO+(2A) very fast CO+ + H (3)
oAI

The population of H2CO
+ (Np) and CO+ (N+) is given by the

approximate solution for a set of rate equations from formulae (1) -

(3) as

Np - ao (4)P B 0 /CB4v

Nf+ - a A14 NoT/(oBI+1) (5)

where 7 is a nonradiative relaxation rate of Z state of H2CO, No is the

population of H2CO(X, 'Al) and T is the laser pulse duration. Based on

Eqs. 4 and 5 we explain our experiment result.
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I
MECHANISM OF MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION AND FRAGMENTATION OF ALKYL IODIDESI

Han Jingcheng, Liu Houxiang, Gu Jianping, Li Shutao, Wu Cunkai

Laboratory of Laser Spectroscopy

Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics

Academia Sinica, P. 0. Box 25

Hefei, China

In the course of a few years, the field of Multiphoton Ionization-

Dissociation Mass Spectroscopy (MIDMS) has developed into a mature

j branch of research. The MIDMS has been proven to be a very useful tool

for understanding the dynamics of fragmentation of polyatomic mole-

cules. Multiphoton ionization-fragmentation patterns have been re-

ported for six alkyl iodides in the 400-360 nm region.1 The signifi-

cant differences on the MPIMS patterns of tert-bytyl iodiode and

n-butyl iodide are thought to be attributed to differences in the

spectroscopic and dynamic properties of the first-formed fragment ion

in the HPI-Fragmentation process. MPI studies of methyl iodide were

also performed in the 7100-5300 A and 3550-2650 A regions to look into

the nature of the a - n A-band system and its photochemistry.2

In this paper the MPI mass spectra are reported for C2 H I and

n-C3 H 7I under the action of XeCl excimer laser by using quadrupole mass

spectrometer. In one-photon absorption, the A-band continuum begins at

approximately 32000 cm' for each of these molecules. The dissociation

rate in the A-band excited state is significantly larger than the up-

pumping rate. One-photon frequency of XeCl excimer laser approaches

and is just beyond the A-band threshold, whereas two-photon excitation

are obviously different for these molecules. The motivation for this

study is in the understanding of the effect of one-photon dissociation

and two-photon resonance via Rydberg states on MPI process of alkyl

iodides.

The experimental setup of KPI mass spectrum of C2 H5 1 and n-C3H71

consists of three parts: a XeCA excimer laser, a molecular beam device,

a modified quadrupole mass spectrometer and signal processing system.
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For MPI mass spectrum of C2H51 molecule, three mass peaks are

observed, which belongs to C2H5
+, I+ , C2H51+, whereas other mass peaks

are too small to be observed. For KPI mass spectrum of n-C2H71 mole-

cule, four mass peaks are stronger, which belongs to n-C3 H7
+  I+, C2 H 5+

and C2 H3

The dependences of all ionic yields on the parent molecule

pressure are found to be linear, as to be expected, indicating that the

formation of all ions is an unimolecular process.

The power data are measured for seven ions. For MPI of C2 H I, the

slopes of the plots of lag ionization current versus lag optical power

for C2 H 5+ I+ , C2 H 51+ and total ion at low power are 3.88, 3.17, 3.27

and -3.5 respectively, whereas they become 1.57, 3.17, 1.60 and -2 at

high power, respectively. For MPI of n-C3H71 , the power indexes of I+,

n-C3 H 7+ C2 H 5+ C2 H 3+ and total ion at low power are 3.25, 4.15, 3.99,

-5 and -4, respectively, whereas these indexes are 3.25, 1.63, 1.21,

1.92 and -2 at high power, respectively.

The experimental results are analyzed in terms of population rate

equations for various mechanisms. It is shown that the KPI of C2 H I

molecule is mainly determined by the two competitive channels

C2H5I + h C--- C2H 5 + I

C2H51 + 22y 5 2H51
**

C2H5I + hx --- C2H5I+

Then neutral fragments C2H 5 and the I atoms undergo further photo-

absorption and ionization. The C2 H 5+ and I+ ions also come from fur-

ther absorption and dissociation of parent ions. 3ut the former chan-

nel is predominant. For the n-C3 H 71 molecule interacting with XeCl

laser radiation, dissociation followed by ionization is the most

probable mechanism. It is unlikely that the parent molecule is ionized

prior to dissociation.

When C2H51 and n-C3 H 7I molecules are irradiated by a XeCI excimer

laser beam at 308 nm, one-photon frequency just approaches the A-band
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threshold of these molecules, whereas two photons are only resonant

with the transition to Rydberg state of C2 H I molecule. Therefore MPI-

l fragmentation mechanisms are obviously different for the two molecules.
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Molecular Model of Multiple-Photon Absorption through

Chaotic and Bistable Steady States

John C. Englund* and Charles M. Bowden

Research Directorate, AMSMI-RD-RE-QP

Research, Development, and Engineering Center

U.S. Army Missile Command

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35898-5248

and

Frederic A. Hopf

Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721

A simple model1 -3 of the multiple-photon excitation of a single
molecule has been successful in yielding the experimentally observed
fluence dependence of laser-light absorption by SF6 prior to disso-

ciation. Interestingly, this regime is associated with chaotic dynamics

of the molecular modes.

It can be shown that this model also contains time-independent steady-
state solutions. We have found by a linear stability analysis that these

are either unstable or neutrally stable (centers). In the former case,
the chaotic states result. However, in the latter, perturbations give

rise to periodic responses (see Fig. 1); hence, the molecular absorption

is likewise periodic, and fluence dependence is not predicted. This
behavior may also be seen when the molecule is initially in an unexcited

state, with periodicity most likely if the unexcited state is near a
center. Thus, the model predicts two distinct types of absorption, with

that observed dependent upon the system parameters (e.g., the laser

frequency).
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I
This model is structurally unstable, however. That is, if an arbi-

trarily small dissipative term is added, the qualitative nature of the

solutions is changed (e.g., centers become nodes). To remedy this, we

have investigated a model that differs in having a phenomenological

dissipative term in the pump-mode dynamical equation. Among the conse-

fquences of this extension are the appearance of stable nodes and limit

cycles (see Fig. 2) in place of neutrally stable states. This gains in

J significance when we consider the time-independent response curve (Fig.

3). The Duffing-like nonlinearity of the model is responsible for the

multivalued regions seen here, while the existence of multiple reso-

nances with the background molecular modes is responsible for there

being a series of such regions. We have found that these can support

hysteresis cycles in the response of the molecule, and hence in its

absorption characteristics 4 . This contrasts with the original model,

fin which the absence of a relaxation mechanism prevents hysteresis from
occurring.

The extended model, like the original, exhibits chaotic states

(though these are presumably associated with a strange attractor).

However, the parameter ranges over which chaos is predicted are narrowed,

and may disappear entirely with sufficient dissipation. As was the case

before, chaos becomes more likely to occur as the time-independent steady

states become farther away from the initial molecular state. Hence,

referring again to Fig. 3, we find windows of chaotic behavior between

each resonance.
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University, Dallas, TX 75275
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I
CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY STUDIES OF IR NULTIPHOTON ABSORPTION

IN DIATONIC MOLECULES: DESTRUCTION OF COHERENCE BY ROTATION

Robert Parson
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University of Colorado

and National Bureau of Standards, and Department of Chemistry,
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0440

I In polyatomic molecules, infrared multiphoton absorption is

characterized by a rapid destruction of phase coherence between the

I molecular vibration and the driving field.1 This accounts for the

success of semiphenomenological schemes based upon master

equations. 1 2 which do not, however, address the detailed mechanisms

that bring about destruction of coherence. Much theoretical3'4'5

evidence confirms the intuitive expectation that molecular rotation

plays a crucial role.

The present study is directed towards a simple system motivated

by the preceding considerations: a rotating heavy diatomic molecules

(IBr) in a strong single-mode field. While this is a caricature of a

polyatomic, it is a system which can be analyzed in great detail.

Some of the qualitative dynamics should be useful in understanding

J more complicated systems. The system may also be of experimental

interest in its own right.

The Hamiltonian representing IBr in a laser field is:
P2 L

H = Pr+ + U(r) + XP(r) coswt cose (1)

where e is the angle between the field polarization axis and the

internuclear axis, L is the total angular momentum, r and Pr the

vibrational coordinate and conjugate momentum, and w the field

frequency. U(r) is modelled as a Morse oscillator. At low field

strengths the energy and angular momentum oscillate in a correlated

fashion. At higher fields intermittent bursts of irregular behavior

interrupt this pattern, leading to randomization of the relative

phase after a few rotational periods. (The dynamics of a driven non-

rotating diatomic at these energies is very regular.)

I
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The results can be interpreted using a nonlinear resonance

analysis6 of the classical phase space. The familiar first-order

selection rule AmL - ±1 points to the importance of resonance zones

in which the angular momentum changes in lock-step with the

vibrational energy; surface-of-section analysis reveals the structure

of these zones. The major resonance centers are separated by twice

the rotational frequency, so that overlap, and the possibility of

chaos, can occur at modest field strengths. In essence, the

mechanism reduces to overlap of power-broadened vibration-rotation

absorption lines.

Further analysis identifies the irregular bursts with passage of

trajectories across a broken-up multidimensional separatrix. The

rate at which coherence is destroyed can be related to the frequency

at which trajectories encounter the stochastic layer and the time

they spend inside it.
7

The mechanism identified here involves an interplay between

vibrational anharmonicity and the nonlinearity implicit in the

molecule-field coupling; it resembles "modulational diffusion."6 In

Dolvatomcs, distinct mechanisms involving vibrational angular

momentum have been identified by others. 4 Future work will assess

the relative importance of these processes. Quantum effects, -

including dynamical tunnelling between vibration-rotation resonances,

are also under investigation.
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I
EFFECTS OF STRONG E.M. FIELDS IN THE CONTINUUM OF HELIUM ATOM

A. Ladi, N. K. Ramant and P. Spizzo
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Double resonance with two discrete states coupled to an

autoionizing (or predissociating) state for an atom (or molecule)

provides notable features that have been studied theoretically by
US. 1,2

We now integrate our previous work with ab initio calculations for

the helium atom. The two discrete states are the ground state and the

2p3p, the 2p4p or the 2p5p state (all 1P). Each of these three lies

far above the ionization threshold but for our purposes can be con-

sidered to be discrete states (spin-orbit effects being weak in helium,

these states have lifetimes long enough to be considered as discrete

states). The resonance lies 2.30653 atomic units from the ground state

and therefore, the e.m. fields necessary would be normally a synchro-

tron source and a laser. All the atomic parameters are calculated

utilizing extended configuration interactions and are of the state-of-
3

the-art accuracy. We shall be reporting results of our calculations

which include ionization probabilities and field-induced structures in

the continuum.
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COUPLED LOGISTIC MAP AS A MODEL FOR PHOTON ABSORPTION

IN MULTIMODE SYSTEMS
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UniversitA di Pisa, Via Risorgimento 35, 56100, Pisa, Italy

Absorption of energy for a molecular system from an extended

electromagnetic field have various implications. One of these is that

for the energy close to the dissociation threshold, the dynamics is

that of chaos. One technique for studying chaotic dynamics involves

study of discrete mapping. An application of discrete mapping will be

reported which explains why dissociation of molecules will occur at

much lower threshold of external field intensities when two modes of a

molecule are simultaneously coupled by two external electromagnetic

fields. New calculations for coupled logistic map involving Lyapunov
1

exponent, power spectra and spacing distribution will be presented.

1. A. Ferretti, N. K. Rahman, Chem. Phys. Lett., (1987), in press.
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CLASSICAL COUNTERPARTS OF MULTIPHOTON PHENOMENA

I Qi-Chang Su and J. Javanainen
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14627

To elucidate the nature of "quantum chaos", extensive comparisons of the classical

I and quantum-mechanical dynamics in microwave ionization of hydrogen have been carried
outl.2. For higher photon frequencies, quantum mechanical numerical simulations of
multiphoton ionization and above-threshold ionization (AT) have recently been begun.3,4

In this work we investigate the possible classical counterparts of multiphoton phenomena.

In analogy to our quantum calculations 4 we use the classical Hamiltonian

2S H ac L + V(xt)

2

V(x,t) E +xEsin cot.

We integrate Newton's equations of motion for particles with various initial energies,

including the ground-state energy of the corresponding quantum system W = -0.6699. The

angular frequency of the classical orbit of such an electron is v = 2.490.

In the limit of low field frequencies the electron adjusts itself adiabatically to the

slowly-varying instantaneous potential V(x,t). Starting from the quantum ground-state
energy, the electron can escape from the local minimum of the potential around the origin
only if the field strength is E > 0.12; see the Figure. However, in the quantum-mechanical

system with co - 0.07 and E = 0.07, 10-photon ionization takes place at the finite rate of

2x10 -2 Co. For such parameters multiphoton ionization is a quantum phenomenon with no

classical counterpart.

If the driving frequency is increased keeping the field strength fixed, the field forces

the electron to execute fast quivering motion around the unperturbed cyclic orbit, but the
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electron remains bounded. It is easy to choose parameters such that there is no classical

analog of the quantum-mechanical one-photon ionization either.

1.0

0.0 E = 0.05

V(xt) 0.

-1.0 0.2

-2.0 A
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

x

Fig. . The effective potential V(x,t) at tine t - x/c20 when the time-dependent part
is at its steepest, for the three field strengths E - 0.05, 0.12 and 0.2. The horizontal
line denotes the ground-state energy W - - 0.6699. If the potential were static, a
particle with this energy could leave the neighborhood of x - 0 only for E > 0.12.

When the ionization starts from the ground state, classical and quantum-mechanical
results have little in common. The situation is known to be different for higher initial
energies 1.2 where the classical motion becomes chaotic for certain field strengths and

frequencies. We discuss the intermediate zone between ATI and chaotic microwave
ionization.
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Multiphoton Dynamics and Quantum Diffusion in Rydberg Atom*

I Shih-I Chu and K. Wang

Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045

I We report the first three-dimensional (3D) quantum-mechanical
study1 of the multiphoton dynamics and quantum diffusion phenomena in
the microwave-driven Rydberg hydrogen atoms near the onset of classical
chaos, using the Floquet theory 2 and artificial intelligence
algorithms.3 The 3D calculations reveal new results which aresignificantly different from the conventional one-dimensional (1D)

quantal calculations4 with regard to quantum diffusion phenomena and
ionization pathways.

Figure 1 depicts a schematic diffusion pattern at the initial
time from the quantum state n-6B (nl-65, n 20 in the parabolic
coordinates). Note that the ID calculations include only the n2 =0

* ladder, whereas the 3D calculations allow for n2 0o ladders as well.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of 1D and 3D results for the case w
(field freq. in a.u.) - O.8/n, and F (field strength) - 0.025/n0
(n0-66) for the average quantum number <n(t)> as a function of time
(from t-0 to 50 ' (optical cycles)). Note the ID results mimic very
well the 3D results for t < 15T, but deviation occurs at larger times.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison for the total flux (probability) flowing
into n ? 100 states, a measure of the ionization probability (field
parameters same as Fig. 2). It is seen that apart from the first few
optical cycles, the ID model significantly underestimates the
ionization flux at larger times. The most notable result is the
dominance of the diffusion flux into the n2 - 1 ladder. The quantum
diffusion pattern is shown in more details in Fig. 4, where the
populations for each quantum state (n) are plotted at two different
times (field parameters same as Fig. 2). These results indicate that
except for short times when the main flux remains in the initial n2 - 0
ladder, the flux diffuses quickly into the n2 9 0 ladders only a few
optical cycles after the field is turned on and that ionization occurs
mainly through the n2 - I ladder at this frequency and field strength.
More detailed results about the frequency and intensity dependent
dynamical evolution of Rydberg states will be presented at the
conference. Comparison with experimental data5 will also be made.

Supported by D.O.E.
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IONIZATION OF ATOMS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD:

THE EFFECT OF CLOSED CLASSICAL ORBITS ON QUANTUM SPECTRA

M. L. Du and J. B. Delos*

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440

The behavior of quantum systems in which classical motion is ir-

regular or chaotic is poorly understood, and the whole field of "quantum

chaos" is marked by confusion and controversy. Important insight comes

from experimental measurements of the absorption spectrum of atoms near

the ionization threshold. 1 If the atom is placed in a magnetic field,

then the absorption spectrum shows sinusoidal oscillations superimposed

on a smooth background. These oscillations are correlated with periodic

orbits in the system: the "wavelength" (or peak-to-peak energy spacing

AEn) of each oscillation corresponds to the period Tn of a classical

periodic orbit of the system through the relationship aEn w 2w h/Tn-

Computational evidence indicates that these systems are classically

chaotic, with only isolated, unstable periodic orbits. Why do these

orbits produce such phenomena?

We have developed a quantitative theory showing the relationship

between closed orbits and the observed oscillations in the spectrum.

The theory and calculations are based upon two approximations. (1)

Close to the nucleus (r 6 50), the effect of the magnetic field is

neglected, and the electron wave function corresponds to zero-energy

scattering in a Coulomb field. (2) Far from the nucleus (r > 50) a

semiclassical approximation is used. These approximations lead to a

simple physical picture. When the atom absorbs a photon, the electron

goes into a near-zero energy Coulomb outgoing wave. This wave propa-

gates away from the nucleus to large distances. Fur r > 50 ao the out-

going wave fronts propagate according to semiclassical mechanics, and

*1986-87 JILA Visiting Fellow. Permanent address: Physics Dept.

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185.
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I
they are correlated with outgoing classical trajectories. Eventually

the trajectories and wave fronts are turned back by the magnetic field;

some of the orbits return to the nucleus, and the associated waves (now

incoming) interfere with the outgoing waves to produce the observed os-

cillations.

Spectral.measurements observe the average oscillator strength den-

sity: the transition dipole moment averaged over the small range of

I energy corresponding to the experimental resolution,

R ( ) I <*fIDIi>12 (Ef-Ei) p(Ef) g(Ef-E) dEf * (1)

From the above ideas, we have shown that the observed oscillator

I strength can be written as a smooth, slowly varying background term plus

a sum of sinusoidal oscillations:

I(E) - Df (E) + I A (E) sin(f E T (E')dE' + c (2)0o n n 0 n an)2

I The background term DfO(E) is the oscillator strength density that

would be obtained in the absence of an external field. Each oscillatory

term in (2) corresponds to a closed orbit of the electron in the com-

bined Coulomb and magnetic fields. Each closed orbit begins and ends at

the atomic nucleus. Tn(E) is the transit time for the electron on this

orbit. If the spectrum is measured at low resolution, then only the

orbits of shortest duration contribute to this sum; orbits of longer

Iduration produce rapidly oscillating terms that average to zero. With

increasing resolution, more and more terms become significant, and the

Jspectrum oscillates wildly.
The amplitudes and phases of the oscillations depend upon: (1) the

finitial state of the system; (2) the polarization of the absorbed light;

(3) the initial and final directions of the orbit, as it leaves and re-

turns to the nucleus; (4) the relative stability of the closed orbit,

i.e., the divergence of adjacent trajectories from the central closed or-

bit; (5) the classical action integral f p . dq on the orbit, and phase

corrections associated with caustics through which the orbit passes.

1
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We show our first results. Because the spectrum itself is wildly

oscillatory, direct comparison between theoretical and experimental

oscillator strengths is unhelpful. More appropriate for comparison is

the Fourier transform of the spectrum, which was obtained in Ref. 1. We

show their result compared to our calculated amplitudes in Fig. 1. Very

pleasing agreement is obtained for the short-period orbits (T/Tc 4.6).

2-

Ww

4!

r-

0 2 4 6 8 90
TIME (T/Tc)

Fig. 1. Heavy lines: amplitudes IAnI2 associated with closed orbits of
duration Tn. Dotted line: Fourier transform of measured absorption
spectrum (Is + 2pz + ionization).

Conclusion. Stable and orderly properties of a quantum chaotic

system are associated with closed classical orbits of the system. In

particular, observed oscillations in the absorption spectrum of an atom

in a magnetic field can be understood quantitatively from properties of

these orbits.

This work was supported by NSF.
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